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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
I .I PURPOSE
This is a researcher's guide to the NASA Ames Research Center Flight
Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). The primary objective of this
document is to provide a researcher with all the information about the FSAA
he needs to conduct a productive, efficient flight simulation experiment.
It is mainly a collection of data on the various elements of the system,
both hardware and software. It is user-oriented. Only that information
deemed at all useful to the researcher has been included. Its intent is
also to serve as a vehicle of communication between the researcher and the
simulation support groups. Care has been exercised in the use of language
common to both yet emphasizing the researcher's needs.
The F_AA is a complex aeronautical simulation tool that embodies
advanced concepts and performance addressed to present and future research
needs. It is supported by groups of NASA and contractor people that have
wide and diverse experience in the use of the equipment. Communication
between the researcher and these people is essential to a successful simu-
lation effort and this document seeks to aid that process.
While the simulation operations personnel thoroughly understand the
FSAA, the knowledge of the research objectives of each test comes from the
researcher. The operations staff should know at least the general test
objectives but it is generally impractical for the researcher to communicate
all the various facets and fine details of his program. Therefore, the
burden is on the researcher to provide adequate information to the operations
personnel. The more the researcher knows about the FSAA, the better he will
be able to supply this information and the better he will be able to take
full advantage of the capabilities of the FSAA.
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1.2 OUTLINE
Besides these introductory paragraphs, the guide is divided into five
more sections, each addressing major subsystem components of the facility.
Section 2 describes the software and hardware aspects of the central
computational system including data acquisition and program control.
Section 3 gives details of the cockpit which includes the instruments,
control loaders, head-up display, and sound generator.
Section 4 is a treatise on the outside visual display subsystem that
describes the visual system concept, its performance, and related coml_Ata-
tional systems that drive it from information in the central computer.
Existing and suggested checkout procedures are also outlined.
Section _ describes the motion system. Data on its performance
characteristics are provided. A major portion of this section describes
the drive logic and its effects on the motion cues which will be provided
to the pilot.
The last section, 6, contains a collection of procedures and suggestions
that hopefully will assist in making the researcher's experience with the
FBAA a productive one. It also contains an extensive data exchange list
that should form the basis for initial communication with the NASA operatiomD
groups.
I.3 DATA SOURCES AND FORMAT
This document was prepared by a user/researcher group including people
who have been in the roles of researcher, simulator support engineer, and
si_mllator hardware designer. The data were obtained from the many people
within the NASA structure that have contributed to simulation technology
and specifically to the FSAA development. In some instances tests of the
hardware _ere required to clarify performance or formulate descriptions.
The data represent the most current properties of the FSAA and are updated
every three months or whenever component modifications are implemented.
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Thedata are by no means complete or representative of all the tests per-
formed on the FSAA, but certainly reflect the aspects of the device that
are important to the researcher. If portions of the guide appear irrele-
vant, it is because an attempt was made to ensure comprehensiveness.
The formats of the data are the ones commonly used by engineers
working in the aeronautical disciplines. The use of symbols has been
minimized and wherever possible standard nomenclature has been adopted.
The guide is bound in a loose-leaf binder for use in the laboratory where
additions, corrections, or modifications may be easily implemented. The
writers encourage each user and members of the simulation support groups
to revise, critique, and add to this document when necessary by submitting
changes to the Simulation Sciences Division. Users are particularly urged
to add comments and experiential data to the guide following the comple-
tion of their programs. This may be a powerful way of transforming the
simulation "art" into science.
1.4 FSAA G_ERAL DESCRIPTION
The FSAA is a general-purpose aircraft simulator that was designed
to meet present and future transport aircraft research needs. Its advanced
concepts and performance make it useful for a wide variety of simulation
test purposes and its design includes high flexibility within an experimental
laboratory.
Within one building, a large area houses a six-degree-of-freedom
electromechanical motion system supporting a transport cockpit structure
containing seats, instrument panels, flight controls, visual display hard-
ware, and aural equipment. Adjacent to the main area is the control room
which houses the operator stations, an entrance platform, and a visitor's
observation platform. Below the operator's room is an array of electronic
consoles and power units that provide drive power for the device. In an
adjacent room, a central computing facility comprising many digital and
analog computers and support equipment is maintained. In a nearby area,
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two large terrain boards are mounted vertically with supporting light banks,
gantry, and television equipment that forms the outside scene generation
subsystem. A series of cables tie all this equipment together and to the
central computing room where a computer control station is maintained and
from where the researcher directs the simulation effort.
A photograph of the simulator area containing the motion system and
cockpit is shown in Figure I.4-I.
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Figure 1.4-1: Motion System and Cockpit of the FSAA
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SECTION 2
COMPUTER SYSTEM
2.1 HA/IDWARE
Hardware other than the cockpit, visual, and motion systems are
described below. Sections 3, 4, and 9 are devoted to the descriptions of
these systems. This section is mainly devoted to the description of
hardware d/rectly linked to the digital computer. The descriptions cover
onl_ those hardware features which are judged potentially important to the
researcher in the planning and conduct of a sinmlation program.
2.1 .I GENERAL CONFIGURATION
The general configuration of the realtime simulation computer facility
is depicted in Figure 2-I. The figure shows the digital computer and
communication links with all peripheral equipment relevant to realtime
simulations. The digital computer is also used for both timesharing and
batch operations. There is additional peripheral equipment for these
operations which is not shown in Figure 2-I.
Each component of Figure 2-I is discussed individually in the following
subsections.
2.1.2 DIGITAL COMPUTER
The heart of the simulation facility is the digital computer. It is
used for solving the aircraft equations of motion, interfacing with the
peripheral equipment (see Figure 2-I), and a multitude of other functions.
Solving of the aircraft equations of motion is discussed in the software
section.
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Thecomputer'score memoryis partitioned into two areas, the fore-
groundandbackground. Theforegroundarea is reserved for the realtime
simulation user. Thebackgroundarea is reserved for the batch and time-
share user. Theforegrounduser alwayshaspriority over all background
jobs.
Critical parametersof the digital computerare:
Type: XeroxSigma-8
CoreSize: 128Kwordsfor BPM/BTM
WordSize: 32bits, 8 bit bytes
Cycle Time: 900ns
KeyExecutionTimes(Single Precision, Floating Point):
Load= .75 Us
Store = 1.77 Us
Add= 2.50 Us
Subtract = 2.50 Us
Multiply = 3.30 Us
Divide = 7.7 to 10.9 Us
2. I •3 PERIPHERALEQUIPMENT
Foreground I/O Terminal. The foreground I/O terminal forms the main
communication link between the user and the digital computer. When used
in conjunction with the existing software (see the CASPRE description in
Section 2.2.1 ) the user can monitor and/or change variables within the
computer, as well as issue commands (e.g., read a RAD file). The terminal
is an HP 2640A with standard typewriter keyboard input and CRT display. Its
speed is 1200 Baud (120 characters/second) with optional thermal copy of
the last two pages of information displayed on the cathode ray tube (CRT)
display.
Di6ital Plotter/Line Printer. This is the primary foreground output
device and as such it may be the researcher's primary means of recording
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digital data (e.g., trim conditions, endof run statistics, etc.). As
implied, the device canalso be usedto generateplots (see the VPLOT
subroutine description in Section 2.2.3). It is a VersatecElectrostaticI
Matrix Printer/Plotter using 21.6 cmx 27.9 cm(8 _ in x 11 in) electro-
graphic paper. Its speedis 300to 500 lines per minute.
Rapid Access Device (RAD) and Disks. This volatile storage device is
primarily used by the Batch Process Monitor/Batch Timesharing Monitor
(BP_BTM) operating system. BPM/BTM uses the RAD to swap foreground and
background jobs, and hence release the CPU for batch and timesharing Jobs.
This swapping is only done while the computer is in the IC mode and does
not interfere with realtime operations.
The RAD is very similar to a disk, expect its fixed position read/wrlte
head (one per track) makes it access much faster. The RAD storage capacity
is 6 megabytes.
Two disks are available for storage of system software, user programs,
and data. The foreground user may also read and/or _ite information on
the disk while in the IC mode. This capability can be used to read a
set-up deck and to change program variables for different test configurations.
The disks can also provide an indirect link to the high speed printer.
The high speed printer is actually a background device and as such is not
directly available to the foreground user. This can be circumvented by
writing disk files from the foreground area, and then submitting a back-
ground job to read these files and print the file contents on the high
speed printer.
The storage capacity of each disk is 25 megabytes.
High Speed Line Printer. As mentioned above, this is a background
output device and as such is not directly available to the foreground user.
However, it can be indirectly used via the process outlined above. It is
desirable to use the background line printer for large amounts of data
instead of the foreground line printer (the digital plotter described above)
because it is much faster.
With the foreground printer, the computer is completely tied up during
the printing and no other I/O devices can be serviced. This can cause some
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delays betweenruns as you have to wait for the printing to finish. With
the background printer there are no delays to the simulation but the output
is not immediately available.
The background line printer speed is 1000 lines per minute.
Ma6netic Ta_es. Two 9-track, 800 BPI tape units are available. The
foreground user can store realtime data on one of the tapes by using the
BR_ program described in Section 2.2.3. The tapes generated by BRUNDM
are referred to as MAC/RAN tapes.
Card Readers. There is one card reader for the background area and
one for the foreground area. Their speeds are 1500 and 400 cards per
minute, respectively.
The foreground user can directly access the foreground card reader
via CASPRE commands (Section 2.2.1 ). The background card reader can be
indirectly used by the foreground user by performing a card-to-disk
operation, and then reading the resulting disk file. The reasons for
using the indirect method are twofold. First, the background card reader
is faster. Second, once the cards have been stored on the disk the data
can be used repeatedly without using either of the card readers. This
process is especially convenient when it is necessary to change several
parameters between runs.
Discrete I/O. Discrete outputs (DO's) and discrete inputs (DI's)
provide a means of displaying and changing integer variables within the
computer. Typically the discretes are connected to toggle switches and
status lights.
Both DO's and DI's are only capable of on/off (i.e., 0 or 1) functions.
For example, a SAS on/off toggle switch could be used as input to a DI,
and a DO could be used to drive a SAS on/off status light. A number of
lights and switches are available at the experimenter's station. The
lights can be used to monitor various program options. The switches can
be used to control various options even during OPERATE_ e.g., engine or
other system failures.
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There are 128 Dl's and 192 DO's. However, not all of these are con-
nected to output stations. The distribution of the more important DI's
and DO's is as follows:
32 Dl's for computer control console
64 Dl's for motion cab
32 DO's for computer control console
h8 DO's for motion cab
28 DO's for strip chart recorders
There are other places where the DI's and DO's are used, but in general
they are not of practical interest to the researcher.
Di61tal-to-Analog and Analo6-to-Di6ital Converters (DAC's and ADC's I.
The DAC's and ADC's provide the computer with the capability of communica-
tingwithvarious analog equipment. For example, the computer commands
the motion simulator via DAC's and monitors its position feedback pots via
ADC's.
There are 128 DAC's and a 64-channel ADC multiplexer. All are 100
volt, 15 bit converters.
DAC and ADC usage is mostly a function of the researcher's needs.
However, the following distribution of ADC's and DAC's are common to all
simulations.
NUMBER OF DAC' S t_AGE
9
6
32
&
3 to 21
I to4
I to4
I
App. 3O
Redifon Drives
Motion Drives
Strip Chart Recorders
Analog X-Y Plotters
Control Loaders*
Throttle Servos
Engine Sound Generator
Airspeed Sound Generator
Standard Cab Instruments
The number of DAC's required by the Control Loaders is a function
of the options used by the researcher. See Section 3 for details.
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NUMBER OF ADC' S
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
I to4
2
I
I
USAGE
Redifon Follow-ups
Motion Follow-ups
Motion Rates
Motion Wrap Around
Control Loader Position
Control Loader Computed Force
Control Loader Actual Force
Throttle Position
Brakes
Flaps
Speed Brake
2.I •4 ANALOG COMPUTERS
There are two EAI 231R analog computers. One is reserved for inter-
facing with the control loaders, and one is available for use by the
researcher (unless both right and left seat loader systems are being used).
The analog computer provides a means for implementing high frequency filters
and/or preconditioning analog inputs to the digital computer.
2.1.5 X-Y PIDITERS AND STRIP CHART RECORDERS
Two analog X-Y plotters are available for plotting realtime data.
They are both Electro Instruments, Inc., Model 412 plotters. The plotting
area is 27.9 cmx 43.2 am (11 in x 17 in), and the pen can be co_mmaded
up or down by the computer.
Altogether there are six strip chart recorders. Three are used
exclusively for recording the states of the motion system. The remaining
three are reserved for recording digital variables specified by the re-
searcher. The functions of the latter three recorders (i.e., on/off, speed,
and scaling) are capable of being controlled locally or by the digital
computer.
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Each recorder has 8 channels, and each channel of the digitally con-
trolled recorders can be multiplexed. This gives the researcher a maximum
of 48 channels for the recording of digital variables. The multiplexing
is done by the digital computer.
When using the multiplexing function, the selection of pairs of
variables to share each channel must be done carefully. At least one
variable of each pair should be a slowly varying signal. Combining two
high frequency signals on one channel makes it very difficult to read.
Two of the three digitally controlled recorders have seven event
markers each. These event markers are controlled by the DO's and can be
positioned at the center, right, or left. These can be used to record
various discrete events. All recorders have time markers on both edges
in the form of tick nmrks every second. Time marks are synchronized so
that data may be lined up easily.
2.2 SOFTWARE
The software relevant to realtime simulations is discussed below.
Functional descriptions of the executive routines and detailed descrip-
tions of the standard and user-supplied realtime subroutines are included,
as are the commonly used optional subroutines and utility routines.
2.2. I EXECUTIVE ROUTINES
The executive routines used for realtime simulations are collectively
called FAMILY III. The components of FAMILY III are FATHER, MOTHER, and
CASPRE. Their basic functions and relationship to one another are de-
picted in Figure 2-2. Note that BPM/BTM and the realtime routines are
also shown in Figure 2-2. BPM/BTM is the Xerox operating system and will
not be discussed in this report.
The realtime routines are discussed in Section 2.2.2. FATHER, MOTHER,
and CASPRE are discussed individually in the following subsections.
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2.2.1.1 FATHER
FATHER is the foreground executive consisting of a collection of
routines that provide services for MOTHER, CASPRE, and the realtime rou-
tines. These services include flow of control, memory management, I/O,
processing of Fortran run-time errors, and other functions. Details of
these services, however, are of practical interest only to the systems
programmer. The realtime simulation user is only rarely aware that FATHER
even exists. Hence an explanation of the FATHER capabilities is considered
inappropriate to this report.
2.2.1 .2 _0THER
MOTHER is the acronym for Monitor Time Handling Executive Routines.
Its primary function is to provide time schedules for realtime, multi-rate
simulations. These schedules then determine the flow of execution during
the IC, Hold, and Operate modes of operation. Other functions of MOTHER
are to monitor the computer mode, act as a realtime clock, and provide
realtime I/O.
Each of the above mentioned functions are discussed individually in
the following paragraphs.
Scheduling and Modes. MOTHER is a multi-rate scheduler. Many simula-
tions use three loops, with a different frame time for each loop. However,
_DTHER can be reconfigured for one or two loops. The following discussion
will mainly be limited to the nominal three loop configuration.
The three loops allow ftuuctions to be separated according to their
relative frequency content. High frequency functions are implemented in
loop I, mid-frequency in loop 2, and low frequency in loop 3.
The method used to execute these loops is a function of the mode of
the computer, as shown in Figure 2-3. MOTHER provides an execution schedule
for each of the modes shown in Figure 2-3.
The names Slow IC, Fast IC, Loop I, Loop 2, and Loop 3 used in
Figure 2-3 represent the Fortran subroutines SETUP, SLOOPIC, SLOOPI,
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SLOOP2,andSLOOP3,respectively. Collectively these subroutines form what
is known as BASIC. BASIC is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.2.
The execution schedule for each of the modes is indicated in Figure 2-3.
Mode Control. As shown in Figure 2-3 there are five possible modes
of operation, Fast IC, Slow IC, Hold, Operate, and No Mode. The computer
mode can be controlled from the computer console, the FSAA, or the motion
operator's console, or by software. MDTHER monitors changes to IMDDE every
period.
The following are succinct summaries of the function of each mo_e:
• Operate, IMDDE=I
This is the realtlme mode of operation. Execution is as
shown in Figure 2-_.
Slow IC, I_MODE=-I
This is the non-realtime mode of the IC function. Initial
conditions of all required variables should be set in this
mode.
• Fast IC, IMDDE=-2
This is the pseudo-realtime mode of the _IC function. 0nly
IC calculations that must be performed in a realtime mode
are implemented in this mode (e.g., the motion cab is move_
from the center position to the IC position).
• Hold, IMDDE=O
During this mode the states of the slmulationprogramare
frozen. The researcher can return to Operate or IC.
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• No Mode, IMODE=+2
During this mode, MOTHER performs discrete I/0 and checks
for a mode change. This mode is only internal to the
computer.
0_erate Mode. The Operate loop executes the subroutines SLOOPI,
SLOOP2, and SLOOP3 once every IDTI, IDT2, and !DT3 milliseconds (ms),
respectively. The frame times IDT2 and iDT3 are integer multiples of
IDTI
IDT2=N2* IDTI
IDT3=N3*IDTI
There are practical restrictions on the values of N2 and N3 that will
become apparent in a moment. The default values of N2 and N3 are 2 and 4,
respectively. The default value of IDTI is 22 ms. Thus the default values
of IDT2 and IDT3 are 44 and 88 ms, respectively.
The method used to execute SLOOPI, SLOOP2, and SLOOP3 is best explained
by way of example. Figure 2-4 depicts time lines over one period of time
for one combination of N2 and N3. One period is the lowest common multiple
of N2 and N3 times IDTI. The practical limitations of N2 and N3 should now
be apparent. N2=2 and N3=4 yield a period of 4*IDTI ms, but N2=7 and
N3=13 yield a period of 91*IDTI ms. Discrete I/O is executed only once
per period.
Figure 2-4a depicts the time line for a one-loop simulation. Thus
MOTHER executes LOOPI every IDTI ms.
Figure 2-4b depicts the time line for a two-loop simulation with N2=2.
Now MOTHER executes DOOPI every IDTI ms and LOOP2 every IDT2 ms. It does
this by first executing LOOPI and then startin6, execution of LOOP2. A clock
interrupt signals that IDTI ms have elapsed. MOTHER executes LOOP1 again
and then finishes the execution of LOOP2, which completes one period. If
there is time left over MOTHER waits before starting another period.*
* Actually the CPU is released to the Background if MOTHER has time left
over.
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Figure 2-4c depicts the time line for a three-loop simulation with
N2=2 and N3=-4. The method of execution is similar to the method des-
cribed for Figure 2-4b.
During the Operate mode MDTHER insures that all computations are
completed according to the time schedule. Thus, if the researcher speci-
fies too large a frame time (via IDTI ) then MDTHER will wait during some
portions of the realtime loop (see Figure 2-4). If the frame time is too
small, an error will result and the researcher must increase the v_lue
of IDTI. The v_lue of IDTI is restricted to even integers.
It should be mentioned that the MDTHER initialization routines must be
re-executed ever_r time the value of IDTI is changed. If they are not, a
time scaling will result because the time schedule will not be changed.
Re-executlon of the MOTHER initialization routines is accomplished via
CASPRE, as explained in Section 2.2.1.3.
Hold Mode. The Hold loop executes the subroutines SLOOPI, SLOOF2,
and SLOOP3 in sequential order for NHOLD times. After NHOLD times through
the Hold loop, execution is halted. There is no time constraint. The
default value of NHOLD is 10.
IC Mode. Note from Figure 2-3 that there are two IC modes, the Fact IC
and the Slow IC. However, both Fast IC and Slow IC loops are executed as
Fast IC. The method of execution is depicted by the time line of Figure 2-5.
It is seen frc_ Figure 2-5 that the Fast IC loop is executed once
every &tic seconds, but that execution of the Slow IC loop is performed
on an interactive basis with the Background.
The fast loop frame time, &tic , is a function of the motion enables
switch, IM_AB. The value of &tic is controlled by MOTHER which sets the
BASIC variable IDTFST. When IM_AB is zero (i.e., no motion) the value of
IDTFST is set such that the Background receives an adequate portion of CPU
time. When IMCAB is one (motion enabled) the value of IDTFST is set to
NT_SED, the sample rate of the ADC/DAC servicing.
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TheSlowIC loop executes the subroutines SETUP, SLOOPI, SIDOP2, and
SIDOP3 in sequential order. There is no time constraint on completion
of these loops.
Realtime I/0. Realtime I/0 is accomplished via the ADC's, DAC's,
DI's, and D0's. The DI's and DO's are serviced at the end of each period.
The ADC's and DAC's are normally serviced in the second loop when in
¢
Operate, and in the Fast IC loop when in IC.
Note from Figure 2-4 that the ADC's are serviced at the beginning
of a frame time and that the DAC's are serviced at the completion of the
Loop where DAC servicing is specified. Thus nAC output will normally
occur after the completion of the LOOP2 computations, but the exact time
is not predictable. The approximate execution times for DAC and ADC I/0
are 9 and 16 microseconds per channel, respectively.
2.2.1.3 CASPRE
There are two modes to CASPRE, Executive and Debug. Both modes
permit the researcher to interface with the computer from the foreground
I/O terminal. The functions and capabilities of each CASPRE mode are
discussed below.
Executive CASPRE. Executive CASPRE permits the s_tion engineer
to "log on" to the computer, quit, and access Debug CASPRE. Logging on
causes all programs related to the researcher's project to be transferred
from the disk to the computer. Quitting terminates the computer session.
In addition, Executive CASPRE allows the operator to save the data
associated with the root of the program* on the disk after he has logged
• The "root of the program" is that portion of the program which is
nominally core resident.
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on. The version of the program data saved on the disk may then be restored
to the computer by performing a Restore command. The intent of Save and
Restore is to provide a convenient way of saving data for short periods
of time such that the user csa resume his sim_ation after breaktime
(or after a computer failure) without having to duplicate lengthy setup
procedures.
Debu_ CASPI@]. Debug CASPRE provides the primary means of checking and
modifying variables within the computer program. This is done by simply
specifying the Fortran name of any variable whose subroutine was compiled
with a symbol table. The relative or absolute address of the variable
could be specified in_tead, but this is usually not _, convenient.
Caution should be used when simply specifying the Fortran name ol the
variable desired. Dcbt_ CASPRE will access only the J'irst variable with
the specified name. %_us_ if there are two or more _ubroutines that defin_
a variable with the same Fortran name_ Debug CASPP_I ,_ill be able to access
only one of the variables.
It is possible that the operator could inadvertently access and/or
modify the wrong variable. The best way to avoid this problem is to use
descriptive names for the Fortran variables (i.e., avoid using A, B, X,
etc.), and to not use any names assigned to the Bf_IC common (see Section
2.2.2). It is also good practice to verify that a variable has an appro-
priate value before changing it. An unexpected value may indicate the
wrong variable has been accessed.
Debug CASPRE is also used for program initialization, that is, program
execution is started at the "ENTER" point of Figure 2-3. Thus, Debug
CASPRE causes execution of the MOTHER initialization routines. These routines
must be executed every time the loop frame time (iDTI) is changed and when
changing the number of ADC's (NAD), DAC's (NDA), Dl's (NDI), or DO's
Debug CASPRE can also be used to read input data from the foreground
card reader or the disk. Data specified in this manner are called Setup
Decks. CASPRE output can be directed to the foreground line printer
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instead of the foregroundI/0 terminal, a feature that is useful whena
hard copyof a large amountof data is required.
Other capabilities of DebugCASPREinclude setting breakpoints (program
stops) within any subroutine andthe ability to changeprograminstructions
(e.g., changean addinstruction to a subtract). Both of these features
are extremelyuseful whendebugginga newprogram.
All of the features of DebugCASPREdescribedabovecanbe used in
either the IC, Hold, or Operatemodes. However,caution shouldbe used
while in the Operateor Hold modes. For example,setting a Breakpoint
in Operatewouldcauseexecution to be halted. Also_ modifications made
in Hold haveno effect until the modeis changedto either IC or Operate.
2.2.? SIMULATIONROVPINES
2.2.2.1 GENERALDESCRIPTIONFBASIC
Realtimesimulation of virtually any aircraft modelcanbe implemented
via a systemof subroutines knownas BASIC. BASICperforms functions co1_on
to most aircraft simulations. Thesefunctions include:
I. Integration of the aircraft equations of motion.
Theform of the equations and axis systemusedby
BASICare summarizedin AppendixA.
2. Implementationof commonlyusedkinematic relationships.
3. Calculation of commonlyusedaerodynamicparameters.
4. Calculation of commonlyusedatmosphericparameters.
5. Calculation of commandsto the visual system.
6. Calculation of commandsto the motion system.
7. Calculation of signals to drive the cab instruments.
8. A meansto implementsteady state andrandomgust
modelsof the wind.
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There are a total of 33 BASIC subroutines used to support the functions
described above. These subroutines are normally partitioned with respect
to time by calling 6 from the subroutine SLOOP1, 19 from SIDOP2, and
8 from SIDOP3. The subroutines SLOOPI, SLOOP2, and SLOOP3 are in turn
called by MD_IER, as described in Section 2.2.1.2.
The primary functions of these three routines are:
SLOOPI : Model the lan_,g gear. Integrate the vertical
equation of motion. Note that the vertical equation of
motion is in the fastest loop to accommodate the high
frequency motions during touchdown.
SIDOP2: Model the hlgh-frequency aerodynamics and control
systems. Integrate the horizontal and rotational
equations of motion. Support the motion and visual
simulators.
SLOOP3: Model the propulsion system, the low frequency
aerodynamics and control systems, and miscellaneous
low frequency functions.
The BASIC subroutines transfer data between one another primarily via
two Fortran Common Lists, XFLOAT and IFIXED. Lists and descriptions of the
variables contained in XFLOAT and IFIXED are summarized in Appendix B.
The variables contained in these tables are either calculated by the BASIC
subroutines or are required inputs to them. Hence, much can be learned
about BASIC by studying the contents of Tables B-I and B-2.
As described in the section on MDTHER, the subroutines SLOOPI, SIDOP2,
and SLOOP3 are called in both the Operate and IC modes. Also, the IC mode
is partitioned into a realtime loop, Fast IC, and a non-realtime loop,
Slow IC. The Fast and Slow IC subroutines are called SIDOPIC and SETUP,
respectively. The BASIC subroutines normally called by SLOOPI, SLOOP2,
SIDOP3, SIDOPIC, and SETUP are su,m_rized in Figure 2-6 through 2-10.
These figures contain succinct descriptions of each BASIC subroutine.
More detailed descriptions of the BASIC subroutines are contained in the
next section.
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81EOPI
St_ the forces acting on the aircraft
due to ae_cs, the engines_ and
the landing gear.
Integrate the vertieeY equation of
motic_.
BX_a:
GEAJS:
Compute the gear strokes and stroke
rates.
User supplied model of the landing gear
forces. Cce_putes the normal, side, and
drag forces acting on each gear.
BI_B: Transform the forces acting on each gear
to the aircraft bod_ axis system.
BLOC: Compute the total body axis components
of the forces and moments acting on the
aircraft due to all the landing gear.
FAgtn_ _-6: Subroutines Executed in the First Loop (Called from SIDOP1 ).
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ENTER )SD[)OP2
8A_C: Enable/_sable the ADC's.
CONYL_:
+
User supplied model of the high-frequency
components of thc control system.
AER02:
+
User supplied model of the hlgh-frequency
components of the aerodynamics.
User supplied model of wind and random
turbulence.
_TORQUE: Sum the torques acting on the aircraft
due to aerodynamics, the engine, and
the landing gear.
+
BROTATE: Compute the articular acceleration of the
aircraft, and integrate the rotational
equations of motions.
BTR_FO: Setup the local-to-body axe_
transformation matrix.
1
BHDRIZON: Integrate the horizontal equations of
motion.
BYEIDCIT: Calculate the local-axis and body-axis
components of the aircraft velocity wrt
the air mass.
BALFBET: Calculate the magnitude of the aircraft
velocity wrt the air mass, and the angles
of attack, and sideslip.
BACCELER: Compute the specific forces at the
aircraft c.g. and the pilot's statical.
To Fi6_we 2-7
(concluCed)
BWlND: Implements the MIL-F-878_ I
Figure 2-7: Subroutines _ecutod in the Second Loop. (Called from SXDOP2).
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8_DW: User supplies. Used for reelttme
data collection.
UTIL2: Used for Implementing any special
purpose high-frequency features.
_i0_: Process any special
purpose high-frequency
signals required by the
cab instruments.
BVISUAL:
t
Calculate commands to the
visual system.
BMOTION: Monitors and sets various motion status
switches, and pre-conditions the input
to the motion washout routine.
SDAC: Implements the logic used for
multiplexing the strip chart DAC's.
BBEND: Implements the motion
washout logic, and
calculates the eo_ands
to the motion system.
Figure 2-7: (Concluded)
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SDOOP3
Com_te atmospheric properties, equivalent
airspeed, and calibrated airspeed.
1
Calculate the X and Y coordinates of the
aircraft c.g. wrt the runway axis system.
BINERTXA: Calculate the magnitude of the aircraft's
inertial velocity, and the inertial flight
peth angles in the vertical and horizontal
planes.
CONTR3: User supplies model of the low-frequency
components of the control system.
ENGD_E: User supplied model of the propulsion system.
User supplied model of the low-frequency
components of the aerodynamics.
Used for implementing and special purpose
low-frequency features.
1
INSIOB: Process ar_ special
purpose lov- frsquency
signalJ required by the
cab instruments.
Figure 2-8: Subroutines Executed in the Third Loop. (Called frca SLOOP3).
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IENTERSLOOPIC
BMDTION:
BVISUAL:
Move the motion cab from
the center position (CP)
to the IC position.
Move camera to the IC
position.
i
SDAC: See Figure 2-7.
  et=to MDTHER J
BBEND: See Figure 2-7. ]
Figure 2-9: Subroutines Executed in the Fast IC Loop. (Called from SIDOPIC).
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ENTER )
SETUP: User supplied. Imple-
ments any "!C only"
feature s. Calls
BSETUP.
BSETUP: Initializes all velocity
and position integrators.
Calculates the coeffi-
cients of moments of
inertia and coefficients
of angular momentum of
rotating machinery.
SLOOPI
S IDOP2
S LOOP3
Return to
MOTHER )
_[ BATMOSPH: See Figure 2-8.
BVELOCIT: See Figure 2- 7.
BALFBET:
See Figure 2- 7 .
Figure 2-10: Subroutines Executed in the Slow IC Loop.
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2.2.2.2 DETAILEDESCRIPTIONSOFTHEBASICSUBROUTINES
Detailed descriptions of all the BASICsubroutines are contained below.
Thedescriptions are divided into subroutiues ca]led by the tl_meeoperate
loops (SLOOPI,SLOOP2,andSLOOP3),the Fast IC loop (SLOOPIC),andthe
Slow IC loop (SETUP).
Thereare two formats usedto describe the subroutines. The first is
used for very short subroutines that perform only one or two functions.
For these only a one- or two-sentencedescription is given. The second
format is used for the morecomplex,multi-function subroutines. The
format for these subroutines is to list their primary functions, all inputs,
all outputs, andany special features.
FIRSTLOOPSUBROUTINES,SLOOPI
BF TO TAL:
Sums the body axis components of the applied forces acting on the
aircraft due to the engines, aerodynamics, and landing gear.
Outputs are FTX, FTY, FTZ.
BVERTICA:
Primary Function:
Integrates the vertical equation of motion.
Program Inputs :
I. The Local-to-Body axes transformation matrix (T11 _ T33).
2. The mass of the aircraft (XMASS) and the force due to gravity
(FG).
3. Total applied force acting on the aircraft (FTX_ FTY, FTZ).
4. Past value of the aircraft velocity wrt the Local axis (VE, VN,
VD).
5. Radius from center of the earth to the aircraft c.g. (RTV).
6. Past value of the aircraft altitude wrt sea level (ALT).
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7. Runway elevation wrt sea level (HR).
8. Location of the right main gear wrt the aircraft bo_y axis
system (XRG, ZRG).
9- Sine and cosine of the aircraft pitch attitude (STHT, C_).
Program Outputs :
I. Vertical component of the applied force acting on the aircraft
in the Local axis system (FD).
2. Total downward acceleration in the Local axis system (VDD).
3. Vertical velocity in the Local axis system (VD=-ALTD).
_. Altitude of the aircraft c.g. wrt sea level (ALT) and the
 mway (HCG).
5. Altitude of the main gear wrt the runway (HNEEL).
Special Features :
I. Flat Earth Option (IFLAT). If IFIAT=O then VDD is computed
for round earth. If IFIAT=I then VDD is computed for a flat
earth.
2. Fixed Flight Debug Option (IFFCI). If IFFCI=I then the
integrations that compute the vertical velocity and position
are not performed.
BLGA:
m
Computes the height and rate of the aircraft tail wrt the rlxnway
(HTAIL, HTAILD), and sets the tail strike switch (IHIT). Compares
the gear strokes and stroke rates (AWEEL(I), AWEELD(I)). The
kinematic equations used to make the above computations are con-
tained in Reference 5.
GEARS :
R
User supplied subroutine. Computes the normal, side, and drag
forces on each gear wrt the runway axis system (FOLEO(I), FSIDE(I),
FRICT(I)). Also computes the normal and drag forces due to a tail
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BI_B:
BI_C:
n
COl_l_:
AEl_2:
n
strike (FRTAIL, FRICTT). Inputs are a function of model details,
but typically will include gear strokes and stroke rates, oleo strut
spring constants and damping coefficients, coefficients of friction,
nose wheel steering and brake deflections. See Reference I for a
description of a typical gear model.
Transforms the forces acting on each gear to the aircraft body axis
system (FRXP(1),FRYP(1),FRZP(I)). Zeros the appropriate components
for the gear which are not in ground contact.
Computes the total body axis components of the applied forces
(FGX, FGY, FGZ) and torques (TGX, TFY, TGZ) acting on the aircraft
due to the landing gear and tail strike.
SECOND LOOP SUBROUTINES, SLOOP'2
Turns off the ADC's when the aircraft is trinlning (NADIN=O). Turns
them on when not trimming (NADIN=I).
User supplied subroutine. Used for implementing the high frequency
components of the control systems model (e.g., elevator, aileron,
:m_clder).
Program inputs are the pilot commands (control column, rudder
pedals, etc. ) required for the manual control system, and/or
aircraft states (8, Q, ¢, etc.) required for the SAS or automatic
system. Program outputs are the aerodynamic control surface
deflections.
User supplied subroutine. Used for implementing the high frequency
components of the aerodynamic model. Typically these are the moment
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equations, and hence program outputs are the body axis components
of the applied torque acting on the aircraft due to aerodynamic
loads (TAL, TAM, TAN). Program inputs are the control surface de-
flections and aircraft states used by the aerodynamics model.
WINDC:
User supplied subroutine. Used for modeling the wind (V_,VEN,VDW)
and random turbulence (UTURB,VTURB,WTURB). The wind components are
in the Local axis system. The turbulence components can be modeled
in either the aircraft body axis or the Local axis system (IETURB=O
or Ij respectively).
The wind components are typically programmed to be functions of
either time or position, or simply be constants. The turbulence
components are usually implemented via the BWIND subroutine (see
below).
The sign convention of the wind components is positive toward.
Thus an "easterly" wind (+ VEW) is a wind toward the east. The
sign of the turbulence components is positive in the usual sense
of the aircraft body axis system.
BWIND:
This is a BASIC subroutine that models the MIL-F-878_B (Reference 2)
version of atmospheric turbulence. The subroutine WINDC must supply
BWIND with the scale lengths and P_B gust levels for each of the
three components. A complete description of BNIND can be found in
Reference 3. The outputs are three gust components (UTURB,VTURB,
WTURB) and three equivalent angular rates (PTURB, QTURB,R_IRB) for
gust gradient effects.
BTORQUE:
Sums the body axis components of the applied torques acting on the
aircraft due to the engines, aerodynamics, and landing gear (TTL, T_,
_n_).
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BROTATE:
Primary Function:
Integrates the rotational equations of motion.
Program Inputs:
I. The body axis components of the total applied torque acting on
the aircraft (TTL, TTM, TTN).
2. The past values of the body axis components of the angular
velocity wrt inertial space (PB,WB,RB).
3. Coefficients of moments of inertia (XMC(1),I=I to 10). See
Appendix A for definitions.
4. Coefficients of angular momentum of rotating machinery. See
Appendix A for definitions.
5- The body axis components of the equivalent angular velocity due
to turbulence (PTURB, QTURB, RTURB).
6. The past values of the aircraft Euler angles (PSI, THET, FHI).
7- The body axis components of the angular velocity of the local
coordinate system wrt inertial space (PLB,WLB,RLB).
Program Outputs:
I. The body axis components of the aircraft acceleration wrt
inertial space (PRD, QBD, RBD).
2. The body axis components of the angular velocity wrt inertial
space (PB, QB,_).
3. The body axis components of the aircraft angalar velocity wrt
the Local axis system (PT,QT,RT).
4. The body axis components of the angular velocity wrt inertial
space plus the angular velocity due to turbulence (PBWN, QBWN, RBWN).
5. Aircraft Euler angle rates (PSID,_HED,PHID).
6. Aircraft Euler angles (PSI, THET,PHI).
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Note:
Both the coefficients of moments of inertia and angular momentum of
rotating machinery are only calculated in the IC mode (viz, BSETUP).
If the user wants either of them to change during the mode (e.g.,
due to spinup or spindown of the engines), then they must be calcu-
lated somewhere in the Operate loop, for example, X_ECI to X_EC7
could be calculated in the ENGINE subroutine.
BTRA_SFO:
Calculates the sine and cosine of all Euler angles. Calculates the
components of the TII --_ T33 Local-to-Body axis transformation
matrix.
BHORIZON:
Primary Function:
Integrates the horizontal equations of motion, and computes the
pilot position wrt the runway.
Program Inputs:
I. The Local-to-Body axis transformation matrix (TI I _ T33).
2. The mass of the aircraft (XMASS).
3. Radius from center of the earth to the aircraft c.g. (RTV).
4. Radius from center of the earth to the runway (RR).
5. Total applied force acting on the aircraft (FTX,FTY, FTZ).
6. Past values of aircraft inertial velocity components in Local
axes (VN,VE,VD).
7. Past values of the aircraft longitude and latitude (XLON,XIAT).
8. Location of the pilot wrt the aircraft body axis system (XP,YP, ZP).
Program Outputs :
I. The north and east components of the total applied force acting
on the aircraft (FN,FE).
2. The derivatives of the north and east components of the aircraft
velocity (VND,VED).
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3. The north and east components of the aircraft inertial velocity
_. The east component of aircraft velocity wrt the earth's
swrface (VEE).
5. Aircraft latitude and longitude rates (XIATD, XLOND).
6. Aircraft latitude and longitude (XIAT, XLON).
7. The north and east coordinates of the aircraft c.g. and pilot
station wrt the runway (DNR, DER,DNPR, DEPR).
8. The coordinates of the pilot station in the runway axis system
(XPR, YPR, HPR).
Features:
Flat Earth Option (IFI_T). If IFIAT=O then _ and VED are
computed for a round earth, and the velocity VEE is corrected
for the rotation of the earth. If IFLAT=I, then VND and VED
are computed for a flat earth and VE=VEE.
2. Fixed Flight Debug Option (IFFCI). If IFFCI=I then the
integrations that update velocities and positions are not
performed.
BVELOCIT:
Transforms the turbulence components from body axes (UTURB, VTURB,
WTURB) to the Local axis system (VNTURB,VE_YEB,VDTURB) if IETURB=O.
Does reverse if IETURB=I. Computes the sum of the wind and turbu-
lence components (VTWN, V_E,VTWD). Computes the velocity of the
aircraft wrt the air mass in local and body axes systems (VNR,VER, VDR;
UB,VB,WB).
BAI2BET:
Computes the angles of attack, m, and sideslip, _ (ALFA, BETA _ deg;
ALFAR, BETAR - rad). Computes the sines and cosines of _ and _ (SALPH,
CALPH;SBETA, CBETA). Calculates the magnitude of the velocity of the
aircraft wrt the air mass (VI_). Calculates the derivative of the
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aircraft velocity wrt the air mass in tb, _ bee!. _vi_, _:> t:_,_(bU>[!,_!i_
WBD). Calculates the derivatives of _ a-l_i ,A,,' ':j'._)i ':,',
BACCELER:
Computes the specific forces (accelh_r_ r _t .-
center of gravity and pilot st3tion :i_ k
AXP,AYP,AZP) .
SHOW:
User supplied subroutine. Used fo, _ ; _im _T_ t_ollection.
Typically this subroutLne is tt'_eU iJ_ _"_r_ :)ion .¢ith a print
subroutine. SHOW i_ core resi_e_ ,m<_ performs only those opera-
tions necessary while [.he ¢o_f_put<,_ris operating in the realtime
mode. The print subroutine is accessed via an overlay scheme_ anJ
is only used while the computer is in the IC mode. The purpose i_
to have one subroutine collect the required data, and to have the
other process and output the data. This scheme nmkes the most
efficient use of the computer and increases the amount of realtime
data that can be collected.
UTIL2:
User supplied subroutine. Calls the high frequency cab instrument
support subroutine (INSIOA for the FSAA). Can be used to implement
any special purpose high frequency features (e.g., process special
variables to be recorded on the sDrip charts, call the dynamic check
subroutine, etc. ).
INSIOA:
This is actually a system subroutine that is sometimes specially
tailored to meet the needs of a particular simulation. Its purlx>se
is twofold. One is to call the BVISUAL subroutine (see below),
and the other is to support some of the cab instruments. Which in-
struments depends, in general, on the aircraft being simulated.
The only instrument conm_md si_lal that is always calculated by
INSIOA is for the I_I (PS[DR).
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BVISUAL:
Calculates the commands to the visual system. Program inputs are
the linear position and angular orientation of the pilot station
wrt the runway axis system (XPR, Y?R, HPR;PSI,THET, PHI and ceik[ng
height). Outputs are linear and angular conmmmds. See Section 4.2
for more details regarding this subroutine.
BMOTION:
Primary Function:
Implements the logic required to interface with the motLon simulator.
This entails the monitoring and setting of various status switches,
preconditioning the inputs to the motion drive subroutine (BBEN0),
and calling the motion drive subroutine.
Program Inputs:
I. The motion enable switch, IMCAB. This is activated by the
computer operator when motion is required.
2. The motion drive rack status switch, LOOPDR. This switch is
activated when the motion operator closes the loops that conno_:t
the motion drive rack to the simulator.
3. Computer mode switch_ IRDDE.
4. Motion drive rack enabled switch, IDRENB. This switch is
activated when the motion operator closes the loops that
connect the computer to the motion drive rack.
5- The motion command signals (CM/)T(I),I=I to 6), and the c_ _
of the "wrap-around" ADC's (WAMOT(I),I=I to 6). The dS'! _....
between CMOT(I) and WAPDT(I) are used to determine if tb_
motion DAC's are working properly.
6. The cab rates (from taehometers_ TACHMOT(1),I=I to 6). [_l,_ _
are used to determine if the cab has reached the IC po_,ittc .
7. Flexible aircraft switch_ IFLEX. This option provides a me_u
of simulating body bending. It causes an alternate set of bod_
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Program
1.
Special
axis angular accelerations to be input to the motion drive sub-
routine. The Fortran variables are:
PB = PBDPL, rad/sec 2
qB = QBDPL
_B = RBDPL
Calculations must be done by the user, and should be made com-
patible with the incremental Euler angles that drive the visual
system (see BVISUAL).
8. The specific forces and angular accelerations at the pilot
station in the aircraft body axis system (AXP,AYP,AZP;PBD,QBD,RBD).
Output:
The switch that enables the motion simulator to go to the "IC
position", ICENAB. The IC position differs from the center
position (CP) because of residual tilts (e.g., ax _eslm).
The switch is activated only after it has been determined that
the motion DAC's are working properly (i.e., CMDT(I) - WAMDT(I)
are within error criteria).
2. The switch that gives mode control of the computer to the motion
operator_ MODENB. This switch is activated only after the cab
has reached its IC position (i.e., TACHMDT(I) are close to zero).
3. Inputs to the motion drive subroutinej BBEND (AMOT(I),I=I to 6).
In the Operate mode these are the specific forces and angular
accelerations at the pilot station.
Features :
Slow return of the motion simulator to the IC position. This is
done to avoid large and unnecessary accelerations of the motion
simulator. It is accomplished by filtering the computer commanda
to return to the IC position. Note that EMOTION is in the Fast IC
loop. Thus the filtering is done in a realtime mode.
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SDAC:
Implements the motion washout logic, and calculates the commands to
the motion system. Program inputs are the specific forces and
angular accelerations at the pilot station in the aircraft body
axis system (AXP,AYP,AZP;PBD,QBD, RBD). Outputs are linear and
angular rate commands. See Section 5.2 for more details regarding
this subroutine.
Implements the logic for multiplexing the DAC's used by the strip
chart recorders.
THIRD LOOP SUBROUTINES, SLOOP3
BATMDSPH:
Primary Functions:
Computes pressure, density, and temperature properties as functions
of altitude and Mach number. Density and speed of sound are based
on the 1962 ARDC model atmosphere. Also computes impact pressure,
dynamic pressure, equivalent airspeed, and calibrated airspeed.
Program Inputs:
I. Altitude wrt sea level (ALT).
2. Magnitude of the aircraft velocity wrt the air mass (VRW).
Program Outputs:
1 •
2.
3.
4.
Density and speed of sound at sea level (RHOZ,SOUNDZ).
Density and speed of sound at altitude (RHO,SOUND).
Maeh number (XMACH).
Ratios of total to ambient temperature and pressure (TR, PR),.
9. Ratios of ambient to sea level temperature and pressure (TAMBR,
PAMBR).
6. Ambient temperature (deg K) and pressure (Ib/ft2), (TAMB, PAMB).
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.8.
9.
10.
11.
Special
I.
21
The total temperature (deg K) and pressure (ib/ft2), (TTOT, PTOT).
Impact pressure (lb/ft2), (QBARC).
Dynamic pressure (ib/ft2), (QBAR).
Equivalent airspeed (VEQ _ kt).
Calibrated airspeed (VCAL- kt).
Features
Constant density atmosphere switch (ICOND). If ICOND=I then
all the parameters listed in the program output section above
are calculated at only one altitude, HRHOZ. HRHOZ is set by
the user; its default value is zero.
Modify the ambient density and speed of sound by a delta-
temperature effect (DELAT). See page 22 of Reference 9 for
details. The user is responsible for supplying temperature
increment •
BEARTH:
Calculates the X and Y coordinates of the aircraft center of gravity
wrt the runway axis system (XCG,YCG). Calculates the sine, cosine,
and tangent of the aircraft's latitude (SIAT,CLAT, TIAT). Calculates
the acceleration due to gravity (G) at the aircraft's altitude and
the force due to gravity (FG).
BINERTIA:
Calculates the angular velocity of the local axis system wrt inertial
space (PL,WL, RL in Local axis system; PLB,WLB,RLB in aircraft body
axis system). If the flat earth option is on (IFLAT=I) then all
the above angular velocities are set to zero. Calculates the
magnitude of the velocity vector wrt the surface of the earth (VT).
Calculates the ground speed (VG). Calculates the inertial flight
path angles in the vertical and horizontal planes (GAMV, GAMH).
• ,'|
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CONTR3:
User supplied subroutine. Used for implementing the low frequency
components of the control system model (e.g., flaps, landing gear,
trimming devices). Program inputs are the pilot commands (flap
handle, gear lever, etc. ) required for the manual control system,
and/or aircraft states (e, Q, $, etc.) required for the SAS or
automatic system. Program outputs are the control surface deflections.
ENGINE:
User supplied subroutine. Used for implementing the propulsion system
model. The dynamics of the propulsion system are usually low fre-
quency, and hence implementation in the third loop is adequate.
However, if this is not the case for a particular model, the pro-
pulslon system model can be moved to SLOOP2. Program inputs can
include throttle positions, failure switches, aircraft state, and
atmospheric properties. Program outputs must include the body axis
components of the applied torque (TEL, TEM, TEN) and force (FEX,FEY, FEZ)
acting on the aircraft due to the propulsion system, and parameters
to drive engine instruments in the cab, such as RPM and EPR.
AER03"
User supplied subroutine. Used for implementing the low frequency
components of the aerodynamic model. If these are the force equations,
the program outputs must include the body axis components of the
applied force acting on the aircraft due to aerodynamic loads (FAX,
FAY, FAZ). AER03 can also be used to update coefficients or tables
in AER02 which are functions of slowly varying parameters, such as
flap or Mach number. Program inputs are the control surface deflec-
tions and aircraft states used by the aerodynamics model.
UTIL3:
User supplied subroutine. Calls the low frequency cab instrument
support subroutine (INSIOB for the FSAA). Can be used to implement
any special purpose low frequency features (e.g., process special
variables to be recorded on the strip charts).
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INSI OB:
Primary Functions :
Commands some of the low frequency cab instruments. Sets the status
of miscellaneous switches. Controls the strip chart recorders.
Processes special strip chart variables. Models the landing gear
up/down logic.
Program Inputs :
I. Location of the glide slope and localizer receivers wrt the
aircraft body axis (XBGS_YBGS,ZBGS;XBLOC,YBLOC,ZBLOC).
2. Location of the glide slope and localizer transmitters wrt
the runway axis (XPGS,YPGS;XPLOC,YPLOC).
3. Coordinates of the outer and middle markers wrt the runway axis
(XOMjYOM;XMM, YMM), and the half angle that they subtend (AMEG,
default is 27.25 deg).
_. Coordinates of the aircraft c.g. and pilot station wrt the
runway axis (XCG,YCG_HCG;XPR, YPR_HPR).
_. Height of main gear above runway (HWEEL).
6. Flare initiation altitude (HFIARE).
7. Glide slope transmitter angle (THETGS).
8. Aircraft rate of climb and altitude wrt sea level (ALTD,ALT).
9. Calibrated airspeed (VCAL), and the X-component of the aircraft
velocity wrt the air mass (UB).
10. Parameters for controlling the strip chart recorders:
a. Numbering option and run number (INUMBR,NRUN).
b. Chart speed as a function of altitude (SCSPDA,SCSPDB,HTSCSW).
11. Landing gear deployment parameters:
a. Command gear up or down switch (IWEELC).
b. Gear transit times to move up and down (GUTIM, GDTIM).
12. Aircraft center of gravity wrt the leading edge of the MAC (CG).
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Program Outputs :
I. Instrument signals.
a. Angu/ar glide slope error (EPSGS).
b. Angular localizer error (EPSLOC).
c. Distance from the glide slope transmitter to the pilot
station (DME).
d. Indicated airspeed. There are provisions for driving up
to three airspeed instruments. Typically these are:
(I) Pilot station (VIASI).
(2) Copilot station (VIAS_).
(3) Project engineer console (VIAS3).
To provide for nonlinearities, each instrument is driven
via a table look-up scheme. Input to the pilot's and project
engineer's tables is the calibrated airspeed (VCAL). Input
to the copilot's table is the X-component of the aircraft
velocity wrt the air mass (UB). Outputs are the voltages used
to drive the instruments. Linear interpolation is used to
obtain the indicated airspeed between the table entries.
e. Alternate indicated airspeed. Calculates the inputs to a
continuous resolver type airspeed indicator. See program
listing for details.
f. Center of gravity instrument. Displays the aircraft center
of gravity wrt the leading edge of the MAC (CGINS=CG-56).
g. Instantaneous Vertical Speed Indicator (IVSI). Instrument
is nonlinear, and hence uses a table look-up scheme. Table
input is the aircraft rate of climb (ALTD); output is the
voltage used to drive the instrument (EDOTI).
h. Radio altimeter. Instrument is nonlinear, and hence uses
a table look-up scheme. Table input is the aircraft wheel
height wrt the runway (HWEEL); output is the voltage used
to drive the instrument (HRADIO).
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2.
.
.
_liscellaneous Status Switches:
a. Over outer and middle markers (IOM, IMM).
b. Aircraft below 457.2 m (1500 ft) and 61.0 m (200 ft)
altitude wrt the runway (II 500, I200 ) •
c. Aircraft below the flare initiation altitude (II_LARE).
Control of the strip chart recorders:
a. Turn the recorders on in Operate, off in IC.
b. Set the chart speed as a function of the aircraft altitude:
SCSPDA mm/sec for h _> IYfSCSW
SPEED
SCSPDB mm/sec for h < HTSCSW
c. Label the strip charts (option, do if IIVUMBR=I ). The run
number (NRUN) is written on the first three channels of each
strip chart recorder at the end of a run.
Special strip chart variables. For the purpose of maintaining
reasonable recording sensitivities throughout a large operating
region the following aircraft states are specially treated:
a. Altitude. Two methods of recording the aircraft altitude
are provided:
(I) Variable sensitivity.
15.7 m/line (50 ft/line) for h < 762 m (2500 ft)
76.2 m/line (250 ft/line) for 2500 < h < 4572 m (15000 ft)
304.8 m/line (1000 ft/line) for 15000 < h < 19812 m (65000 ft)
(2) Variable limits.
HFINE = HWEEL- INT \ALTMOD ALTMOD.
Where the variable ALTMOD is set by the user.
Using this method the recorder limits are varied
as a function of altitude. Thus if ALTMOD w_re
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76.2 m (250 feet) and HWEEL were 243.8 m (800 feet)
then the recorder limits would be 228.6 m (750 feet)
to 304.8 m (1OOO feet) (the sensitivity would be
a constant 1.52 m/line (_ feet/line)).
b. Airspeed. The variable limits method is available for
recording calibrated airspeed
Where VMOD is set by the user. The recorder
limits are varied as a function of calibrated
airspeed, but the sensitivity is constant. Thus
if VMOD were 2_. 7 :m/sec (50 kt) and VCAL were
66.9 m/sec (130 kt), then the recorder limits
wo1_i<_ be 30. 5 m (100 feet) to 45.7 m (150 feet).
(The sensitivity would be O.51 m/sec-line
(I _t/Zine)).
c. Distance. The variable sensitivity method is used for
recordzng the X-distance of the aircraft c.g. wrt the
rur_w_ threshold,
XREC 152.4 m/lin_ (DOO ft/line) for IXCGI _< 3810 m (12500 ft)
(x)9.6 m/:!_D _ (2oo0 ft/linc) for IXCGI > 3810 m (12500 ft)
_le Adc]itional variables may be specially processed
f_z' r,'cording by using either UTIL2 or UTIL3 to implement
the: required algoritl_ms.
f_n_inc _,ear up/down status lights. The gear position is comamnded
via the switch IWEELC (0 for up, I for down). The gear status
i_; mc:i_'_ored by the switch IWEEL (0 for up, I for down). The
;_c_r tra-veJ times are controlled by the variables GUTIM (time
from the down to the up position, sec) and GDTIM (from the up
to the <h_n position). When the gear is in transit the switch
IIDTR_T is set to one.
_-u_!._'e the cycle switch (ICYCLE). This switch is alternately
_;et to one or zero each pass through this program. Since this
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is the last program in the third loop, this switch signifies
the completion of one period. ICYCLE is used by the motion
simulator to determine if the digital computer is still
functioning.
FAST IC SUBROUTINES, SLOOPIC
BMDTION:
This is the same subroutine as described in the second loop (SIDOP2)
section. When in the Fast IC mode the motion command signals are
filtered with first order lags. This prevents large acceleratioms
of the cab when going from the center position to the IC positlon,
or returning to IC from Operate.
BVISUAL:
This is the same subroutine as described in the second loop (SIDOF2)
section.
SDAC:
This is the same subroutine as described in the second loop (SDOOP2)
section.
SLOW IC SUBROUTINES
SETUP:
User supplied subroutine. Its purpose is to implement any special
purpose, IC only, model features, and call the subroutine BSETUP.
For example, calculate the aircraft inertias as functions of weight
and c.g. A few other possibilities are:
I. Call the trim subroutine, BQUIET.
2. Call the instrument scaling subroutine, INSCAL.
3. Call the stability derivative subroutine, STABLE.
All of the above subroutines are optional features.
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BSETUP:
PrimaryFunctions:
Initializes all velocity and position integrators. Calculates the
coefficients of moments of inertia and coefficients of angular
momentum of rotating machinery. These coefficients are defined in
Appendix A.
Program Inputs:
1. The initial orientation of the aircraft. This is, the aircraft
Euler angles (PSIIC,THETIC, PHIIC _ deg).
2. The initial position of the aircraft c.g. or pilot station
wrt the runway origin (XIC,YIC,HIC _ ft)
3. Angle of the runway centerline from north (THTRR _ deg).
_. Latitude and longitude of the runway origin (XIATR,XLONR _ rad).
_. The "initial" aircraft moments of inertia (XIXXIC,XIYYIC,XIZZIC,
XIXZlC ~ slug-ft2) *.
6. The "initial" aircraft weight (WAITIC _ lb).*
7- The "initial" angular momentum of rotation machinery (EXM_,EXHY,
_ slug_ft2). *
8. Coordinates of the pilot station wrt the aircraft body axis
system (XP, YP, ZP _ ft).
9. The initial body axis angular velocity of the aircraft (PBIC,QBIC,
RBIC _ deg/sec).
10. The initial inertial flight path angles in the vertical and
horizontal planes (GAMVIC,GAMHIC _ deg).
There is no provision for changing the aircraft weight, moments of inertia,
or angular momentum of rotating machinery in the realtime mode. Therefore,
if a user desires to simulate these changes he must implement the proper
equations in the realtime loop. For example, the ENGINE or UTIL3 sub-
routines.
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11. Altitude of the runway origin wrt sea level (HR _ ft).
12. Radius of the earth (RE = 6,369,987116 m (20,898,908 ft)).
13. North, east, and down components of the wind (VNW,VEW,VDW _ ft/sec).
14. The initial equivalent airspeed (VEQIC _ kt).
Program Outputs:
I. The aircraft Euler angles (PSI,THET, PHI ~ deg;
PSIR, THETR, PHIR _ rad).
2. Altitude of the aircraft c.g. wrt sea level (ALT -- ft) and the
ru_y (_G _ ft).
3. Altitude of the pilot station wrt the runway (HPR _ ft).
4. Latitude and longitude of the aircraft c.g. (XIAT,XIDN- tad).
9. Radius of aircraft c.g. from the center of the earth (RTV- ft).
6. Radius of runway origin from the center of earth (P_- ft).
7. Body axis angular velocity (PB,QB, EB_ rad/sec).
8. Aircraft Euler angle rates (PHID,THED, PSID_rad/sec).
9. Inertial flight path angles in the vertical and horizontal
planes (GAMV, GAMH~ rad).
10. Magnitude of the velocity vector wrt to the earth's surface
(VT _ ft/sec).
11. The northj east, and down components of the inertial velocity
vector (VN,VEE,VD_ ft/sec).
12. The north, east, and down components of the velocity vector
wrt the wind (VNR,VER, VDR _ ft/sec).
13. The equivalent airspeed (VEQ _ kt) and true airspeed (V_- ft/sec).
14. The weight and mass of the aircraft (WALT _ lb; XMASS - slugs).
19. The coefficients of moments of inertia (XMC(1,2,9,6,8,9)
non-dimensional, XMC(3,4,7,10) _ slug "I - ft'2) •
16. The coefficients of angular momentum of rotating machinery
(X_CCI to XMCC7 _ see'l).
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Special
I.
Features :
Initialize for the pilot station or c.g. (ICG=0 or I). If
ICG=O then HIC, XIC, and YIC specify the initial coordinates
of the pilot station wrt the runway axis system. The coordinates
of the c.g. are calculated. If ICG=I then HIC_ XIC, and YIC
specify the coordinates of the aircraft c .g. The coordinates
of the pilot are calculated.
2. Specifying initial Euler angle rates instead of body axis rates
(IEULR=I). If IEULR=I then RBIC, QBIC, and PBIC are the
initial values of _, e, and _, respectively. The body axis
rates are then computed.
3. Specifying the aircraft velocity (MACH = -I, O, or +I). If
IMACH = -I then the variable VEQIC is the initial Mach number.
If IMACH = 0 (default) then VEQIC is the initial equivalent
airspeed (kt). If IMACH = +I then the initial airpseed is
specified via the body axis components of the aircraft velocity
wrt the wind (UBIC,VBIC,WBIC _ ft/sec).
4. If the aircraft is on the ground (IHIT=I) and IMACH _> O, then
VEQIC is the ground speed (i.e.j taxi speed, kt).
2.2.2 .3 RESEARCHER SUPPLIED SUBROUTINES
The researcher is required to supply mathematical models of the aero-
dynamics, control system, propulsion system, landing gear_ wind, and
turbulence. These models are then implemented in the subroutines AERO2,
AER03; CONTE2, CONTR3; _GINE; GEARS; and WINDC.
The outputs of AER02 and AER03 must include the aircraft body axis
components of the forces and moments due to aerodynamic loads (FAX,FAY, FAZ;
TAL, TAM, TAN).
There are no required outputs from CONTH2 and CONTR3, but the outputs
normally include control surface deflections required by the aerodynamics
model.
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The required outputs from ENGINE are the aircraft body axis components
of the forces and moments due to the propulsion system (FEX, FEY, FEZ;TEL,
T_,TEN) and signals to drive the engine instruments in the cab. Note
that the ENGINE subroutine is normally in the third loop (longest frame
time). If this presents a problem, it should be moved to the second loop.
The required outputs of the GEARS subroutine are the normal, drag, and
side forces due to each landing gear. Forces due to a tail strike can
also be included.
The higher frequency components of the aerodynamics and control system
models are implemented in AER02 and CONTR2, and the lower frequency components
in AER03 and CONTR3. However, the researcher should be wary of separating
aerodynamic forces and moments into AER03 and AER02, respectively, as some
anomalies result. For example, a step elevator input would produce a pitching
moment prior to the force that was responsible for the pitching moment. To
avoid such anomalies it is recommended that all forces and moments be im-
plemented in AER02. This is also consistent with the calculation of angles
of attack and sideslip in the second loop. AER03 should be used to model
such things as aerodynamic coefficients which are functions of flap setting
or Mach number.
The subroutine WINDC is used to implement models of the wind and random
turbulence. The required outputs are the local axis components of the wind
and the components of the random turbulence. The turbulence components can
be in local or body axes. The random turbulence can be modeled via the
BWIND subroutine, as described in Section 2.2.2.4. When BWIND is used, WINDC
must compute the RN_ levels and scale lengths for the three linear components.
Special purpose features are implemented in the subroutines UTIL2,
UTIL3, or SETUP. UTIL2 and UTIL3 are used to implement features required to
be in the realtime loop, depending on frequency considerations. SETUP
is used to implement features that only need to be in the IC loop. For
example, UTIL2 could be used to implement the dynamic check routine (see
the BDCHK5 subroutine described in Section 2.2.4), and SETUP could be used
to implement the trim subroutine (see BQUIET subroutine described in
Section 2.2.4).
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The only other requirement of the researcher is to assign initial condi-
tions. These include aircraft weight, inertias, geometry, position, velocity,
and orientation. BASIC will assign default values to all variables not
specified by the researcher. A good way to insure that all parameters have
been properly set and the desired BASIC options selected is to use Tables
B-I and B-2 of Appendix B as checklists.
2.2.2.4 COM_DNLY UBED OPTIONAL SUBROUTINES
Succinct descriptions of optional but commonly used subroutines are
contained in this section. These subroutines are useful in a wide variety
of simulations and can be easily integrated into any particular model.
Atmospheric Turbulence. The MIL-F-8785B (Reference 2) model of atmos-
pheric turbulence is implemented in a subroutine called BW!ND. Program
inputs are the aircraft velocity wrt the air mass (VRW), the "scale lengths"
(UAL,WAL, VAL_and the RMB gust levels (UDISP,WDISP,VD!SP). Program outputs
are the linear and angular gust velocities in body axes (UTURB,WTURB,VTURB,
PTURB,QTURB,RTURB). Detailed documentation can be found in Reference 3.
Linear Interpolation. Many times aircraft data is presented in tabular
form. For example, the aerodynamic lift coefficient, CL, might be tabulated
as a function of angle of attack, _, and flap angle, 8f. For such cases a
continuous function of CL versus _ and 8f can be obtained via linear inter-
polation. This capability is provided by the Function Generation System
subroutines. Complete documentation of these subroutines is contained in
Reference 6. Briefly,
SUBROUTINE PURPOSE
THRUPUT
VARBPT
POINTS
VBARG
Specify the dependent and independent variables.
Maximum of three independent variables.
Specify the values of the independent variables.
Specify the values of the dependent variables.
Calculate the coefficients of linear interpolation.
Must be called for each independent variable.
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S UBROUTINE PURPOSE
FIXGNI
FIXGN2
FIXGN3
Performs the linear interpolation when there is only
one independent variable.
Performs the linear interpolation when there are
two independent variables.
Performs the linear interpolation when there are
three independent variables.
Data Initialization. It is sometimes desirable to initialize many
variables in one subroutine, rather than spread them among many subroutines.
This is accomplished with the BLOCK subroutine. This is a non-executable
subroutine and hence cannot contain any executable Fortran statements.
It should contain only Common, Equivalence, and Data Statements.
Note that data initialization can also be accomplished via a CASPRE
setup deck.
Realization of S-Plane Transfer Functions. There are a wide variety of
techniques for obtaining a digital representation of a continuous transfer
function. One technique is to use the z-transform. This results in a
z-plane transfer function and the coefficients can be used in the required
difference equation. There are two programs that perform the above opera-
tions. They are called FACT and UPDATE and are briefly described below.
FACT
Called in IC loop only (exception: slowly-varying coefficients).
Input is the s-plane transfer function. Outputs are the difference
equation coefficients.
UPDATE
Utilizing the buffer created by FACT, this routine updates the
state vector. Inputs are the difference equation coefficients
(buffer) and the transfer function input. Output is the transfer
function output state vector. The user must form his particular
"output" equation from the states.
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2.2.3 DATA CQUISITIONROUTINES
This section describes routines commonlyused for the collection and
output of data. Only brief summariesare included here. Wheneverpossible
reference is madeto moredetailed documentation.
Magnetic Tape Data I BRUNDM. The researcher can store realtime data
on 9-track, 800 BPI magnetic tape by using the subroutine BRUNDM. The
subroutine uses a buffering technique to perform the tape output, and hence
uses very little execution time. Also, there are virtually no restrictions
on the number of variables or which variables can be stored. The how-to-use
documentation is contained in Reference 4.
The output of the BRUNDM subroutine is in a standard format known as
MAC/RAN. There are a number of stand-alone programs that can be used to
analyze the contents of MAC/RAN tapes. Some of the more common ones are:
TAPETES T:
Tests tape for format and content. Output includes
maximum, minimum, mean, RMB, and standard deviation
of each variable recorded.
MAC PRINT:
Prints out selected data to the line printer. Data
can be selected by file number, variable name, and time.
BSTRIP:
Provides strip chart type time histories on the Versatec
printer/plotter.
XPIDT:
Crossplots of selected variables within a specified
file. Any variable can be used as the independent variable.
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MAC/PAN:
Spectral and time series analysis.
SIXTAPES:
Converts a Sigma-7/8 generated MAC/RAN tape to
IBM-360 compatible MAC/RAN tape.
MACFIX:
Tape copy program which corrects MAC/PAN formulated
tapes which were improperly written. Also provides
the ability to correct EAI-8_DO RUNDUM tapes to
Sigma format.
Histograms a HIST. Histograms of data collected during the realtime
mode (and saved in arrays) can be plotted on the digital printer/plotter
by using the subroutine HIST. Detailed documentation is contained in
Reference 7.
Digital Plots a VPLOT. Plots of data collected during the realtime
mode (and stored in arrays) can be plotted on the digital printer/plotter
by using the subroutine VPIDT. Detailed documentation is contained in
Reference 8.
Background Print a BGPRNT. There are a series of programs that enable
the Foreground user (i.e., the realtime simulation user) to use the Back-
ground printer (i.e., the high-speed line printer). This is done by
writing data on the disk, and later submitting a Background Job to read the
disk file and print the data on the high-speed line printer. It has been
found that using this technique to print data can significantly reduce the
time between runs. At present there is no detailed documentation on the
Background print software.
Runlo_ Documentation a Rt_IDG. This collection of software allows the
researcher to automatically document parameter values used in his simula-
tion. The way it works is as follows: the researcher specifies a set of
variables that he expects to vary during the course of his simulation
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(e.g., aircraft weight, control system gains, etc.). At the beginning of
each simulation session al___lof these variables are printed. Thereafter,
only the variables whose values have been changed are printed. This is
done for each run and hence provides a "run log" of the program variables
used throughout the simulation.
At present there is no documentation but the name of the primary
subroutine is RUNIDG.
2.2.4 COMMONLY USED UTILITY ROUTINF_
This section describes routines that are useful in a wide variety of
simulations. As in Section 2.2.3, only brief summaries are included here,
and detailed documentation is referenced.
Trim Routine t BQUIET. The subroutine BQUIET provides the capability
for trimming the aircraft about all six axes. BQUIET was specifically
designed to be used in conjunction with BASIC, and it is completely com-
patible with same. The outstanding features of BQUIET are discussed below.
Detailed documentation can be found in Reference 9.
Program inputs are the number of controls, which variables are to be
used as controls (e.g., pitch attitude, elevator, throttles, etc.), the
maximum and minimum value of each control, and the aircraft flight condi-
tion (e.g., speed, flight path angle, etc.). Program outputs are the
aircraft states at the specified flight condition.
Execution of BQUIET is initiated by setting the BASIC variable ITPSCM
to one (ITRMCM is normally zero). BQUIET then sets the BASIC variables
ITRIM and ITPROG to one (both are nominally zero), and proceeds to trim
the aircraft. The variable ITRIM=I has the effect of turning off the ADC' s.
(This is done so that the aircraft controls will not be read from the cab. )
The variable ITPROG is used to signify the status of the trim (i.e., the
"trim progress"). The aircraft is trimmed by perturbing the specified
controls until the aircraft accelerations with respect to inertial space meet
preset error criteria. The default value of these error criteria are
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0.0005 rad/sec2- for the angular accelerations, and 0.01 ft/sec2- for the
linear accelerations. After the error criteria are satisfied, the variable
ITPROG is set to zero. Normal program execution is resumed by setting
ITPSCM to zero. (Note that the trim algorithm will continue, even though
ITPROG is zero, until ITRMCM is set to zero. ) The variables ITP_CM and
ITPROG are usually assigned to a DI and DO, respectively.
BQUIET is normally used to trim just the longitudinal axis. That is,
wings level and the aircraft's heading calculated such that there is zero
sideslip (i.e., calculate 7HIC such that _ is zero). When BQUIET is used
in this manner only three independent controls are sufficient to obtain
a unique trim solution. For example, pitch attitude, elevator, and
throttle could be specified as controls 3 and speed, vertical flight path
angle, and aircraft configuration (i.e., weight, flaps, etc. ) could be
used to specify the flight condition.
IC Print Routine_ BICPRINT. The subroutine BICPRINT prints IC or trim
conditions on the Foreground line printer. The output format is arranged
such that the researcher can specify up to nine variables to be printed.
In addition, sixty variables are taken from the BASIC common llst XFLOAT.
Complete documentation of BICPRINT is contained in Reference 10.
_namlc Checks_ BDCHK_. The subroutine BDCHK_ will produce dynamic
checks for a wide range of inputs (e.g., impulse, step, doublet, saw tooth,
sine wave). The researcher specifies the forcing function (e.g., throttles,
column, etc. ) and the type of input. Output can be recorded on the strip
chart recorder and/or magnetic tape. Detailed documentation is contained
in Reference 11.
Stability Derivatives 2 STABLE. Partial derivatives of a specified
set of dependent variables with respect to a specified set of independent
variables can be obtained with the subroutine STABLE. The researcher
specifies the dependent variables (e.g., total forces and moments ), the
independent variables (e.g., throttles, column, etc.), and the step sizes
of the independent variables. STABLE calculates the values of all stability
derivatives and prints them on the Foreground line printer. Complete
documentation of STABLE is contained in Reference 12.
II-_4
Random Numbers_ XNORM. The subroutine XNORM generates random numbers
with a Gaussian distribution. Documentation is contained in Reference 13.
Plots of Function Table Data_ FTD. The subroutine FTD will generate
tables and/or plots of the Function Table Data used by the linear inter-
polation subroutines (see description in Section 2.2.2.4). This provides a
convenient means of documenting data used in the simulation model. A
complete description of FTD can be found in Reference I_.
Print a Messa6% TYPEOUT. Messages can be printed on the Foreground
terminal (i.e., the CRT described in Section 2.1.3) via the subroutine
TYPEOUT. This feature has proven useful when used in conjunction with the
Background print feature. For exampl% a few key end-of-run parameters
can be printed on the CRT (e. g., touchdown rate of sink), and the bulk of
the end-of-run data can be printed on the high-speed line printer. Com-
plete documentation of TYPEOUT can be found in Reference 15-
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SECTION 3
COCKPIT
3. I GENERAL DESCRIPTION
3. I •I G_ERAL IAYOUT WITH DIME_S IONS
The cab of the FSAA is configured generally as a transport flight
deck. Within the spacious cockpit are mounted 747 flight deck seats for
pilot and copilot. The cockpit is large enough to accommodate other seats
and panels, if required, and generally a third observer's seat is installed.
The cab has an instrument panel and front, center, side, and overhead
consoles that can mount a variety of controls and instruments. The modular
construction of the cockpit allows the rapid mounting of mini-panels con-
taining clusters of standard instrument groups. A mini-panel, however,
may be made that houses a special-purpose display or control device.
Two collimating lens assemblies are mounted in place of forward-looking
windows before the pilot and copilot. The view through one of these lenses
is that of two cathode-ray tube (CRT) faces, one from direct viewing, the
other from a beamsplitter. The outside visual scene is displayed on the
directly-viewed color-television monitor, the head-up display (HUD) on the
CRT viewed by means of the beamsplitter. The other side of the cab has a
view of only the outside scene. The beamsplitter and HUD assembly may be
mounted before either seat.
The basic cockpit controls are conventional column, wheel, and
rudder pedals. The center console can contain a variety of power and
subsystem controls. Many types of mini-consoles are available for flight
control system manipulation and for operation of flapsj gear, nacelles,
wings, and other surfaces. A typical configuration is shown in Figure 3.1 .I-I.
Some approximate dimensions of interest to the researcher are given
below. The interior of the cockpit is roughly cylindrical with a diameter
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of 215.9 cm (85 inches). The length from the front console to the rear
wall is 208.3 cm (82 inches). The pilot and copilot seats (back surfaces)
are normally 83.8 cm (33 inches) aft of the front panel with an adjustment
from 68.6 cm (27 inches) to 91 .4 cm (36 inches). The cockpit height at
the seat back surface, seat center is 149.9 cm (59 inches). The seats are
114.3 am (45 inches) apart (center to center) and the vertical adjustment
gives a clearance to the ceiling of the top of the back rest a range of
48.3 to 63.5 cm (19 to 25 inches). The motion system gimbal center is
located between the seats, 45.7 cm (18 inches) above the floor and 83.8 cm
(33 inches) aft of the front panel surface. These dimensions are clarified
in Figure 3. I •I-2.
The design of the cab emphasizes flexibility so it is possible to
change the configuration to include special display devices, seats, and
control manipulators. A major changeover from one configuration to another
requires about one week.
The maximum allowable number of persons in the cockpit during operations
is three. Communication with simulator/computer operators and test directors
is facilitated by speaker/headset/microphone units. Speakers are mounted
in the cockpit for sound simulation and the lighting is adjustable by the
pilot and copilot.
The center console generally has a complete set of mode control
buttons (IC, HOLD, and OPERATE). An IC (RESET) button is generally also
provided on the pilot's wheel or stick. The computer can be put into
OPERATE from the cab only if the motion drive is disabled.
3.1.2 SOME TYPICAL COCKPIT CONFIGURATIONS
Three cockpit layouts are shown in Figures 3.1.2-I, 3.1.2-2, and
3.1 .2-3. They show the panel layouts for the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research
Aircraft, the Space Shuttle, and the L_SAF KC-135. Note that the primary
differences between the three are the center manipulator used in the
Space Shuttle, the left-hand collective/power lever used in the XV-15
research aircraft, and the conventional wheel for the KC-135. Note also
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Figure 3.1.2-3: USAF KC-139 Cockpit Layout
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the variety and location of control system panels. The right seat of the
XV-15 aircraft is the primary pilot's seat_ which is the case for most
rotorcraft. This facilitated installation of the collective/power lever
in the center console.
3.2 INSTHUMENTS
3.2. I AVAILABLE INSTRUMENTS
By modifying standard voltmeter faces aud the use of commercially-
available instruments designed expressly for flight simulators, a wide
variety of instruments are available for use in the FSAA. A list of the
more familiar ones follows:
i)
2)
3)
Attitude-Position
Attitude direct indicator with cross bars
and turn unit (2 axis and 3 axis)
Horizontal situation indicator
Radio altimeter
Barometric altimeter
Gyro compass
Rate-of-climb indicator
Instantaneous vertical speed
Indicated airspeed
Machmeter
Power Plant
Fuel flow
Fuel quantity
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Enginepressure ratio
Exhaustgas temperature
Engine%RPM
Rotor speed
Transmissiontorque
4) Acceleration/Rates
Normal acceleration
Turn and slip
7) Air Mass An_les
Angles of attack
Sideslip
6) Configuration
Center-of-gravity indicator
Flap position indicator
Nacelle position indicator
Trim indicator
Surface position indicator
Speed brake position indicator
Landing gear position indicator
Multiple trim indicator
The basic instrument units are 7.62 cm (3 inches) in diameter, the
engine/configuration indicators are 5.08 cm (2 inches) in diameter. In
general, attitude-direction and horizontal situation indicators are
synchro-drive units. Most of the other indicators are DC servo type.
Special purpose instruments may be made to the researcher's specifications.
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3.2.2 INSTRUMENTCHECKOUT
Since there are 450trunk lines available from the central computer
to the cab for purposesof driving instruments, etc., it is advisable to
checkcontinuity. A static checkis available as a standard subroutine
of BASICto accomplishthis daily. Since there are no instrument feedbacks
to the computer,verification mustbe accomplishedvisually as part of the
morningset-up procedure.
Whenit is desired to point the simulatedaircraft to either the
zenith or nadir for any reason, the attitude ball maynot behavelike a
real flight instrument. Thereasonfor this is that the real instrument is
a gyro device whereasthe simulated instrument is a synchro-devicethat is
driven by Euler angles generatedin the BASICroutines. Theseangles are
not defined uniquely at the zenith andnadir and, consequently,the behavior
of the instrument maybe erratic following operation wherethe aircraft is
so pointed.
3.3 HEAD-UPDISPLAY
3.3. I OPTICALCHARACTERISTICS
Theimagefor the head-updisplay (HUD)is generatedby a graphics
display computerand displayed on a cathoderay tube. This imageis reformed
at optical infinity by two piano-convexlenses mountedbefore the pilot or
copilot. A 45 degbeamsplitter oriented at 45 degbetweenthe lens and
monitors permits the pilot to view the HUDand the outside visual scene
display simultaneously. Theactual HODCRTis mountedabovethe cockpit
and its optical axis is at 90 degto the line of sight. A schematicview
of the lenses andbeamsplitter is shownin Figure 3.3.1-I. Brightness,
gain, and centering controls are located abovethe cockpit and can only be
adjusted whenthe cockpit is docked. Theapparentbrightness rangeof the
'_CDis sufficiently high so that its superimposedimageis highly visible
on the outside scene. Thequality area of the 53.3 cm(21 inch diagonal
measure)CRTis 25.4 x 25.4 cm(10 x 10 inches). Theuseful area is
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27.9 x 27.9 (11 x 11 inches). At the pilot's seat, these dimensions subtend
angles of approximately 13 deg horizontally and 13 deg vertically.
The an_ar magnification factor of the piano-convex viewing lenses
is two, therefore the HUD field of view is about 26 by 26 degrees. A
slight "pincushion" distortion is apparent and is documented in Section 4.4.
A schematic view of the lenses and beamsplitter is shown in Figure 3.3.1-I.
3.2.2 LINE DRAWING CAPABILITY
The line generating unit of the HUD is an Evans & Sutherland Picture
System. This is a sophisticated computer graphics system capable of drawing
lines and characters. It consists of a Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP-11/40 mini-computer, a picture processor, a refresh buffer unit, a
character generator, and a picture generator and display (CRT). When viewed
functionally, the elements of the system are:
A Picture Controller that contains the image data base,
executes the display programs, and performs input-output
operation. The computer is a PDP 11/40 with 16K core
memory (16 bit word). It includes a dual DEC tape drive,
a 1.2 Mbyte disk cartridge, and a paper tape punch/reader.
Line drawing modes included in the Picture Controller are:
mov____e,beam moves and intensity is off; draw, beam moves
and intensity is on; dot, beam moves to a new position,
stops, and the intensity is switched on to form a dot;
character draw, picture elements may be drawn using any
of the above modes one by one or in sequence.
@ A Picture Processor that translates, rotates, scales, clips,
and creates mirror and perspective images of figures. It is
implemented in associated digital hardware. In addition, the
Picture Processor can perform transformationmatrix multipli-
cation while maintaining full-word accuracy. It can also
generate perspective changes as large viewing angles are
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approached, and zoom. A memory write back capability is
included for generation of hard copies. The Picture Processor
frame update time is an integral multiple of the refresh
buffer cycle time.
A Refresh Buffer that stores processed digital frame data
allowing complete separation of picture display refresh
requirements from the dynamic picture update requirements.
Buffering permits data to be transmitted when data flow
rates or timing between output and input points are difference.
Digital data is deposited in the buffer by either over-writlng
the data for the previous picture in single buffer mode, or
in a separate area from the previous picture in double buffer
mode. The buffering mode is program selectable. In single
buffer mode, up to 8188 dots, line endpoints, or character
code entries can be stored in the buffer in any combination.
In double buffer mode, the total capacity is 4092 elements.
The refresh cycle is normally 25 msec long but, if the
refresh is not completed in this time, a second cycle is
required before the picture will be regenerated.
A Character Generator that accepts character codes and
produces properly sized digital character stroking data
for the Picture Generator. The character set consists
of 96 different symbols. A maximum of 2000 characters
can be displayed flicker-free at a refresh rate of 30 frames
per second. There are 8 character sizes available under
program control ranging from 0.24 cm (3/32 inches ) high in
increments of 0.24 cm (3/32 inches) to I .91 cm (3/4 inches)
high on the Picture Display. The character width is also
under program control with 8 different widths selectable
for each size. Characters may be displayed in a 90 degree
counter-clockwise orientation.
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@ A Vector Generator and Picture Display that converts digital
coordinates and intensity information to analog voltages to
drive a cathode ray tube. Line modes include solid, blank,
and dash. Intensity ranges across 256 levels and may be
varied with a range coordinate for depth cueing. The contrast
control is independent of the intensity control. The spot
size is 0.5 mm (0.020 inches). There are 4096 x 4096 addressable
locations and endpoint matching is within 0. 5 mm (0.020 inches).
The CRT size is 53.3 cm (21 inches) rectangular with a 2_.4 x
25.4 cm (10 x 10 inch) quality viewing area.
The researcher must specify the line configuration of his head-up
display, the characters required, and their dynamic interaction wlth the
simulated aircraft. These may take the form of sketches, photographs,
computer printouts, or hard copies of other graphic displays.
3.3.3 TIMING CONSIDERATIONS
Studies by Queijo and Riley* have shown that time delay in the scene
presentation can have large effects on pilot performance depending on the
flying task of the simulation. Thus, it is important to understand the
relation between scene complexity and the time required by the computer
graphics system to process the scene. Generally, the fewer the number of
lines comprising a given scene, _le less the processing time required to
generate it. However, the smallest processing time lag possible is the
period of the refresh rate which is typically the 25 msec used to eliminate
scene flicker. This minimum time would be appropriate for simple head-up
displays and flight directors.
Out-the-window scenes, such as landing fields, require many dots and
lines and therefore take more time to process. It is believed that update
rates of 16 frames per second are possible for relatively simple out-the-
window scenes using four colors and 2000 points in the scene. For this case
there would be a 60 msec lag in scene presentation.
Queijo, M.J., and Donald R. Riley, Fixed-Base Simulator Stud_ of the
Effect of Time Delays in Visual Cues on Pilot Trackln_ Performance,
NASA TN D-8001, July 1975.
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3.3.4 HUb CHECKOUT
The head-up display is essentially a collimated sophisticated computer
graphics terminal whose image is placed before the viewer by means of a
beamsplitter. The dedicated PDP-11/40 computer is linked to the central
computer and receives airframe state information from it that controls the
HUD image. The PDP-11/40 is synchronized with the central computer but
its frame time may be different from that of the central computer. Care
must be exercised to ensure that the PDP-11/40 frame time is not so large
that the displayed data "jumps" are discernible. The refresh buffer will
always control the display so that flicker is unnoticeable.
If the researcher can ascertain that the discrete aspects of the HUD
image do not affect or enter in the dynamics of his problem, then a static
check of the image is sufficient. This may be accomplished in the usual
way (hand calculation, etc.) and verified by comparison with the hard copy.
A visual inspection of the brightness qualities of the display may be
necessary if the hard copy values of intensity variation are not accurate.
If the imagery to be presented is of a relative nature, i.e., movements
are referenced to some point or line in the image itself, then the real
apparent angular size of the image will not strongly influence the simula-
tion (within reason, highly magnified or attenuated images will obviously
cause problems) and the researcher need not concern himself with this
question.
If, on the other hand, an absolute display is desired or reference to
the outside scene is desired, then the apparent angular size of the HUD
image presented to the pilots must be determined. This may be done by
generating a known grid pattern on the CRT and measuring the angular size
of the grid points with an angle-measuring instrument from the pilot's
eye point (a nominal point between the eyes). If the distance from the CRT
to the pilot's eye point and the magnification of the focusing lenses are
known, the apparent size of the display may be calc_ated. The nominal
value of the former is 121 .9 cm (48 inches ) and the magnification of a
simple piano-convex doublet forming a magnifier is approximately two, if the
virtual image is focused at infinity. This magnification will vary slightly
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with angular distance off the axis and therefore can cause a noticeable
amount of "pincushion" type distortion. A typical plot of the mapping of
a CRT grid image into an apparent grid is shown in Figure 4.4.4-1.
The HOD may be checked against objects in the outside visual scene
as generated by the VFA-07 display monitor. In this case, attitude infor-
mation, for example, may be direct]_y compared with the visual horizon.
Existing features such as runways may be compared with earth-fixed elements
of the HUD. Additional elements may be placed on the rigid model of the
outside world to help facilitate checkout. When registration between the
HUD and the outside scene is important, care must be exercised in assuring
that monitor gains do not change. A daily registration check is recommended.
Required adjustments are made in the centering and x-y gain parameters of
the simulation program.
3.4 COCKPIT CONTROL LOADERS
3.4. I GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A control loader system is mounted in the FSAA cockpit to provide
control force feel simulation. The system consists of a three-axes set of
cockpit controls (pedals and wheel/column or stick) with integral rotary
hydraulic actuators, valves, and transducers. It also includes an asso-
ciated console of servo control and function generating electronics. By
interfacing these loaders with the central digital computer through an
analog computer, it is possible to simulate a wide range of control force
characteristics. These characteristics may be functions of control position,
rate, and aircraft parameters such as airspeed and angle of attack. The
system can simulate variable spring gradient, viscous friction (damping),
breakout (preload), deadband (backlash), coulomb friction (hysteresis),
and control travel limits. Stick or wheel/column trim is available through
a trim button on the stick grip or wheel. Trim rate is variable.
A rate limiting feature is provided that limits the rate of force
buildup. It is designed to prevent runaway operation or a response to
inadvertent computer commands. The system resets when the limit is reached.
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Twohydraulic rotary actuators are connecteddirectly to the stick.
Therotary actuator provides a morecompactpackagethan the typical linear
actuator and also eliminates rattle causedby loose joints, a commonproblem
in linearly actuated loaders. Theactuators are supportedon hydrostatic
bearings to eliminate friction. In addition, the actuators are sealedby a
vacuumreturn system, thus eliminating the needfor seals with their atten-
tive friction. Twostandard servo valves are mountedon the roll actuator.
Pitch is supplied by internal commutationof the oil ports. A differential
pressure transducer is utilized as the force sensingelement. A position
transducer and tachometerprovide the feedbackposition andvelocity signals
respectively. A similar setup is usedwith the wheel/columnand rudder
T_d_l controls. Theimportant performancecharacteristics are listed in
Table 3.4.1-I.
3.4.2 CONTROLLOADEROPERATION
An overviewblock diagramof the loader is shownin Figure 3.4.2-I.
Eachaxis of the loader systemis basically configured as a force servo.
Valve position is controlled by the difference betweena conlnandedforce
and the actuator force. Theactuator force is the force applied to the
systemby the hydraulic actuator and is measuredby a differential pressure
transducer. Thefe: 0ack compensationfor this loop hasbeencarefully
designedto achievea high loop bandwidth(> 10Hz).
Becauseof this high bandwidth,the force felt by the pilot will
closely approximatethe force con_uand.Theforce commandis an electroni-
cally generatedfunction of control displacementandrate. This command
generation canbe doneeither in the special loader electronics unit or an
analog computer. However,the loader electronics can only simulate a fixed
gradient and damping. For morecomplexfeel systemcharacteristics, or to
provide variations with flight condition, it is necessaryto use the analog
computer.
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Theforce con_andis generatedon an EAI 231R analog computer with
inputs from the digital computer. The following parameters can be varied
by the digital computer:
• Gradient
• Damping (viscous friction)
• Hysteresis (coulomb friction)
• Breakout (preload)
• Bias force
@ Trim position
• Stops (position limits ).
If any of the parameters listed in Table 3.4.1-I do not vary, the constant
values can be set external to the digital computer. On the other _,
desired variations with flight condition can be simulated by providing the
appropriate computations in the digital com_uter.
One parameter which cannot be independently controlled is the effective
loader mass. If the loader is set to simulate only gradient, K, and
damping, B, terms, the dynamic response transfer function (control deflection/
pilot force) is closely approximated by:
2
m s +Bs+K
e
The effective mass, me, is not the physical mass of the syste_ but is a
complex function of the force loop, valve, and actuator characteristics.
It is also a function of the gradient as illustrated in Table 3.4.2-I.
In this table, apparent masses are presented for several gradient levels.
The apparent masses were calculated from the gradient values and measure-
ments of the frequencies where the phase angle is 90 deg. A typical
frequency response plot obtained with a wave analyzer is shown in
Figure 3.4.2-2.
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3.5 SOUND S_STEM
3 •5 •I GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The sound generator of the FSAA is a con_ercially made device designed
for use in transport training devices. It is driven by and therefore
interfaced to the central computer. Choice of its functions is made by
setting the appropriate controls on its console. Individual volume control
of the two cockpit speakers is accomplished by two knobs on the left-hand
console in the cockpit.
The components of sound generated by this device are:
• Noise generated by air flowing past the aircraft.
• Turbojet engine compressor whine and exhaust
rumble from four engines.
• Noise from the air conditioning system.
• Turboprop engine propeller "slap" and compressor
whine from four engines.
• Thrust reverser sound.
• Landing gear actuation sound.
• Runway rumble noise.
The sum of the sound from all these components is summed _¢ithin the
generator. Individual volume and speaker balance controls on the console
may be used together with the pilot controls in the cockpit to adjust
the sound subjectively.
3.5.2 REQUIRED INPUTS
Sound generators of this type contain white noise sources that are
filtered so that their application to a loudspeaker produces a definite
identifiable sound, such as jet engine "rumble". Marly aircraft sounds
are comprised of band-limited white noise and this is not an unreasonable
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view considering the processes that cause these sounds. Generally these
are vortices (pressure disturbances) associated with a shape passing through
air •
In the case of rotor noise, this is accomplished simply by modulating
filtered white noise by a square wave, and applying the result to a high
fidelity speaker. Varying the square wave frequency gives the aural sensa-
tion of varying rotor speed, and varying the amplitude of the square wave
produces an effect similar to that of varyin% rotor thrust. By increasing
the square wave frequency even further, sounds quite similar to automobile
engine sounds and outboard motors are produced.
By adjusting the white noise filter to pass higher frequencies, com-
pressor whine may be created. Varying the center frequency of this filter
will create the impression of varying compressor speed.
A "clacker" device has been used to indicate engine failure. The
sound produced by this device is a series of "clicks" that form a distinctly
different sound from the usual din from air conditioners, engines, and
airflow.
These are some of the "tricks" used by the simulator technologists
to create the sounds. It is still up to the researcher to establish what
aircraft parameters control these sounds. With some components, this is
simple. Turboprop and turbojet engine noises require the calculation of
a parameter proportional to engine speed and thrust level.
Airflow noises are proportional to airspeed squared or dynamic pressure.
Air conditioning noise level is proportional to blower speed. Thrust
reverser noise is proportional to thrust. Runway rumble is proportional
to ground speed and weight on the wheels. Gear actuation and runway rumble
sounds are often controlled only by discrete signals indicating the event.
When setting up a sound simulation and depending on its importance to
the problem to be solved, some subjective evaluations of the sound simula-
tion will be required, particularly if the variables controlling the sound
cannot be readily identified and computed. The dynamics of the sound
generator cause time delays. These delays must be adjusted to zero and
iii-s6
the appropriate dynamics used for control. It is advisable not to use the
inherent adjustable delays of the generator itself but rather make them
zero and insert the required d_cs into the control variables sent to
the generator. In all cases the researcher must provide a definition of
sound control variables and be responsible for accepting the final result.
zzZ-ZT

SECTXON4
VISUALDISPIAYSYSTEM
4.I GENERALDESCRIPTION
Thevisual imageof the outside world is presented to the pilot by a
color television system whereby a camera looks at a model of a section of
the earth's surface. The camera is driven relative to the model in the same
way that the aircraft moves relative to the real world, thus creating a
dynamic image of the outside world. A monitor placed before the pilot
displays this scene through a collimating lens system that focuses the image
at infinity. The central computer which solves the aircraft equations of
motion performs additional calculations of where the pilot's eye point is
relative to the earth and sends this information to the camera drive system.
4. I.I TERRAIN MDDEL$
The terrain model associated with each Visual Flight Attachment (VFA)
is composed of removeable panels that collectively form a three-dimensional
color model of several different types of airports and surr_undlng terrain.
The panels can be repositioned or specially tailored to meet the require-
ments of a particular simulation program. Currently there are three
terrain models available for use in conjunction with the FSAA. These are
the VFA-07 and two separate sections of the VFA-02.
The VFA-07 terrain model contains several different types of airports.
A conventional airport is scaled at 600/I with runny dimensions of 61 x
3048 m (200 x 8000 ft). There are threshold lights available on _ 09
for night landings. In addition to the CTOL runway, there are STOL, RTOL,
VTOL, and dirt runways. All of these runways are scaled at 600/I. There
is also a 4OO/I scale aircraft carrier that has pitch, roll, and heave
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capabilities (the ship motion is controlled by the digital computer). The
major features of the VFA-07 terrain model are shown in the photograph of
Figure 4.1 .I-I.
As mentioned above, the VFA-02 terrain model contains two different
kinds of earth features. On one half of the board, the area around a STOL
port is represented in color at a scale of 600/1. The runway dimensions
of this model is shown in Figure 4.1 .I-2. No lighting is available for
night operation.
The other half of the VFA-02 board contains a color model of the hill
country near the Hunter-Liggett Army Base, California. The scale of this
model is 400/I which makes it suitable for low-level operations of heli-
copters. Details of this model are shown in Figure 4.1 .I-3.
4.I .2 CAMERA PROBE AND GANTRY ASSEMBLY
The television camera is carried over each model by a track, wheel,
and tower assembly that imparts three orthogonal linear movements to the
camera. The terrain models are all mounted vertically. The longest track
is on the floor beside the model. This axis simulates east/west motion and
carries a shorter vertical tower that provides north/south movement. This
tower carries the ways for the shortest horizontal axis which moves °the
camera toward or away from the model, simulating altitude changes.
The optical probe assembly is arranged so that the "entrance pupil"
(equivalent to the pilot's eye point) is on the intersection of all three
gimbal axes. In this way, control of the translation of the pilot's eye
point may be kept independent of the effective pointing of the camera.
The probe assembly is designed to carry the pilot's eye point very close
to the model for sinnllating low altitude. Portions of the probe and gantry
may be seen in Figures 4.1 .I-I, 4.1 .I-2, and 4.1 .I-3.
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Figure 4.1.1-I: VFA-07Terrain Model Details
Iv-3
Figure 4. I .1-2 : The Portion of the VFA-02 Terrain Model
Representing a STOL Port
Iv-4
Figure 4.1.1-3: The Portion of the VFA-02 Terrain Model
Hepresenting the California Hill Country Near the Hunter-Liggett Army Air Base
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4. I .3 OPERATOR CONTROL STATION AND INTERFACE EQUIPMENT
Adjacent to the terrain models and gantries, an operator's station
contains both television and servo interfacing equipment that is used to
maintain and control the monitor images and the servo motors. The usual
complement of television equipment is used to monitor and adjust each
image. Unique equipment is incorporated into these units from which
electronic fog is generated. The focus drive is also controlled here.
An analog computer is used to provide scaling, filtering, and additional
function generation for the focus drive. Test inputs may be applied at
this computer. Servo monitoring and control are performed here and auxiliary
test equipment such as oscilloscopes and recorders are available. The
operator generally requires one hour to activate the system. Thereafter,
it is automatically controlled by the central computer.
4. I .4 COCKPIT MDNITORS
A 63.9 cm (29 inch) color monitor is placed before each seat in an
enclosure sealed from outside light. Their faces are located 76.2 cm
(30 inches) from the inside window face. Adjustments to these monitors
are made from the platform atop the cockpit.
4.1.9 COLLIMATING LENS SYSTEMS
The inside window faces of the cockpit enclosure containing the monitors
are actually the flat surfaces of one of two large lenses that effectively
form a virtual image of the television picture at infinity. This lens
system consists of two piano-convex plastic lenses mounted close together
with their spherical surfaces facing each other. The focal length of the
combination is 61 .0 cm (24 inches). The lenses are mounted in the enclosure
openings so that the television monitor face is in the far focal plane.
The pilot's eye point (viewing point) is generally close to the near focal
plane so that light radiating from any point on the television monitor face
is refracted nearly parallel upon passing through the lens, thus forming a
virtual image at optical infinity of the monitor face.
IV-6
4.2 SERVOSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
4.2.1 MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PERFORMANCE
All the servomechanisms of the visual display are the electrical type.
They are basically electric motors whose steady state speed is proportional
to the error input. The error is formed by the difference between the
command position and the actual servo position as sensed by position
potentiometers. The position loop is closed through the analog computer
and the position commands are provided by the central digital computer.
The yaw and roll axes of the probe are capable of continuous rotation
while the pitch axis travel is limited. Due to their inherent design,
they all experience limitations in the maximum accelerations, velocities,
and displacements (except yaw and roll) that can be produced. These are
listed in Table 4.2.1-I. Commanded values greater than the ones listed in
Table 4.2.1-I will result in the servos holding to those values. The
minimum performance of the servos is primarily affected by feedback poten-
tlometer resolution, gear backlash, and friction. Due to these factors,
the minimum performance, or threshold, is defined in two ways. The first
threshold encountered is the one defined as when the controlled axis Just
shows movement. The second (higher) threshold is defined as when the con-
trolled axis movement shows high correlation with the computer command. The
latter threshold is primarily a function of the feedback potentlometer
resolution.
The values of these thresholds are also listed in Table 4.2.1-1.
Table 4.2.1-2 lists the translational performance that would be present in
the slmulated worlds at the two model scales of 400/I and 600/I. These
were obtained by simply multiplying the translational performance values
by 400 and 600, respectively.
4.2.2 FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The frequency responses, as measured by the SAFE program described in
Section 9.3.2, are presented in Figure 4.2.2-I for all the servomechanisms
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TABLE 4.2.1-2
TRANSLATIONALMAXIMUMAND MINIMUMPERFORMANCE
AT _m_ TWOMODELSCALES _0/1 ana 600/1
VFA-02 IK)O/1
_AXIS
i mRZA_SnE
HIGH CORRELATION
'IfflRESiiOLD
I y(NORTH-SOUTH)
"FLY-IN" BOX 8.77 km 0.98 km 152.4 m
DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM + 60.7 m/s + 60.7 m/s + 36.6 m/see
VELOCITY - -- -
MAXIMUM + 9.9 g's + 9.9 g's + 3.7 g's
ACCELERATION
FIRST MOVEMENT - - - 0.21 m O.21 m
THRESHOLD
2.6 m 0.91 m 0.91 m
VFA-02 600/I
AX I S
_'FLY- IN" BOX
D I_,_9]_[SIONS
}d_XIMUM
VELOC ITY
I,IAX1%IUM
ACCELERATION
FIRST MOVEMENT
_IRE SI{0LD
HIGH CORRELATION
ITIRES t{0 LD
X
(mST-WSST)
13.2 kln
+ 91.6 m/s
+ 14.9 g's
3.$ m
Y
(NOR_-S0tm{)
1.46 km
+ 91.6 m/s
+ 14.9 g's
0.3Om
1.4 m
Z
(HEIGHT)
225.6 m
+ 54-9 m/see
+ 5.6 g's
0.30 m
1.4 m
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TABLE 4.2.1-2 (Concluded)
VFA-07 600/1
AXIS
VARIABLE
"FLY-IN" BOX
DIMENS IONS
MAXIMUM
VELOCITY
MAXIMUM
ACCE_TION
FIRST MOVEMENT
THRESHOLD
HIGH CORRELATION
THRES HOLD
X
(mST-W_ST)
13.2 mn
+ 124..5 m/s
_+ 18.6 g's
1.3m
Y
(NORTH-SOUTH)
2.7 k_n
+ 164.6 m/s
_+ 18.6 g's
0.27 m
Z
(HEIGHT)
739..5 m
_+2.56.0m/s
+ 33.5 g's
0.73 m
3.8 m 1.4m 1.4m
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TABLE4.2.1-2
TRANSLATIONALM XIMUMANDMINIMUMPERFORMANCE
ATTHE_WONDDELSCALES4OO/Iand 600/1
VFA-02 400/1
AXIS
"FLY-IN" BOX
DIMENSIONS
I
MAXIMUM
VELOCITY
MAXIMUM
ACCELERATION
FIRST MDVEMENT
THRESHOLD
HIGH CORRELATION
THRESHOLD
X
(_ST-WEST)
5.45 mi
+ 118 kt
+ 9"9 g's
J
8.4 ft
Y
(NOR_-SOU_)
o.61 mi
+ 118 kt
+ 9"9 g's
0.68 ft
3.0 ft
Z
(HEIGHT)
5OO ft
+ 7200 ft/min
+ 3.7 g's
0.68 ft
3.0 ft
 A-o2 6oo/1
AXIS
"FLY-IN" BOX
DIMENSIONS
MAXIMUM
VELOCITY
MAXIMUM
ACCELERATION
FIRST MOVEMENT
THRESHOLD
HIGH CORRELATION
THRESHOLD
X
(EAST-W_T)
8.18
Y
( oR -sou'n{)
0.91 mi 790 ft
+ 178 kt + 178 kt + 10800 ft/min
+ 5.6 g's
+ 14.9 g's + 14.9 g's _
_ _ - 1.0 ft 1.0 ft
12.6 ft 4-5 ft 4.5 ft
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TABLE4.2.1-2 (Concluded)
VFA-07 60011
AXIS
VARIABLE
"FLY-IN" BOX
DIMENS IONS
MAXIMUM
VEIDCITY
MAXIMUM
ACCELERATION
FIRST MDVEMENT
THRESHOLD
HIGH CORRELATION
THRESHOLD
X
(_T-_ST)
8.2mi
+ 242 kt
_+ 18.6 g's
4.2ft
12.6 ft
Y
(NORTH-SOUTH)
1.7 mi
+ 320 kt
_+ 18.6 g's
Z
(HEIGHT)
2400 ft
_+ 50400 ft/min
+ 33.5 g's
2.4 ft
4.5 ft
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b. VFA-07 PITCH
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d. VFA-07 EAST-WEST
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e. VFA-07 NORTH-SOUTH
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except the focus drive. Note that the performance of the servos is not
uniform and that the performance of the smaller mass rotational servos is
better than that for the translational ones. The data shown are for input
commands greater than the threshold. The peak values of the driving slnu-
soids for these data were + 0.I radian and + 3.09 cm (_+0.I ft).
4.2.3 POSITION ERROR
The servos are driven by position conm_ads and position feedbacks.
As such, they will have a steady state position error when responding to
ramp position commands or constant velocity. Since the translational axes
will have driving functions that are typically ra_ps of position or constant
velocity, it is important to know the values of these errors. Measurements
have shown the error to be 0.33 times the velocity command. What this says
is that the displayed scene viewing point (pilot's eye) will lag behind the
commanded position a constant distance when velocity commands are constant.
This lag, expressed in time, is about 0.33 seconds. Some typical error
values for two typical model scales are tabulated in Table 4.2.3-I. These
errors may be reduced by adding lead to the drive command (adding a portion
of velocity c_d to the position command). Provisions for this are
incorporated into the drive software. The leads are designed to offset
these lags as well as lags purposely patched into the analog drive circuits
that are sometimes required to smooth the stairstep digital drive commands.
4.2.4 RESET TIMES
When the terminal position of the simulated aircraft is widely dif-
ferent from the IC position it takes an appreciable time to return the
camera to the IC position. These reset times may be the most significant
part of the restart cycle and therefore should be considered in a run plan
using the outside visual scene. The maximum reset time for the X axis is
easily found by dividing the double amplitude of the X axis by t_ peak
X velocity capability. This is 2 x 36 / 0.68 = 106 seconds for the VFA-07
IV-22
TABLE 4.2.3-I
TYPICAL POSITION ERRORS DUE TO VELOCITY CO_ND
SCALE I 4OO/I 6OO/I
VELOCITY 1.O m/sec 31.0 m/s 46.4 m/s
POSITION
ERROR 0.33 m 10.1 m 19.2 m
Iv-23
mABLE4.2.3-I
TYPICAL _SITIO_ ERRORS DUE TO VELOCITY COCKleD
SCALE I 400/1 600/1
VELOCITY I .0 ft/sec 60 kt 90 kt
POSITION 0.33 ft 33.2 ft 49.8 ft
ERROR
IV-2_
modeland 2 x 36 / 0.9 = 144 seconds for the VFA-02 model. When the initial
condition does not require an outside scene (such as IFR operat_:o1_s), the
reset times are not important as the simulation can be restarted while the
camera is still returning to the IC position. The only constraint is that
the camera catch up before the pilot goes visual.
4.3 DRIVE LOGIC
4.3. I DIGITAL DRIVE LOGIC
Within the BASIC software is a subroutine, BVISUAL, which computes
the linear and angular commands to the VFA camera servos. The subroutine
also determines if the visual scene is to be fogged or clear. Program
inputs, outputs, and special features are shown in Figures 4.3.1-I and
•3.1-2 and described below.
A. Primary Program Inputs and Outputs
INPUTS
I. The position of the pilot's eye point with respect to
a runway axis system (XPR, YPR, HPR).
2. The orientation of the pilot relative to the runway
(i.e., the aircraft Euler angles). The actual program
input is the Earth-to-Body axis transformation matrix
elements.
3. The fog ceiling (HFOGB). That is, the visual scene is
"fogged" when the aircraft altitude is greater than
HFOGB.
1 •
2.
OUTPUTS
The linear servo command signals (XREDCO, YREDCO,HREDCO).
The angular servo command signals (PSIRED and PSIBLK,
T}_RED and PHIRED). There are two signals required for
IV-29
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,heading because of the continuous nature of the
heading servo.
The fog ON/OFF discrete (IFOGIT)_ and the fog level
(FLEVEL). The fog discrete is used to blank out the
visual scene when the camera errors are large (e.g.,
during the reset to the IC position). The fog level,
FLEVEL, is HFOGB converted from feet to volts.
B° Scaling
The pilot positioi and orientation are converted to voltage
commands for the camera servos.
C, Biasing
Linear and angular biasing is acluieved by setting the
following Fortran variables:
Altitude = _ED
East/west position = XRED
North/south position = YRED
Roll = PHIOFF
These biases are used to align the camera and runway axes.
D. Lead Compensation
This option permNts first-order lead compensation to be
added to any of the camera servo position commands, the
purpose of this being to cancel some of the inherent or
intentional lag (digital smoothing filter) in the camera
dynamics. The default values of the lead time constants
are equal to zero for the translational commands and equal
to 0.22 seconds for the rotational commands.
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Fog
Thevist_al sceneis foggedwhenthe cameraservos are not
follo,_in_j tho co:mr_nds.This is donefor two reasons.
I. If the c_%merahits a physical stop the pilot will
not be sho_,man erroneousscene.
2. If the comi;utergoesto Operatewhile the c;anera
is returning to IC, the pilot will not be shown
a scenemovi_gbackwards.
F. .Pop-Up logic
The pturpose of this ]ol_ic is to p_'oteet the mod<:l scenery
ar:_ic_er_ probe _rom c..ol_zs:uon_" " d_ ma_ Th:,.s'is acconm] _shed
at; :follo,/s:
If the e_mlera servoa :_re commanded to mew _.whil<; in
the IC mode (e._._ char_je XIC_yTC,ItfC) _._d the
aircraft a]titade is les,_: tb._n 1_.2 m [:50 fe_-t)_
7,hen the c::<me_,aj.,_,raised up prior to moving hori2:ontal!¥
to the n<._wIC position. The e6,_[ler_<probe is th'_Ls
prevcnt,_<i ['rom ::LriT__Cln_!;the raode] scenez,y _,;hile mo_ii_g
to tb_ I_:_1 IC p(',:]tJ_on The visual.! scene is alwa3_c
:fog_z_-_<t cb,r:;.nC th.;.s oper,_hion.
G. Visual V[e.w:[n/AArl_]e
If an ,%ircra}'t is c<_,-,/'[_[red s_:h ti_at the pilot's viewing:
an_le :is not r_].igne<[ with the ]_selage refere_iee line (e.g.,
the Concorde) thel_ _,he aireraJ_t EuDLer angles c_Dno1: be used
to <trive the cam_era servos. The scheme _zsed to aceoml,I/sk_
this employs two angles de:Fined in the pitch, yaw ordez • of
rotation) (_UJP and. %q]ITE). Perturbation components of the
directir)n cosine matrix cs_].cu_lated from these angles are
IV-29
added to those normally computed from the Euler angles.
The resulting matrix is then used to extract the three
Euler angles for the camera servos.
H. Flexible Aircraft Option
I,
Jo
If IFLEX = I, perturbation angles are used to modify the
Earth-to-Body transformation matrix. This modification is
based on the small angie approximations for the effects of
the perturbations.
Auxiliary Runway Option
Two alternate runways can be specified for t_se. This option
is most commonly used for landing on an aircraft carrier.
The following Fortran variables must be set:
ISHIP = Switch for specifying the runway to be used
= 0 for nominal runway
= I for ship 1
= 2 for ship 2
XSHIPI, YSHIPI, ESHIPI = origin of ship I runway threshold
XSHIF2, YSHIP2, HSHIP2 = origin of ship 2 runway threshold
l_osaic _cene Option
This option is used when a high altitude visual scene is
required. The user is responsible for specifying the
necessary changes to the Redifon scenery.
Fortran variables also must be set:
The follo_rI.ng
MOSAIC = I (default O)
XM, YM = Location of mosaic scene center
HTP = Minimum altitude that mosaic scene is to be
used
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SSCALE= Multiple of nominalvisu_l scen%e.g._ if
nominal scale is 6OO/IandSSCALEis equal to
2, then _DSAICscale is 1200/1.
4.3.2 ANALOGDRIVELOGIC
An analog computer is interfaced between the central digital computer
and the visual system. It is used to condition the drive commands, perform
scallng_ biasing, monitoring, and switching for local control. Besides
these functions, the computer contains first-order lags dezigned to smooth
the digital step commands, and calculates the focus drive command. A_I
eight-channel brush recorder is available for monitoring of the many
voltages generated by this computer. The researcher can specify the focus
drive conmmnd function or he may elect to use the no_inal drive program
available. This program computes a focus distance as a function of altitude
and pitch angle. The intent is to bring the i_%ge into better fcc_ _t
low altitudes.
4._ OPTICAL PROPERTIES
4.4.1 FIELD OF VIh_W, E_fRANCE AND EXIT PUPILS
The field coverage of a visual system is one of its most important
properties. All visual systems have a finite field coverage and light
is vignetted or blocked by the physical stops or edges of the optical
elements. When one looks at objects through binoculars, it is obvious that
images ire formed within a circular field that subtends an angular diameter
of about 90 degrees. Some wlde-an_le binoculars can achieve 60 to 70 degrees.
This field coverage is usually available when the viewer's eye is on the
optical axis. When the viewer's eye is off the optical axis, the peripheral
light rays are used. These will eventually be blocked by the edges or
stops of the lens elements as the viewer moves his eye more off-axis.
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The VFA-O7 probe has an entrance pupil O .6 mm in diameter. The objective
lens is designed such that its entrance pupil is located in its front focal
plane. The objective lens is located so that its entrance pupil is placed
on the gimhal center of the probe rotational axes. All incoming light
passing through the system must pass through this aperture. This creates
the effective viewing point of the system and represents the pilot's eye
point relative to the model. TTIe entrance pupil is made physically small
so as to simulate a s_all viewing area and so the probe may be made small
enough so it can move close to the terrain model_ simulating low altitude.
The closest approach to the model possible is 3.2 mm (I/8 inch) so in terms
of the two model scales of 4OO/I and 600/I, this represents a minimum height
of I .3 and I-9 m (4.2 and 6.3 feet), respectively. The probe optics are
designed for an angular field diameter of approximately 60 degrees. The
3/4 aspect ratio (height-to-wTdth ratio) of standard television systems
results in a 36 degree vertical by 48 degree horizontal format (diagonal
60 degrees). It is this format that is imaged on the camera tube scan face
and cannot be altered.
If the monitor alone is placed before the pilot to display the scene
imaged by the camera, angular correctness must be maintained and a 63.5 cm
(25 inch) diagonal tube would have to be placed 55.0 cm (21 .6 inches) from
the pilot's eye point. To produce i_ages that appear "far away" (infinity),
a piano-convex lens pair is placed approximately 61 .O to 76.2 cm (24 to
30 inches) from the pilot's eye. The effective focal length of these
lenses is 61 .O cm (24 inches) and the monitor is actually placed in the
focal plane behind the lenses. The lenses act as a magnifier that produces
a virtual image of the monitor face at optical i_'inity. The lens system
operated this way produces an angular magnification of two, therefore the
monitor appears 36 degrees by 48 degrees in size.
When the picture is viewed sufficiently off axis, the edges of the
monitor will appear. This occurs when the pilot's eye point (bridge of the
nose) is placed about 7.6 cm (3 inches) off axis vertically and 10.2 cm
(4 inches) horizontally. The allowable head motion is therefore a rectangle
centered on the optical axis of the collimating lens system of dimensions
15.2 am (6 inches) vertically and 20.3 cm (8 inches) horizontally. This is
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a consequenceof the monitor andlens diametersand cannotbe altered.
Movingthe eyesoff-axis or toward or awayfrom the picture results in no
observableperspective change.
4.4.2 STATICANDDYNAMICRESOLUTION
Resolution is that quality of any visual systemto showfine detail.
Themethodsof describing this quality vary with the kinds of visual systems
discussed. Astronomersuse the term "resolving power"to describe the
ability of telescopes to showthe individual componentsof close double
stars. Optical engineersuse "ModulationTransfer Function" to describe
resolution. Photo-optical and television technologists use the concepts
of "lines" and "line-pairs".
All these and other resolution criteria haveone thing in common;
they employa standardpattern of light that is easily recognizedby either
the humaneye or a photometric device. Inherent in the conceptof resolu-
tion is yet another called "contrast ratio". Whenone speaksof "fine
detail", the idea of different light levels or luminancemustbe brought
forth. Theonly reasonan object is seenat all is becauseits radiating
light levels are different from that of its surroundings. Therefore, fine
detail in a scenecanbe moreeasily seenif the detail contrasts with its
surroundings, i.e., showsa distinctly different pattern of light from its
surroundings. Theconceptof resolution is therefore intimately boundwith
the conceptof light level difference, i.e., luminancedifference or
contrast.
Althoughmanycriteria are available, three are described here that are
commonlyemployedin measurementof the resolution of television visual
systems. For a morecompletetreatment of the subject the reader is
referred to Reference4-I.
I. ResolvingPower
An optical systemof lenses suchas a telescope forms imagesof
stars (point light sources) that are influenced primarily by diffraction
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effects. For a circular aperture or lens openlllg_ the light from a
point source is spread into a series of bright concentric rings s_-
rounding a _mch brighter central circle. The &iameters of these circles
and rings depends on the aperture dian_eter of the objective lens (the
first lens the incoming light encounters ) and the wavelength of the
light. It is generally agreed that the light intensity drop midway
between the central nmuxima of two equally bright overlapping diffraction
"_atterns is relatively deep enough (about 30'_) to appear clearly
_eparated to the eye when the distance separating their centers is
equal to the radius of the first interspace or minimum in the indi_,idual
diffraction pattern. For light of mid-_isible wavelengths (yellow-
green), this leads to the relation:
r 0cm( inche)
where
r is the resolving power in arc-seconds
D is the objective aperture in cm (inches)
The effective diameter of the probe objective is 0.6 mm which yield a
value of r of 5-5 arc-minutes. For the human eye with a pupil diameter
of 4 ram, the result is O.5 arc-minutes. The resolving power of the
eye is generally accepted as about one arc-minute, so the probe optics
are worse than the eye in resolving two close point light sources of
obvious high contrast.
2. Modulation Transfer Function
This is simply the system response to a sinusoidal luminance profile.
A pattern of sinusoidallyvarylng light intensity is used as an image.
This resembles a series of light and dark bands. The system's response
is measured by a photometer. The results generally depend on the quality
of the hardware and vary with the mean luminance level, the contrast
ratio (ratio of maximum to minimum luminance), and most importantly,
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the frequency of the slz,_id _xp&-esscd in ter[_ oi" a ±iuear or an_iuL_z
dimension. In the case of the latter, the resulting variable is c_cles
pet" degree of ang_tlar field and is termed the "spatial frequency".
Most visual systems cannot respond to a sinusoidally varying luzLinauce
pattern when the spatial frequency becomes high, i.e., many bands form
the object. A luminance difference of about 3_ of the mean luminance
is generally the limit of vision and spatial frequency at which tkls
occurs can be taken as the system's visual limit. Even if it could
resolve finer bands at lower luminance differences, they would not be
vis lble.
The human visual system has its own modulation transfer function
characteristic and measurements have shown humans to have maximum
sensitivity to contrast (able to detect sinusoids of small contrast)
at spatial frequencies of about 2 to 3 cycles/degree. Limiting spatial
frequencies of high contrast for the television components of the
VFA-07 visual system are generally about _ cycles/degree, so the
television limits are close to the optimum values of human vision.
3. Television Lines and Optical Line-Pairs
In the photo and electro-optical industry, the light patterns used
for resolution measurements are called optical line-pairs. This refers
to the number of bright and dark bands of a test object that can be
imaged by the system. The luminance profile is rectangular and the
system contrast is set up so the bright band is represented by the
brightest white possible and the dark band by the darkest black possible.
Television lines refer to the total number of lines that can Just be
imaged including all the white and black lines. An optical line-pair
refers to one white line with half a black llne on either side.
At contrast ratios of approximately 19/I, the VFA-O7 cockpit color
syste_ is capable of showing 420 television lines or 210 optical line-
?airs in both the horizontal and vertical orientation. The floor-
mounted b]_ck and white monitors will show 500 television lines (250
line-pairs ) horizontally and _50 television lines (229 llne-palrs)
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vertically. The VFA system is a standard 5_:5 line system. This means
that the number of horizontal scan lines is 525 . Because of the
spaces between the scan lanes and the fact that a single line tends to
show a Gaussian luminance profile, the number of television lines
discernible is always less than the num_ber of scan lines. Generally,
in the vertical _lirection, the ratio of television lines to scan lines
is about 0.7 to O.9D.
To summarize the resolution capability of the VI_¥_system, the following
are given:
I. The probe is diffraction-limited at 9.5 arc-minutes
for point sources.
2. The color cockpit monitors will display 420 television
lines in both the horizontal and vertical directions.
With a field-of-view of approximately _6 de_%rees
vertically and 48 degrees horizontaily_ this corresponds
to a _minimum spatial frequency of 5._7_ cycles/degree
vertically and 4.58 cycles/de_ree horizontally which
is near the human peak response to uontrast.
3. The operations black and white moraitors will show 4_0
television lines vertically and 500 television lines
horizontallv, corresponding to spatial frequencies of
6.2 5 and 5.21 cycles/deg_re% respectively.
The preceding statements refer to static resolution_ i ...., when the image
is not moving relative to the scannin_ device (camera tube), qq_is is
usually not the case in flight simul_tion and aircraft m_ements particu-
larly yawing and pitching can impart high slew ve!_,ciL_ies to the images
"seen" by the camera. Wheu this happens, t}_e re_ _lutiou can be expected
to decrease. This is due to the la[_ in the process of converting photons
to electrons in the camera tube_ the finite s_am time. and the lag in the
phosphorescent emissions o±' the monitor. All co1_t_ibute to a smearing
effect similar to that of motion pictlJre.:. [_ L_ mot hnowrl _t this time
_v- _'_,
what the rate of degradation is for the VFA system but resolution decreases
of 10 television lines per degree per second slew velocities are probable.
4.4.3 DEPTH OF FIELD
This is a term used to describe the ranges of distances within which
details are imaged with acceptable sharpness. At certain distances, the
details are sharpest, with sharpness decreasing with increasing or de-
creasing distance from the optimum. Like a camera lens that forms sharp
images of objects at certain ranges, the probe optics act similarly and it
is necessary to control the focus servo in order to form sharp images of
objects of interest.
The depth-of-field function is given in Table 4.4.3-I for the probe
and in Figure 4.4.3-I for the two model scales of 400/I and 600/I. The
property results from the lens design and the range of travel of optical
components in the probe, and cannot be altered. Note that the closest
focus is about one inch which gives the nearest range to objects that can
be made distinct of 10.06 m (33 feet) at 400/I scale, and 15.24 m (90 feet)
at 600/I scale.
4.4.4 ABERRATIONS AND DISTORTION
The characteristics that are most apparent are some chromatic aberration
(false coloring of the images due to different colors being refracted dif-
ferently) and pincushion distortion. The latter may be thought of as a
slight increase in magnification of images as their angle off-axis increases.
If an image of a point should be located 10 degrees off-axis, the distortion
may cause it to show up at, say, 11 degrees. A linear grid will show out-
ward displacements with increasing angle off-axis and will appear with its
corners turned outward, hence the term "pincushion".
A photograph of a linear grid displayed on the monitor is shown in
Figure 4.4.4-I. Note the distortion at the edges of the field. Note also
the double lines at the picture edges. These are due to chromatic aberration.
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TABLE 4.4.3-I
PROBE DEPTH OF FIELD LIMITS
FOCL_ DISTANCE
(cm)
2.54
_.I
10.2
15.2
20.3
25.4
_0.8
76.2
NEAR FOCU8 DISTANCE
2.54
3.6
9.3
7.1
8.4
9.7
12.2
12.2
FAR FOCUS DISTANCE
9.1
8.6
33.0
497.2
O0
O0
O0
O0
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TABLE 4.4.3-I
PROBE DE_ 0_"]_LO Ln{[TS
FOCUS DISTANCE
(inches)
|i ,,
I
2
6
8
I0
2O
3o
NEAR FOCUS DISTANCE
(inches)
1.0
1.4
2.1
2.8
3.3
3.8
4.8
4.8
FAR _OCUS DISTANCE
(inches)
2.0
3.4
13.o
180
rv-39
104 --'
8
6
4
2
103
8
6
4
= 2
r_
102
8
6
4
2
I0'
2
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8
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Figure 4.4.4-I: Collimating Lens System Distortion of a Linear Crid
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A color photograph would show these lines to be two different colors _ the
breakdown of the white line as is seen in the center of the picture.
4.4.9 LIMITF_) VISIBILITY SIMULATION DEVICE
A device is incorporated in the television electronics that reduces
image contrast. This feature can represent visibility conditions just
under a low overcast where objects on the ground close to the aircraft are
distinct and objects farther away on the ground (approaching the horizon)
become less distinct until at some elevation angle the contrast is zero and
no objects are visible. The device is driven by the probe pitch and roll
servos' position feedbacks so that the haze appears earth-oriented. Roll
capability of the device is limited to + 90 degrees.
Two parameters are required from the user in order to activate the
system. The first is the elevation angle of zero visibility, the second_
the vertical angle through which the visibility will vary from zero to
unrestricted. The ranges of each are:
I •
2,
Line of zero visibility is variable from the bottom to
the top of the pictur% i.e., + 18.9 degrees.
Visibility transition zone is variable in height from
2.46 degrees to 12.3 degrees. The contrast reduction
from picture contrast (bottom boundary) to the line of
zero visibility (top boundary) is linear. Some of
these details are shown in the sketch of Figure 4._.5-I.
4.9 _DNITORING AND CHECKOUT FROCEDURES
4.9.1 ON-LINE MDNITORING
The operator's control station for the visual system contains devices
for monitoring the image quality and the servosystemthat controls its
orientation. These devices consist of monochrome and color television
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monitors with a_,'iliary test equipment (oscilloscopes, etc. ) mounted in a
console with patch panels and jacks for quick access to all the important
electrical pathwa_/._ in the tele_ision system. Controls are located here
for the local mor_itors, television eLectronics_ auxiliary eq_ipment such as
the restricted visibility device, mode] ].ighting </st<m, power supplies,
and communications system.
The _ervo,<,]ste'm po_:e_ controls are located here and the analog computer
that interfaces to b!lem, i_esides an oscilloscope a_d wave ar_lyzer, an
eight-ehalmel strip dmrt recorder is tru1_ked I;o the computer which allows
the on-line morLitorLug of critical (iisplay parameters. With the use of
switching, al] tl:e irportant varJ.ab].es describing perfo_nance may be dis-
play_dj one _is at _ time. The variables nor,_lly patched are:
]. Fosition cou_ind
2. I'ositicn f,,llow-up potentiometer outl_Ib
"5. Derivative of position command (approximate velocity command)
4. Derivative of follow-up potentiometer output (approximate
velocity feedback)
5. Position error (colm_and minus feedback).
In the ease of yaw_ two co,rotund and two feedba,_,k sicn_<is (sawtooth waves)
are reqiLired for the continu<us servo. They _,re : _m!,:_=ous to the sine and
cosine of the command and feeJbaek heading ang l_s.
Althou_zh these signals <L_-{"rea<]_i!y a_ailabii_<_ J'or inspection during
operation, any voltage on the <_na_]og computers _u,</b,_ <li_played on request.
4.5.2 IMAGE QUALITf CHECKOL_f
The television imaging system is checked on a d_ily basis.
are made :
Four tests
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I • Linearity
Using a standard linearity test chart placed before the camera,
the television camera is adjusted so that the displayed target
coincides with a grid generated by the television electronics.
In this way, any distortion caused by the probe optics and
camera tubes are compensated. This test and adjustment ensures
that the correct field dimensions have been established and that
the field is linear (i.e., free of distortion).
2. Video Level Adjust
1
4.
Using a black and white test target, the signal levels of red,
blue, and green are set within prescribed tolerances for the
darkest black and the brightest white.
Signal-to-noise level is checked for each channel
Monitor Checkout
The cockpit color monitors are adjusted unti! the picture
appears in natural color and luminance.
5. Static Resolution
Using a standard Electronics Institute of America (EIA)
resolution test chart, the number of television lines
that can barely be recognized is observed for several
areas in the field. This test not orgy checks the image
quality of _e camera, but also all operating television
monitors.
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4.5.3 SLRVO STSffEM f',CALLNG
I. Gs_utry Tra_slational Calibration
A two-point calibration is performed daily in which a zero and
a non-zero voltage is applied to each translational servo. The
resulti_ position of the gantry is measured using calibration
markers on the ways and adjusted by setting biases and scale
factors.
2. Probe Orientation Calibration
With an electronic grid superimposed on the picture and a test
mirror fastened at one end of the model, the gantry is returned to
its null (center) position. Zero voltage is applied to the
probe rotational servos and alignment of the mirror with the
center of the monitor (center crossline or optical axis) is
checked. The probe is then rolled and the optical axis is
further checked against the mirror. If the mirror appears to
translate in a circular arc, the optical axis is not aligned with
the probe roll axis and the optical elements will be realigned
during maintenance unless the error is significant. Following
optical axis alignment with the roll axis, roll, pitch, and yaw
are calibrated with zero and non-zero commands using observations
of the model mirror and horizon relative to the electronic grid.
A two-point calibration is deemed sufficient for daily checks.
The focus drive is not normally checked.
3. Computer Checks
When the hardware is placed under computer control, additional
checks are performed. Generally, the minimum altitud% the runway
heading, and zero lateral displacement relative to the approach
boundary are read into the computer and centerline alignment is
checked. If necessary, a lateral bias is introduced to "tune up"
the alignment. Next, the probe is turned _ degrees in yaw_
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revealing the ap_oach boundary. The alignment do_n the runway
_my be checked. If the Co,hands _re read to mo_e to th_ opposite
end of the runway, a t_o point calibration _-f ru.u_raylength
is obtained. Height is checked using a mask pl_ced on the colli-
mating ].ens f_:ce in the simu/kator cockpit. _' l_k :_sually
shows the runway sides for various height,s, r_L_es to the threshold,
and lateral ilsplacements. A visual check o2 probe placement
relati,ze to a runway in three dimensions _nal_be obtair_ed b,_
comparing _he displayed runway with _he r.,_sklin_s.
4. Dynamic Chec_
As a m_asurc of the linear chazact,eristics_ a SAFE frequency
respo_Lse measurement is z_de every day_ _ais technique is
described fully in Section 9 ar_rlwill not be reiterated here.
The gain distribution of the ci_'iv_.ngsinu_oids used for a
v_sual SAFE run, however, sin,.,different item t}mt of a motion
SAFE analysis. The gain dJ_-tribatien used is shown in
Table 4._.3-I •
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TABLE4.5.3-I
SAFEVISUALFREQUENCYRESPONSEINPUTCOMPONENTAMPLITUDES
COMPONENTFREQUENCY
(raalsec)
o.218
o.327
o .545
o .873
I.31
1.96
3.27
2.36
7.89
13.1
19.6
COMPONENT AMPLIfY'DE
TRANS IA_ION
I
-I
-I
I
1
-0.8
0.4
0
0
0
0
I_0TATION
I
-I
-I
I
I
-1
I
-0.8
0.6
-0.4
0.2
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SECTION9
$I0 MDTIONSYSTEM
9-I HARDWARE
9. I •I GENERALDESCRIPTIONFHABDWARE
Themotion systemof the FSAAis a six-degree-of-freedomdevice
designedto impart rotational andtranslational movementto the cockpit.
Its mostdramatic feature is the 30.9 m (100 ft) long track arrangement
that provides lateral motion. A gantry structure on wheelsrides atop
these tracks andsupports a platform on three screwJacksand two novel
pneumatic"equilibrators". Thejacks provide vertical movementof the
platform and the equilibrators counterbalancethe weight. A single
horizontal screwjack mountedon this platform drives an additional plat-
form which rides fore and aft on lathe-like ways. A relatively conventional
gimbal systemforms the upper part of the device and carries the cockpit.
Thesix axesof motion (starting wi_h the ground)are: lateral (Y),
vertical (Z), longitudinal (X), andfinally the rotational gimbalsare
arrangedin the conventional order of yaw, pitch, androll. All axes are
driven by electrical motor-generatorcombinationsthrough devices suchas
belts_ timing chains, a_Ldtoothed wheels. Rubber facing is used to red1_ce
backlash. A powered tracked carriage follows the lateral movement of the
gantry while carrying all the power and control cables to the cockpit and
driving devices. The rotational axes intersect at a common point which is
3x)cated in the symmetrical plane of the cockpit, 83.8 cm (33 inches) aft
of the instrument panel face and 49.7 cm (18 inches) up from the floor.
schematic arrangement is shown in Figure 9.1 .I-I.
Control of the motion base is aided by a complement of sensors con-
sisting of tachometers, follow-up potentiometers, rotary accelerometers,
and linear acce!erometers. A sophisticated array of hard-_are-limiting
logic is included that is designed to prevent the hardware from reaching
V-I
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operating conditions that could damage it. These are discussed more fully
later.
Various control modes are incorporated into the drive electronics
that facilitate the startup and shutdown procedures. These electronic units
are separated from the computer but communicate with it. Besides providing
control of the device, they incorporate many features that are part of the
redundant safety system.
5. I •2 DIGITAL COMPUTER ]INTERFACE
A unit called the "drive rack" provides the interface between the
digital computer and the motion sy:_tem. It is physically located in the
operator's control room and consists of monitoring _id control equipmen%
operational amplifiers, and electriesl networks. The primary functions of
the drive rack are:
@ To move the cab between the dock and center positions
• To minimize startup and shutdown transients
The drive rack has three hardware modes: dock, center position, and initial
condition operate. In the first two modes, the motion commands from the
<Lgital computer ar_ not passed to the motion system. Under motion operator
control, the drive rack moves the system to the dock or center position
(the dock position is the position which aligns the cockpit with the loading
dock permitting entrance or exit. It is not in the center position of the
actuators.) In the initial condition/operate mode,
passed through the drive rack to the motion system.
A normal startup sequence is as follows:
I.
computer commands are
Computer is in IC mode and drive rack is in dock mode
as crew enters cab.
_tion operator puts drive rack in center position mode
tn move cab to center position.
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:. After checking with the pilot and computer operator,
the motion operator puts the drive rack in the IC/operate
mode.
4. When the cab has stabilized in the IC position commanded
by the computer, the operate button is enabled.
5. The motion operator pushes the operate button to put
the computer into the operate mode.
6. When the run is terminated by the pilot, digital computer,
or motion operator, the drive rack reverts to the center
position mode and the computer to the IC mode.
7- For another run_ the process is repeated from step 3.
Entering the hold mode of the computer reverts the motion system to
center position, i.e._ the motion system does not hold its last position.
.1•3 PERFORMANCE LIMITS
The electrical drive trains impose several performance limits on the
system. To protect the machinery from damage, a sophisticated array of
sensors and shutdown devices are incorporated in the drive system to moni-
tor the important performance parameters and automatically shut down the
motors when acceptable limits are exceeded. It is iml_rtant to know about
these limitations to avoid unnecessary transients and shutdowns.
The most obvious limits are the maximum travel of each axis. These
"hard" stops are softened through the use of hydraulic b_ffers, a ram device
designed to produce acceptable decelerations from rated velocity. Before
the buffers are encountered, however, recet switches are placed t._t shut
down the motors.
The acceleration limits are more complicated because each _notor has
both t_nperature and current limitations. Exceeding these value_ would
probably result in damage to the motors so thermal and magnetic protection
devices are incorporated that, combined, have the properties of fuses, i.e.,
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the devices shut off power to the motors when a current of a certain
magnitude has occurred for a set time. A large current is tolerated for
only a short time. In a direct-current motor, current is nearly propor-
tional to output torque so the above limitations appear as a maximum
torque and therefore an acceleration limitation.
As a backup to computer limiting, additional limits are incorporated
into the electrical drive imlts. These are "parabolic limiters" which are
designed to command maximum rated deceleration when velocity and position
are such that this deceleration will stop the simulator just short of the
re,set switches.
The above limitations are sunmmrized in Table 9.1.3-I and Figures
9.1.3-1 through 9.1.3-3. The table lists the displacement, velocity, and
acceleration limits. Phase-plane plots of these limits are given in
Figure 9.1 .3-I that includes both hardware and software (BBEND Subroutine)
limits. The software limits are described more fkd_ly in Section 9.2.2.
Figures 9.1 .3-2 and 9.1 .3-3 show how the acceleration limits vary with time
(assumes copmtant acceleration magnitude).
9.1.4 DYN_241C RESPONZE
A servo design analysis which was carried out during the development
of each motion servosystem led to their configuration as velocity servos.
The criterion for this seleeti¢._L "_rasthe suppression of unwanted load
accelerations. The design analysis revealed that the dominant damping
ratios and natural frequencies of a velocity system were htgher than those
for a hlgh-gain position system. AJao, ringing of the lightly damped
structure could be expected to be less when the servos were configured
as velocity devices. Tests bore out these hypotheses and the velocity con-
figuration was fi,_ally selected for its ability to produce smoother responses.
Thus the digital _omputer command is velocity in all axes.
The dynamic characteristic of most concern to the researcher is the
frequency response of the system. The frequency response was measured
V._=
TABLE 5.1 .3-I
MOTION LIMITS
@
VELOCITYDISPLACEMENT
(_ + O-663 rad
,#_) + 0.349 rad
_Y + 0.!_36 rad
X + 1.Ore
y + 12.2 m
Z +1.3m
i
@
AC CELERATION
, , , , , ,
+ 2.09 rad/sec 2ROLL + 1.75 rad/sec
PITCH + 1.01 rad/sec + 2.62 tad/see 2
YAW _ 0.90 rad/sec _ 1.68 rad/see 2
LONGITUDINAL _ 2.1 m/see _ 2.4 n_sec 2
_ITERAL 2 8.7 m/see 2 2.4 m/see 2(_
VERTICAL ! 2.6 m/see 2 3.7 m/see 2
(_>I
Maximum displacement allowed by the parabolic limiter.
_,_im_n velocity reached under a maximum acceleration
starting from rest at one end of the available travel and
driving into the parabolic limiter at the other end.
Maximum instantaneous acceleration.
Track rubber d_age is likely at these values.
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®
DISPIAC_M]_T
ROLL @ + 0.663 rad
PI'i_H e + 0.349 rad
YAW ¥ + 0.436 tad
X + 3.49 ft
I
Y +40 ft
Z + _.2 ft
m
® @
VELOCITY ACCELERATION
+ i-75 rad/sec + 2.09 rad/sec 2
lONGITUDINAL
lATERAL
VERTICAL
L ,. ,
+ ,.o,r_d/sec+ 2.e ra_/se_
+ 0.9o raW'see + I.68 r_/sec e
_+7.o _/sec _+S.o _/_ec e
+ 28.6 Zt/sec
+ 8.6 _/sec
+ 8.o _/s_-,_ a'_
_+ 12.3 i_/sec 2
Maximum displacement allowed by the parabolic limlter.
® Maximum velocity reached under a maximum acceleration
starting from rest at one end of the available travel and
driving into the parabolic limiter at the other end.
Maximum instantaneous acceleration.
Track rubber damage is likely at these values.
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with the SAFE Routine described in Section 9.3.2. The results are shown
in Figure 9.1.4-I and the normalized amplitude distribution of the input
sinusoids are listed in Table 9.1.4-1. The response data are considered
valid only in the range of amplitudes unaffected by threshold or limiting
effects. Table 5.1.4-2 lists the parameter values for a second order
model fit to these data where the model is represented by:
K
n
an(JW) --
s2+2_n_nS+_n2
Another characteristic of possible concern is the velocity threshold.
Because of inherent real properties of the motors and load (simulator
cockpit and supporting structure) such as friction and backlash, a finite
velocity command is required before the motors will begin to move the
simulator. These thresholds are listed in Table 5.1.4-3 for ram_ velocity
inputs.
5.2 SOF_ARE
5.2 .I GENERAL DEBCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE
The digital computer commands which drive the motion system are
generated in the BBE_:D Subroutine which is part of the BASIC software.
The inputs to this subroutine are the cockpit motions of the simulated
aircraft. '/he outputs are velocity commands to the motion base. The
inputs accelerationo onents B, ofthe
simulated aircraft in body axes. The linear inputs are specific forces at
the cockpit (AXp , Ayp, AZp ) again in body axes. Specific force means the
observed acceleration that an accelerometer would measure. Specific force
and true acceleration differ by the component of gravity in that direction.
The remainder of this subsection is a discussion of the general drive
logic. The discussion starts with the drive logic for vertical because it is
the simplest. Similar logic is used for yaw. The next subject is the
coordinated logic for the longitudinal plane (pitch and longitudinal).
Similar logic is used for the lateral plane (roll and lateral).
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TABLE 9-I.4-I
SAFE MDTION SYSTEM FREQU_ICY RESPONSE INPUT COMPONENT AMPLITUDES
COMPONENT
FREQU_CY
rad/sec
COMPONENT AMPLITUDE
(NOmaT.LZED TO mXIMUM)
ROLL, PITCH, YAW,
LONG ITUDINAL, WA_TXCAL
II Imln ' | • ' I J I
0.218 I.0
o. _'[ -I .0
,,, .... _ - : -
o .5;.5 -1 .o
o.875 i.o
I.31 1.0
I.96 -I .0
, , ...... , • °
IATI_IAL
L. i i
1.0
L
-I .0
1.0
-I .O
3.27 -I.o -o .8
:- : : - • • ,, ... _ ._
_-.36 0.8 0.6
, , , , , , , , , , , - , , --.
7.85 o.6 0.4
13.1 -0.4 0
19.6 -0.2 0
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TABLE 9.1.4-e
TABLE OF PABAMETEI_ I,DR A SECOND ORDER MODEL FIT
TO THE FREQUENCY RESPONSE DATA
AXrS (n)
PARAMETER
i !
Kn
i
ROLL
(_)
0.96
PITCH
(e)
0.97
21.00
O.64
YAW LONG •
(x)
[AT.
(Y)
VE_T.
(z)
0.99 I.01 I.03 0.96
36.31 18.77 11.17 12.44
2.98 I .09 0.40 0.24
TABLE 5-I .4-3
VELOCITY T}LRESHOLDS FOR RAMP
Values of Command Velocity where
Movement is First Detected
-- . ...
AXIS
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Longitudinal
Lateral
Vertical
THRFSHOLD
_J_
+ 0.25
_ 1.25 deg/sec
+ 0._ _
- 0.08 deg/sec
+0._0
- 1.90 aeg/sec
+ 0.61
- 2. I cm/sec
Less than
_+0.9 cz/sec
+3.1
cm/sec
+ 1.5
,LL
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TABLE 5-I .4-3
VELOCITY THRESHOLDS FOR RAMP INFUTS
Values of Co_m_nd Velocity where
Movement is First Detected
AXIS
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Longitudinal
Lateral
Vertical
THRESHOLD
+ 0.25
1.25 deg/sec
+ 0.40
- 0.08 deg/sec
+0.50
- I .50 deg/see
+ 0.02
- 0.07 ft/sec
Less than
+ 0.03 ft/sec
+0.1
+ 0.05 ft/sec
v-_6
An overview of the drive logic for vertical is shown in Figure _.2.1-I.
The input quantity AZp + g cos q0 cos e is the vertical component of specific
force summed with the body axis component of gravity*. Following the
diagram, one sees a gain followed by a simple clipping-type limiter. The
gain allows scaling of the vertical motion cues. The limiter prevents the
logic from commanding excessive vertical accelerations that might reset the
motion system. Following the limiter are two second-order high-pass filters
that perform the basic attenuation function. The second of these is com-
bined with an integration to give a washed-out velocity in body axes.
The transform to earth-fixed space then converts the velocity to the
vertical axis of the simulator, including the velocity components of the
other two body axes. Another limiter follows that in essence reduces the
velocity command to zero as the position Limits are approached.
The final portion of the logic is recognized as a position drift
control circuit with simple position limiting 3 bias, and an end-of-travel
limiter that simply does not allow driving beyond the software position
limit. All the limiters are fully discussed in Section 5.2.2.
The drive logic for yaw is identical in form except for the axis
transformation. The transformation for all angular velocities includes
the conversion from body angular rates to Euler angle rates.
Figure 5.2.1-2 is the overview diagram for the longitudinal and pitch
axes. The reason for the combining of these axes into a single diagram
is the fact that steady state longitudinal force simulation is accomplished
by a mechanism called "residual tilt". With this technique the cockpit
is pitched to an angle where the longitudinal component of gravity is
equal to the simulated specific force. This requires a low-frequency
crossfeed from the longitudinal axis to the pitch axis and with this inter-
action both axes should be discussed together.
A similar argument may be made for the lateral plane, i.e., roll and
lateral (side force). The lateral logic is, however, identical in structure
to the longitudinal and therefore is not discussed.
The purpose of the gravity term is to bias the AZo which is equal to
- g cos q_ cos @ for steady level flight. The te_ will, however, intro-
duce transients when the aircraft's Euler angles _ and 0 pass through
plus or minus 90 degrees.
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Follc_tir_; the ]_,_:,gitLtdinal di_g_:_ of Figure 9.2.1-2 it is seen that
the logic for eith_._: the pitch or lcugit_;.:iinal axis closely resembles that
for the vertical _,:is. The oilily differeace is the crossfeed betweeu pitch
and longituclinalo The residual tilt crossfeed is f.Tom longitudinal _e
pitch. Although th-" program has two residual tilt options, they are fun4_.-
mentally the same in that both:
• L<n._l_.;_s filter the long_itudinal input A?LF
• }rod_.:'e a steady state pitch increment to simttlate
_.,si_ady state AXp.
The crossfecd from pitch to iozw,itudinai is strictl,v to convert from
body axes speckf_c force to earth axes acceleration. Considering on?_/ pitch
and longitudinal motion, one w_'.-J.dhave:
X = AXp - g sin e
or as it is _:_eehanized in the computer
This equation s_,_ly calcu_lates the earth-fixed longitudinal accelera-
tion from AXp and 8 alone under the assumption that the AXp term rotates
through small sm.gles and that the body axis vertical acceleration is -g.
9.2.2 DETAILED DE',SCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE
This subsectiou is a detailed description of the motion system drive
logi% specifically the BBEND St_broutine. The heart of this description
is the block cti_gr_m_ of Figure 9.2.2-1. _e re_.inder of this subsection
is largel_ an elebcration of features ir,.<½c_.t_'din this figure.
All the computations indicated in Figare 9.9-.?-I are done in the
BBEND Subroutine :,Tith the exception of the blocks to the far right labele_]
FSAA. These represent the dynamics of the motion base with respect to a
velocity co_.nJ inlr.tt and a clispla_.ement output. These dynamics _re
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indicated as G(S)/S where the integrator represents the idealized simulator
response and all higher order hardware effects are lumped into the G(S).
Over the frequency range of concern for the drive logic, each G(S) is very
nearly unity.
The various filters indicated in Figure _.2.2-I are actually mechanized
as difference equations. Note that so_,Leof the "integrations" indicated
in the general description of the previous subsection are actually first-
order lags with large time constants. This is done to avoid open-ended
integrations.
Figure _.2.2-I indicates the Fortran names for many of the inter-
mediate response variables. Because of many common features among all
axes, many of these variables are specified as six-element arrays. The
subscript notation generally has the following logic:
Index Axis
I X - longitudinal
2 Y - lateral
3 Z - vertical
4 p - roll
q- pitch
6 r-yaw
The figure also shows various subscripts on the Euler angles. The
meaning of this notation for pitch is as follows:
eCL
8CL
ecN
8C
Definition
Increment due to residual tilt
eCL plus initial condition (or bias) value
Component due only to body pitch rate
Total simulator pitch angle command including
initial condition (or bias) value; used in
axis transformations TI and T2
The subscript notation for roll and yaw is identical.
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The block diagrams of Figure 9.2.2-I show several different types
of llmiters. These are initial acceleration limiters to keep the accelera-
tions within + ADDMA(I). On the opposite end are simple position limits,
+ AMA(I), on the pseudo-integrations of the velocity commands. Also
included are 3 more complex types, labeled LIMIT I, 2, 3 in the figure.
The logic for these is detailed in Figure 9.2.2-2. The intent of all
these limiters is to keep the motion system within the hardware limitations.
The subroutine has several logic options, most of which are not
indicated in Figure 9.2.2-I. The one shown there is the choice of residual
tilt filter form which is controlled by the integer IALTRS. The option for
IALTRS=I is the one normally used and is the only one which will be dis-
c_sed subsequently.
There are two options with regard to the pair of second-order filters
in each axis. The computer sets _BX = _AX _ _BX = _AX' _BY = _AY _ _y = _AY'
etc., unless ISEP=I. The other option is to completely eliminate the A
filters. In the block diagrams this is equivalent to setting _AX' _AY'
_AZ' _A_' _Ae' or _A_ to zero. This cannot be done physically because
the computer algorithm cannot handle zero frequency. The effect is achieved
by setting I2_ND(I)=I for I=1,6. This causes the computer to bypass those
particular A filters.
The last option Drovides a simulation of the effects of fuselage
bending modes on the vertical and lateral accelerations of the cockpit.
This is done by passing the Ayp and AZp inputs through second-order filters
with low damping. This filtering is done prior to all the logic shown in
Figure 9.2.2-I. Setting IBMDE(I ) % Oj activates the Y filter and setting
IBMDE(2) _ O, activates the Z filter.
The Fortran symbols for the various parameters are shown in the block
diagram and in Appendix C with their default values. The default values
are set by data statements in the subroutine but can be changed. This
information is given in Table C-I.
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Ii,
_ i, :i:) ; !, c,tl :AI:_t_(I
AI_Z(I) = AI_(I) + ADMA(]:)/(_fl_TK(i) ]
P
I ADL(I) = C_{(1) * (A_I(1)
I,':LCN_':I:,_ ¢.T,_ :1'a_l_(I),ACLI_II(1)))
Y
1,,l)$ :', = _J)L(:I'q -/
:l::'r en_L_z ace_, use AOF, :nsC.e_J.& of _DS in ti_e bcFi;c= two box_
_A(:) = Position 1.'=:_:.t
ADMA(I) = Veloc_ ty ].£:_Lit
AF;J(:I) : Si,<:,:.,._,l,;r_sition from fcllow-up p_t
C_I_S_((1) _ A_'_.:',of const_.uutsnominally se& to:
Lo[_itu&[_l :_:,ter_l Vertical Roll l_tch Ym__w
-I .80h -0,6 -I .77 -2.0 -2.8 -2.8
....r;' _gu ,".e5,2.2-2: Limlter Logic
a. Limit 1
v-3_]
IADLS =ADL(1) • SCLIM I
N
N
IADTR(I) = SIGN (ADMA(I),ADTR(I)) I
1
Notes: ADL(1) is the same as in Figure a
SCLIM = Constant, nomlnalvalue 0.9
AFU(I) = Simulator position from follow-up pot
ADMA(1) = Velocltyli_t
Fizz, 9.2.2-2 (Co_%i,mea)
b. Limit 2
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Notes: AMA(1) = Position limit
AFU(1) = Simulator position from follow-up
pot
Fi_ 5.2.2-2 (Concl_e_)
c. Limit 3
._-_,3 TI_F_,_ _ FTmCTIOI_",
The complete drive logic presented in the previous s_ibsect:Loni_ so
complex that It is difficult %0 ftulJ_ appreciate the effe_t_ of vaA_Lot_
par_,eters. A pr£mary concern of the resear,,her is how these parameters
can be a_lu_ted to Drovlde the best possib?__ motiom fidelity with±n the
physical constraints of the _"SAA. These effects aan be anal_ed by u_ing
the transfer functions given in Appendix _:_. While these transfer fanct±o:_
are mathematically valid only for very sr_ll perturbations, they are
reasonably accurate right up to the physical r_._ponse .Limits of the FSAA.
The tran:L_er functlo_s of Append_c D _n¢:it'_ethe effects of the
position dr_ft feedbacks. These effect; aFce .Tom,podwithin the last pair
_,f r_reutheses for each transfer funct:on. The _rn_ic contribution of
tLi_ term is general_y _.iglble exce%_ at ve._ low freq_teneies.
in Al,pend_,_D, the transfer funct_op_ f;r the "_:co_ered" m_tiou,
it_e., 1:Imt which will be e;¢perlenced by the _i_iator p_;Ict, _c;.eshow:a.
Tnes,_ Lnc!tule the specific ¢Orces which (:am x,:;dbtzl.ned from:
_- s2
= S_
_:'_SIM ZSLM
_±e "r_covered" mo_.cn pa_ra_neters are silly the specific !c;z'ce,_ar_,,i.
_._',_z_,z a_c_lerattons th_'L would be measured in the s_or ccckpJ.t..
Note that the g @SIM and g 8Sl M terms provide the low-frequency _>rbion c,t'
t:'Aespecific force response thus providing _ nearly flat specific fo_,cc
_kequency response for the longitudinal and lateral axes. Note also t_ut
_t is never possible to achieve a flat vertical specific force frequency
response as long as the vertical travel is limited. The transfer functions
for AXPsI M and Aypsl M are generally too complex to be given here. However,
the ,_ext subsection will present some useful approximations.
_e _-_ctions Gn(S ) where n = _, e, _, X, Y, Z represent _he _ardware
a_:_s.mjc_ The.v _en_ra_y hu_u little effect at frequencies of interest
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in the drive logic design. Data for a second-ordermodelfit to frequency
responsedata for eachaxis of the motion systemwerelisted earlier in
Table _.I .4-2. Thesemaybe taken as the functions Gn(S) for amplitudes
wherethreshold or limiting phenomenonare not encountered.
5.2.4 PHILOSOPHY AND USE OF MDTION SIMULATION
There has been a great deal of physiological research into how a
human being senses and perceives motion. There has also been a substantial
amount of research into how a human pilot utilizes motion cues and how
they affect his performance. However, completely general answers to the
following questions are still not available.
• When are motion cues essential for adequate duplication
of flight performance or subjective pilot evaluation?
• How much simulator travel is required to adequately
simulate a given aircraft and task?
• Given specific simulator capabilities, how should the
drive logic be set to most effectively use these motion
capabilities?
Consequently, motion simulation is at best an "organized art".
It is beyond the scope of this document to present a complete dis-
cussion of the current state-of-the-art in motion simulation. However,
the remainder of this subsection briefly discusses two facets of the
problem which are of primary concern to the researcher. These are the
primary roles of motion cues and human motion perception.
I. Prim_ Roles of Motion Cues
Having motion cues in a flight simulator can serve several functions.
The most important of these are:
• Enhance realism or face validity
• Provide a rapid indication of a discrete disturbance
• Provide useful feedback cues for the pilot.
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If the motion cues have any reasonable fidelity, they will obviously
increase the sinm_lation realism. The motion will make the pilot feel more
like he's flying an airplane even if they fulfill no other purpose. This
could make the pilot behave more nearly like he would in an airplane.
For example, without motion cues the pilot might use unrealistically large
and rapid control inputs.
In some situations motion cues are important to the pilot for
detecting a discrete disturbance, such as an engine failure, a control
system hardover, a sharp-edged gust, or a wake vortex encounter. In these
cases, motion cues allow the pilot to more quickly detect the disturbance.
There may be an appreciable lag between a perceptible motion cue and a
perceptible visual cue on the instruments or out the window. Furthermore,
a visual cue might be missed if the pilot is not looking at the right
instrument.
If the above is an important feature of a particular sin_lation, the
basic motion requirement is fairl_ simple. The motion sinrA]_tion must
only be good enough to provide a clear indication of the disturbance magni-
tude and sign. This implies duplication of the initial motion cues but they
need not be sustained for long periods.
The problem of simulating motion cues which provid_ useful feedback
is the most difficult one for several reasons.
• The importance of a specific motion cue depends heavily
on the task and vehicle dynamics.
• In many cases the importance of a specific motion cue
has never been thoroughly demonstrated.
• General criteria for adequate motion cue fidelity have
not been established.
• Reasonable criteria for linear acceleration fidelity
usually result in impractical, or at least very expensive,
requirements on linear travel.
The following peragraphs will expand on these points.
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Ix: general a pilot will _seany feedback, in_Jludingmotion, which
aids him in his tasK. A particular motion cuentLghtbe useful because
there is no visual equivalent, e.g._ deLectionof sideslip whenlooking
out the window. Somemotion cuesprovide lead information relative to
the visual displays. For example,angular motion rates lead the visually
perceived attitudes. This information is especially valuable if the pilot
must generatelead to stabilize his attitude. As a general rule, the more
difficult the task, the greater difference between_i_:ed-andmoving-base
performance.
Theimportanceof angular motion cuesis better understoodth_n the
importanceof linear _ues. Thereare manyaxamplesin the literature on
the effects of ang'_Larmotion on an attitude stabilization task. Thereare
practically neneon the effects of linear motion. For example,the iml_r-
tance of vertical motion on a flare and landing task and lateral motion on
turn coordination for a conventional aircraft has not beenestablished.
While there are no firm criteria for motion cue fidelity, there
are someguidelines. If a motion cue is usedin a feedbackloop, it is
only logical to limit the phasedistortion near the crossoverfrequency
for that loop. Basedon the limited amountof past data, a reasonable
upper limit is 30 deg. For attitude control, crossover frequencies are
typically around3 rad/see for maximumpilot effort. For path control,
crossover frequencies are roughly 0.2 to 0.4 rad/sec for maximumpilot effort.
Theabovealso showssomeof the problemsin providing enoughtravel
to reproducelinear acceleration cues. For example,if weassumethat
pilots use vertical acceleration as a cue during flare and landing, the above
suggestsa vertical washoutfilter with a frequencyon the order of 0.1 rad/
sec or less. This is so low that it wouldhavelittle effect during the
flare maneuverandthe simulator vertical motionwouldhaveto duplicate
that of the airplane. Theresulting travel is probably on the order of
15.2 to 30.5 m (50 to I00 feet).
2. Human Motion Perce_tlon
The mechanisms by which a human perceives motion include the vestibu-
lar system and surface and Joint receptors. Past research indicates
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that of these the vestibular system is _i important source and much physio-
logical research has been devoted to establishing the dynazrdc properties
of the vest_bILlar system. The intent here is not to minimize the corLtri-
bution of the surface and joint receptors but to stress the interpretation
of av_l.lab].e data,
In the vestibular systems, the semicircular canals provide our sen-
satio_ of angular rotation. The mode], shown below is taken from L. R. Young*.
Roll
velocity
of the _I
head 9.8 s
(s_.0625)(s+io)
Canal dynamics central Adaptation 2 deg/sec
nervou_ threshold
sy:_tem
delay
Subjective
roll
velocity
u_-
Th::_ model: shows the semicircular canals as angular rate sensors with the
fcllowirs key elements: a very low frequency washout, a first-order lag
a! 10 rad/sec, and a threshold of roughly 2 deg/sec. These _nantics have
several _i_lications with regard to motion simulation.
@
motion system _rashout at a frequency as low a. that of
_ii_esemicircular es_is would have little practical value
(too slow).
• In the frequency range of normal pilot control of attitude,
the perception of angular velocity is quite good.
• It will be difficult to keep spurious angular motions (due
to washouts and residual tilt) below the rate threshold.
The sensation of linear acceleration or tilt relative to the gravity
vector is provided by the otoliths. Young's otolithmodel* is shown helow.
The key elements of the model and the simplifications on motion simulation
are summarized below:
Young, L. R._ "The Current Status of Vestibular System Models", Autom_tlca,
Vol. 5, PP 369-383_ Pergamon Press, 1969.
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Lateral
specific
force
i j 1.5
-I (s..19)(s+l ._)
Otolith dynamics 0.005 g
threshold
s + 0.076
neural
lead
SubjectiVe
lateral
acceleration
or tiltI -
• The threshold is so small, it can be ignored for all
practical purposes.
@ The lag at 1.5 rad/sec indicates that duplication of
specific force cues at frequencies beyond roughly I Hz
may have little value.
• The lag at 1.5 rad/sec can significantly affect the
utility of the cue for tasks such as damping the dutch
roll mode using lateral acceleration feedback.
• The steady state gain is finite and 0.4 times the mid-
frequency (0.5 - I rad/sec) gain; therefore, steady
state duplication of specific force is desirable
(e.g., by using residual tilt).
Acceptance of the fundamental premise that humans are sensitive to
acceleration is the primary rationale for the use of motion systems in flight
simalation. The literature, as briefly summarized above, describes many
details of human motion sensing processes and, although far from complete
and conclusive, this body of knowledge, nevertheless, points to the inclusion
of motion as an aid to human orientation perception.
As such, its exact application to each simulation remains open to
question and the researcher will ultimately be faced with the decision to
use a simulation wlth motion "cues". Some guidelines and aids will be
outlined in this and the next sections.
The concerns of _e researcher can be summarized by four statements
reflecting the goals that his motion simulation be adequate for his problem,
i.e. I
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1) _ne drive scheme is designed from a logical basis
2) That maximum recovery of motion "cues" has been achieved
for the travels available
3) That the hardware is following the computer commands
with adequate performance
4) That preparations have been made for on-line changes
in the drive scheme as required, and provisions for
trouble-shooting have been included.
The first goal is achieved by assuming that we know the motion sensing
process. The literature states that motion sensing is frequency and
amplitude dependent with dynamics that can be approximated by combinations
of linear transfer functions and non-linear threshold-type functions. By
adjusting the filter break frequencies in the drive logic to be compatible
with those in the sensory functions, one ensures that motion is given where
it can be sensed somewhat analogous to the production of light at visible
frequencies in order to be seen. The other consideration is that the
motion to be simulated is sensible, i.e., above thresholds. This points
out the important fact that for some simulation problems, motion is not
needed. It is probably this premise that accounts for the arguments
encountered in the literature on the pros and cons of motion simnlatlon.
Before addressing the second goal, a discussion of n_tion "cues"
recovered is necessary. It is fairly obvious that we sense forces on our
bodies through the mechanisI_ of surface and joint receptors and the
vestibular system and that these sensations are integrated in higher centers
in the nervous system to form reconstructions of the actual motions. The
human response to motion has been described. This suggests upper and lower
bounds for the setting of angular motion filter break frequencies but also
suggests no lower break frequencies for force simulation. Fortunately the
simulation of steady acceleration (or force) in the horizontal plane is
facilitated by steady state tilt ("residual tilt") because the human cannot
tell the difference between a component of gravity acting on his body or
a real linear acceleration (force) provided that the rotation to the proper
angle is performed slowly enough that the false angular motion is not perceived.
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In th_ case of vertLca! acce!.er:_ticnz (forces] the situation is
,_uforttumbe and the ili_n_ion of s_eady state vertic,_i acceleration cannot
be pro_ideJ w!t_ut large vertical travels. In tD/s case it is desirable
to maJ.ntzin no%m_l acc;._ieration filter break frequencies as low as possible.
Bray* reports the results of normal axis _mtion experiments emp]oyir_:
a si_)le _econd-order ±Slier to drive the Height Control Apparata_ sin_a.!ato=_
at A_*_s Research C_nter "luring s_F.alated transpo_ _andings. Filter bre_
frequencies of 0.2 rad/sec were found to be acceptable w!_h _mit_ gain a_I
0.7 d_unping ratio. A strong influence of longitu/in_! handling qualitl;,E
is also reporSed,
Tee recovered motion cues, namel_v _ng_lar and lin_,_.r acc,,,leration £n
_'_nulator cock_,it body _xes, should b_. a_ close a_ possible to the col
x_s_oonding accelerations at the pilot station of the cumulated aircraft,
while, on the other baud, the _tion base ;:._:_velsused to achieve this
recovery be _._:]o_ a,:_possifole and at ]._ast lcs_ %b_n the eva" [_ble travel_
m_.]t c.f the time. 6ince limits are presen[:, e,.cee.ling these limits with
"_he atte_:t].,[e _ir_%nm]_u_ dece'Lez_:_iom_ is pr_b_];/iV acceptable, shy, o'4e
or _o __ _rce_t of siziuiation time 3_.ev!ded _'eset._ do _ot occur.
The se::o_ goL,l is cqcomp]] she-i b_, exercising the tradeo_f between
%:he reeover_::.i ::,.ec_le_'.tions _i_d the trav'els used. In practice, this is
,,,ccom._,._.:.s?:ede_per_.;_enta]iy b:, _,ijus_iDg _lter gains s.ich tl,:-_tthe __ _±,,n
travels ar_ not _ccee_ed during specific tasks. This _tep i_, pre_:eded [,y
: :.e_;tlnC of the break frequeneles according to the _.tionale discussed
tuldcr the first statement.
_e i0bird goal l_ achi eve,i by ensuring that the hardware rc_po_: be
f&st eno_C/l t_, <ollow the computer command._ and can bc accomplished by
meas_iD4_ the frequency response properTics o£ the motion base n+. +.hofl,_ _-
quene_._: • <,i :_.ubc;_e_t, namely from steady staI:.e Lo at least _:.,red/see.
* Bray, R. S., Vertical Motion Requireme,_ts for Landir_ S_milation,
NASA _M X-62,__--_, I_
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Tbc fouriL goal is achieved through th_ i::c]:%sJoncf "_,_pidn,e_s of
adj-_tstingd.uive scheme coefficients and by the incorpor_._,lo',of a ,_,_itc_'
_,.rhichc_ h_ readily exsmLned tc a_si_-:tin the diagm,'_lng of the z_:_uit_-'.
The _AA _;,_+,emackle_:es t.hetV_rd _.,i fourth ,goais by vdrt_,_e,,f iis
perforT,p2axce _nd eq1_ipmez,.t. The rapid coefficient change ea_.;o.bi]_i._yin-
herent in the sofbwr_re allows the user to _chJ.eve the :_econd coal and
the first goal can or/ty be achieved thro_g]_ conti_a_d research.
In _umm_ry_ i_l_ephi].os-,p_¢of ,',.,or.ionsi_zla%iou as suggested h_i'e
takes the fo.t].o_[ingforn,:
I ) Ass;,me Li,_e motion sensin_ [.Toped.tiesof the human anC_
m_kc th'_ dz.ive scheme compatible _ith it sc as tc establish
a design goal.
P) Perform _ series of tr_eoff tests followLng aircraft
set-up theft pro-_de._ the best recovery for the travels
ava_ ]_.le.
3) Check the hardware response to ensure it does .r_t cmr;pro_ise
the drive Logic.
h) Make on-Liue coefficient adjustments a_d monitor the motion
s3_t_ to enst,_e that malfunet._one and errors are quickly
recognized and corrected.
Further details on the implementation of such a philosophy follows in
the next section. All the mechauisms for the exercise of such an approach
exist in the FSAA.
_._._ D_IGN OF DRIVE LOGIC
In the following section, the design of drive Logic will be covered by
illu._tration. In order to accomplish th_s, simplifications in th_ logic
_rc msde so that the effects of key parameters may be shown. The illustra-
tion therefore may not resemble the logic normally _med. It is stressed
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that the purposeof this section is to acquaint the researcherwith the
techniques employedso that in the event he feels that someparametersneed
to be changedfor his problem,he will havethe backgroundneeded. It is
the policy of the Simulation SciencesDivision to control the motion drive
and all suggestedchangesmustbe approvedby the Division.
Thesystemof algebraic and differential equationscomprisingthe
drive schemeis essentially a six-input, twelve-output process. Theinput
quantities are the three componentseachof specific force and angular
acceleration of the pilot's station of the simulatedaircraft• Theoutput
quantities are the corresponding"recovered" parametersin the simulator
cockpit and the six componentsof position for the motion system. If
these arrays of functions are arrangedin matrix form the results will
look like the following:
%
_B
AZp
PBs IM
//.////_
AYsIM AZs IM
\\>\_\
,k \W
_Vert --_-.
%
AZp
Ayp
AZp
_SIM
\\\\\\
\\Lat\\
\\\\\\
"TRAVELS USED"
eSIM _SIM XSIM
Y_6////
ng zJiitli_i
YSIM ZSIM
!\\h \\\ _,
--Vert_
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In describing the functions to be placed in each square, the time
domain (time history for a step input) or the frequency domain (Bode plot)
form may be used. The goal of the motion simulation is to make the diagonal
terms of the top matrix equal to nearly unity while ensuring that the travels
used as expressed in the bottom matrix are less than the travels available.
As unity is approached, so must the travels approach the aircraft movements.
Of course, the recovered off-diagonal terms should be zero but in practice
they will not be so because of the use of residual tilt, e.g., Ayp-4_iM,
non-linear operation of the servo system and the presence of noise.
Manipulating the logic in groups will help clarify the existence of off-
diagonal functions. For example, the use of residual tilt to simulate
stead_ state longitudinal acceleration will result in the off-diagonal
function AXp-_I M. In all cases a rotation will influence a
translation, e.g., qB -_XsIM in order to produce no observed AXPsI M.
As explained previously, the design manipulations should be in the
following groups of the above matrices: pitch and longitudinal (the longi-
tudinal plane), roll and lateral (the lateral plane), and yaw and vertical
separate. These groups are labeled in the matrices. The remaining functions
should be negligibly small since there is no additional coupling in hardware
or software.
The complete linearized transfer functions are presented in Appendix D.
In this subsection, these transfer functions will be further simplified so
that, as stated earlier, the effects of the key drive logic parameters can
be more clearly illustrated. A suggested Procedure for adjusting these
parameters will also be presented.
The first simplification is to neglect all the long time constants
used in psi_do-integrations, i.e., to set all I/_An and I/_Bn to zero.
These time constants are normally too large to significantly affect the
motion cues or simulator travel.
The second simplification is to neglect the drive system dynamics,
i.e., to set all Gn(S ) = I. This is a very good approximation over the
frequency range which is affected by the drive logic parameters.
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The third simplification is to u_,__' o_£Ly seco_::_-or0er _H'.houts. This
is actually done by setting I2_H)(1)=! ior I=1,6 .in Subro_tiz_e BB_D. Tile
effect on the transfer functions of Subsection 5._".;-_ is th;. s_. as setting
all _An to zero. Second-order washouts* are adequate for most, if not all,
tasks and make it easi_.r to see the effects: ol_ washo_t _ _:;)._._ncya:d ?_nmping
ratio.
The last simplification is to assume equal high and Low frequency
gains for the functions AXSIM/AXp and AY_.IH/Av P. This is done by setting
KX3 = _Xl and _v3 = Ky1,
The resulting transfer functions aa-e givea _n F_p_e 5.2.5-I (pitch
and longitudinal), 5.2.5-2 (roll and lat_ral), and 9.2_5-3 (yaw cmd vertical).
Included are asymptote sketches of each fre_Bency respo_e or Eode pl,,t.
These sketches clearly demonstrate the nmjor effects of the dzive logic
parameters for all transfer functions except the commanded-to-recovered
specific forces in the longitudinal and lateral _xis, AXSIM/AXp and
AYs IM/AY P •
The complication in analyzing the AXsIM/AXp__ and AYsiM/AYp__ transfer
functions is due to the unfactored form of the numerator. In both cases
the numerator is a cubic of the form s3 + K (s2 + 2_B J_3 s + 4). The
roots of this polynomial for _B = I .0 tad/sea, and tlncee values of _B can
be obtained from the root locus of Fig_re 5.2.5-!i (note that changing the
value of _B would simply scale the loci indicated > From Figure 5.2.5-4
it is seen that for each _alue of _B there is a minimtun value of K required
for the roots to be in the left-h_,d plane. This is significant because a
non-minimum phase zero in the transfer f_ction for _ /A_ will cause
S IM P
large phase distortions. The effect of K on the time and frequency response
of _IM/Ap for one combination of _B and _B is sho_n in Figure 5.2.5-5.
It should be remembered that the upper limit of K is determined by the
false angular cues (i.e., high values of K yield high values of angular
rate to reach the required residual tilt).
* The lowest order of filter that bounds the simulator motions should be
used as the phase leads are also the lowest.
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The transfer fu_ictions summaries of Figures 5.2.5-I, 5.2.5-2, 5.2.5-3,
and the brief analyses of the specific force transfer functions contained
in Figure 9.2.5-4 and 5.2.5-9 show how the various parameters affect both
simulator travel and motion cue fidelity. This information should be help-
ful to the researcher if he wishes to specify the values for his project.
The task is still not easy as there are several key parameters to be set
and they involve compromises among different motion aspects.
Changing any drive logic coefficient from its nominal value requires
the approval of the Simulation Sciences Division.
As stated earlier, this is an "organized" art.
established procedure for adjusting the parameters.
on the simulated task, the aircraft characteristics,
There is no clearly
The approach depends
and personal preferences.
To provide some guidance, the following paragraphs present one such pro-
cedure. This procedure is intended for use with a conventional aircraft
and simulated tasks which exclude acrobatic maneuvers.
I. Set Ky = KY1 = I (KY3 = Ky1)
2.
Adjust _B_' _B_' and _I as a compromise between
• Minimum distortion of the roll response (@SIM/$B)
and
• Maximum Ysi M and _SIM travels used for the expected
roll maneuvers and roll disturbances
, Adjust a_y and _BY to avoid the YSIM limits for expected
maneuvers and disturbances involving maximum Ayp (e.g.,
engine failures or decrab)
4.
Adjust Kp for acceptable distortion of the lateral accelera-
tion response, AYSIM/AYp . (Refer to Figure 5.2.5-4 for the
effects of Kp on the numerator zeros.)
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_o Determine if the resulting residlml tilt rate, PSIM/AYp, is ob-
jectionable to the pilot. If objectionable, reduce Ky1 and start
again at step 3 with KY3 = Ky1.
I ,
2.
o
4e
_o
o
(PI CH mN I I L)
Set KXI : I (Kx3 = KXI ) and KX = I
Adjust _B_' _B_' and Kel as a compromise between
• Distortion of the pitch response (es_/eB)
and
• eSlM travel used for the expected pitch
maneuvers and disturbances
If necessary, reduce _ to avoid the XSI M limits for expected
pitch maneuvers and disturbances.
Adjust _BX and _BX to avoid the XSI M limits for maneuvers and
disturbances involving Axp (e.g., throttle chop or braking/
acceleration).
Adjust KQ for acceptable distortion of the longitudinal
acceleration response, AXsIM/AXp. (Refer to Figure 5.2.5-4 for
the effects of _ on the numerator zeros.)
Determine if resulting residual tilt rate, _IM/Axp is objectionable
to the pilot. If objectionable, reduce KX, and start again at
step 4.
YAW AND VERTICAL
Adjust E_I , mB_ , and _B_ (KzI' _BZ' and _BZ) as a compromise between
• Distortion of the response $SIM/_ B (or AZSLM/AZp )
and
• Simnlator travel $SIM (or ZSIM) used for the expected
maneuvers and disturbances.
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Generally the yaw axis will present a simple design problem as the
travel is relatively large. However, the vertical axis emphasizes the
traditional deficiency in motion simulation, that is, the large vertical
travels required to represent sustained vertical accelerations. The compro-
mise mentioned above depends on the primary ftmction of the acceleration
cue. If it will be used as a feedback, the phase distortion at crossover
frequency is critical. This limits the washout frequency, and hence KZI
must be reduced to meet travel limits. If the only function is the detec-
tion of large disturbances, it is pl-obably bettei- to use a larger gain,
KZI, and a faster washout.
5" 3 CffECKOUT P_:CLDURES
Three kinds of motion system checks are outlined in this section,
whose p_rpose is to aid in establis.hing fidelity assurance. They are
classed into groups forming only hardware checks, initial software checks,
and on-line 1_nds oTchecks s_table for trouble-shooting.
5- 3. I ON- Lille _DNITOR_{G
An on-line mol_tor i;_ available that place_ _6 variables on three
eight-cha_uel Brush recorders. _lig is accomplished by multiplexing twelve
of the channels into two parts. These 36 variables describe the status of
both :_oftware and hmrd'_mre. A list of the monitor variables is given in
Table 5.5.1-I.
The array of variables taken from the motion drive logic and the
hardware will enable the monitoring of the motion system performance both
from the standpoint of the "recovery" mo_ion and the motion travels used.
The use of the monitor is explained more ikully later.
It is important to understand that these data may sometimes not appear
consistent because of &ifferent _eference _rames. For example, the
body axis rotational rates PB' qB' and r B are not in the same reference
v-58
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system as the kh/ler angle rates, q)Sl/_' _JSIM' and , . 0_i the other hand,
the specific forces AXp , Ayp, and AZp are in the same reference a,_ _IM'
ES ' co k it a ,, lerat o 
_IM' _SIM' and ZSIM are misnomers as tTley are not :,he second d_rivatives
of cab positio_ XSD|, YSIM' and ZSI _ because.. XSIM' ..YsIM-'and Z[./_,fare
referred to earth-fixed axes while XZIM_ YSIM _ and ZSL M are referred to
cockpit-fixed _xes.
When comparing body axes rotational rates with girths! o±xi_ rates,
consider that gimbals are a serial arrang, ement of axes that _e driven to
align the cab with the direction specified by the Euler angles in the
drive logic. These gimbal angles, therefore, nmy bear little resemblgnce
to the orientation of the zim_fL'_ted aircr.%ft.
The quantities labeled "DR", meaning drive rack, pe_:tain to t?,e
drive rack command signals to each s n_¢csystem _nd as stlch equ_l the
computer-generated velocity co_r_nand_ (,nly ip the operate mode. For the
remaining time, it ,_hcws the Cor_..:._:_._ to the _tem for centering, dcckJ_Lg,
limit braking, a_,d resets. [[51edri [e rack an_[ the ¢omFi_er-hard_a_e
interface is descri'ced mc_re ful!_i,;in $s_oseetion _.I .2.
A trunking diagram c[' the mo_Litor setup is shown :in Figare 5._.I-I.
Note that the sign-_.l _i_iplexing is done by an analog comi_ater and that
the commands to eac} 1 antuator are sent directly to the monitor _s are the
hardware feedbacks. In this way, no time delays are present.
The on-line mo,_itor should be used throughout a s_mulation period
to insure proper operation of the motion system. Examination of the monitor
variables should permit detection of any significant hardware _5_if_nctions.
The simplest ,hardware cheek is to cozpare the motion b_se comm'_xlds and
the tachometer feedbacks, e.g., compare XCMD (or XDR _ wihh _SIM" The
on-line monitor also provides a way to roughly cheek the motion recover_,
e.g., by comparing AXp with XSI M or PB _,ribh _SIM"
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9.3.2 INITIAL HARDWARECHECKS
Periodically, the motion systemis exercised in sucha way that its
command-followingperformancecanbe assessed. Theexercising can consist
of responsemeasurementsfrom simple steps of velocity commandto the
Fourier Analysis of the responseto quasi-randominputs.
SAFE(Six-Axis FrequencyEvaluation) is a program designed to
measure the frequency response of the motion base. The researcher is
referred to the Reference* where a detailed description of the method is
given. Some exerpts from this work are given below.
Up to all six axes of the motion base are simultaneously driven by a
sum of sinusoids for each axis. The position follow-up signals are used to
calculate the frequency response. The results of this measurement provide
a sensitive check of the entire motion system, and readily verify correct
operation of the system elements and continuity to and from the hardware.
The program measures the response to the sum of eleven sinusoids that
generally range in frequency from approximately 0.2 rad/sec to 20 rad/sece*.
The signs of the sinusoids are alternated so as to avoid larEe initial
transients. A fast Fourier Transform algorithm is used to analyze the
signals from the various follow-up pots to reduce computation time. The
advantages of this technique are that the bulk of calculations can be per-
formed while the data are being taken; the data do not have to fit in
memory for the algorithm to be used; and it is extremely fast, reducing the
total computation ti_e after the simulator run to less than five seconds.
The run time is aOout one minute.
Thr_e modes of operation for SAFE are available, all involving dif-
fez_:_.n;t_st elements. In the first mode, the sum of sinusoids is analyzed
without _D,v_her processing to provide a check on the SAFE arithmetic
operat±oi_. _n the second mode, an analog integrator is driven by the sum
of sinuzoids (converted to analog form) and the response is converted back
* SAFg_: Six-Axis 9_requenc[ Evaluation of a Motion Simulator, R. S. Shirley
and A. D. Jones_ AIAA Paper No. 73-932, September 1973.
** All _requencies are inversely proportional to computer frame time.
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into digi+-.l form_ differentiated_ and analyzed. The phase error introduced
by the sampling process can be measured this way.
In the third mode, the sums of sinusoids drive the motion base
actuators and their position is sensed by the follow-up pots. These signals
are then fed back to the digital computer for differentlation and analysis.
A correction is applied for the sampling phase error which _ras measured
using the second mode.
The SAFE program not only computes the Fourier coefficients for each
input frequency, but also for twelve frequencies between and outside these.
An assessment of noise is made by comparing the magnitude of the coefficients
for the in-between and input frequencies. A typical printout of a SAFE run
will show the amplitude ratio and phase angle for the frequency response
function and the Fourier coefficients for the eleven input frequencies.
It also will show the Fourier coefficients for the twelve 1_equencies that
are in-between and outside the input sinusoids. If the noise is excessive
at a particular input frequency, the printout shows 10 4 for the amplitude
rat_ c and phase angle.
SAFE has the option of being run with or without the drive logic,
e.g., the sum-of-sinusoids input can be applied as AXp or as a direct
velocity command, XCMD" '£ne latter option measures only the hardware
d3u_amics and the other includes the drive logic dynamics. Running SAFE
w_tb the drive logic is not recommended. The drive logic generally has
crossfeeds (between pitch and longitudinal and between roll and lateral)
which make the transfer function measurements uninterpretable, except for
the uncoupled axes.
This problem can be avoided by making two SAFE runs. One run would
have % and qB inputs with AXp and Ayp equal to zero. The reverse condi-
tionwould be used for the other run. _The transfer functions under these
conditions do have physical meaning. However, the SAFE program was not
really designed to check the software and most of the interesting transfer
f_nctions (those given in Figure _.2._-I, 9.2._-2, and _.2._-3) are not
measured. Some other technique must be used to check the software (see
the next subsection).
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SAFE runs are made weekly to provide a fairly comD!e+e cheek of the
hardware performance. Dai_v checks of the motion base are nmde -_>.tha
simpler progrs_m. This pro_Tsm merely pro-hides simplc comms_ds to. each of
the axes sequentially. Comparison of the FSA_ time responses with a
standard set provides a cross check of the hardwa:ce.
5.3.3 INITIAL SOFTWARE C}_CEB
Unfortunately there is no simple method of checking the software to
verify that the drive logic is performing as intended. The only practical
approach is to measure the system responses to simple, discrete (e.g.;
steps) ir±'i)utsof AXp , Ayp, AZp , PB' qB' and rB" These responses* _hou!d
be compared with similar responses computed from an off-line supporting
ana]_sis t_ir_ 1;he transfer 9auctions of'Appendix D. The comparison shoald
be wade for relativel_r small inputs to avoid significant drive logic non-
linearities _nd l_Lmiters. T_rg_,_rinpub_ c'_n be used to check the operation
of the limiters.
A descripi_.ve _,:?d_cmplete s_':tem ch_eck cml be accomplished using the
data set described in Sui)section 5.'_.I for ha__d,_re checks, except that in
this ca__e the driv_ l_,,ic coeffi_ien{,:_ are ;Left.ut their i:on!inal_esign
•,__J_ucs. T_e ir.tro<iu,-_t:_:_ncf steps _f _ng_£L.._an_i Linear _ccei_:rati';n into
the drive logic _ith the hardware following the comlcuter commands should
reveal all aspects of system performance through the motion system monitor.
A standard check case can be configured during the final unpiloted valida-
tion phase., checked against hand calculations or the off-.Line support
program and use(_ daily to ensure that all aspects cf the motion system in-
cluding the comi_ater and mo_itor are o_rati_ prop_rl_.
For example, a step of longitudinal specific force will surge the
cockpit and pitch it such that the recovered longitudinal acceleration
will resemble that from the off-line su_pport program. _e residual tilt
component should be apparent and by simply increasing the magnitude of the
input, limit operation can be observed.
These tests can be run without the =_tion base by using the dummy
follow-up option in Subroutine BBEND.
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5.3.4 TROUBLE SHOOTING
Trouble shooting is that aspect of simulation t_ut deals with diagnosing
problems and application of fixes. Sometimes a malfunction can orly be
corrected by an extensive equipment overhaul. During this activity, tests
may be suspended by the facility manager so the decision to completely
shut down will be made only after the failure of all possible "quick fixes".
In these instances, the researcher is encouraged to assist in the trouble
shooting.
Problems arise from two basic causes:
I) Limit operation
2) Equipment malfunction.
_t Operation
The key to effective trouble shooting of limit operation is the motion
system monitor. By first ensuring that the feedback elements supplying
it with data are correctly calibrated and operating, it will be the first
documentor of a problem. Besides sh_ng a second-by-secomd record of the
veloci_ following properties of ea_i_ axis, _uad_le s_tem _.ise tb_o_4_h the
accel_rometers, co_i_1_ty difficu_ _es_ and _upr_per3_ _ _t c_oef_!_ien_s,
the limiting aspect of motion sim'o_[ation is also readi/_ shown. _n _st
cases, the limits t_t are usually reached are the sol%ware limits. When
this happens an anomalous deceleration occurs tlmt will be recorded by the
cockpit accelerometers. The command and drive rack velocities should also
show this phenomenon. When an axis such as lateral is on a limit_ i.e.,
stopped, the lateral cockpit accelerometer will cease to show signals
similar to lateral specific force but rather similar to cockpit roll angle.
Some limit operation is to be expected and is not to be considered as
"improper" or "incorrect". Reaching the limits is simply the result of a
drive logic that is demanding more performance thau is available from the
hardware. Pilots should not modify their behavior because of reaching
limits nor should the aircraft performance be changed because of it.
Instead, the drive logic coefficients should be changed if the limits are
reaehed with unacceptable frequency.
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One method of reducing demanded motion performance is to reduce the
forward gains. Following each input into the drive logic are simple gains
and acceleration limits. If the gains are set too high, the maximum
response of some of the motion base actuators may exceed their available
travels and reach a limit.
Resets sometimes may be troublesome and should be avoided because of
the re-engagement time involved. Resets are caused by the automatic
monitoring system which seeks to protect the _hardware from damage that
could be caused by demanding excessive performance. These performance
limitations are described in Section _.I .3. Another battery of limits in
the c_nputer software are set so as to command the hardware to avoid de-
mending excessive performance. As such, they are set lower than the
"hardware reset limits" and therefore should prevent resets. As unlikely
as they are to occur, the most likely cause might be a chauge in monitor
hardware properties, It is always desirable to set the software limits
only a few percent of travel inside the hardware limits. The variability
of hardware function especially with changing temperature conditions is
not always known so when an incompatibility results, care is exercised
not to unnecessarily set the software limits too low. It is such a trend
that could eventually result in a wide descrepancy between the two. By
periodically exercising the limits, their stopping performance may be
compared to the reset limits and the software limits set so that they
stop each axis just short of the reset limit.
Equllmnent Malfunction
The hardware may be classified into three broad groups: the com_ter_
the interface, and the servosystem. To this triad, a monitor is integrated
that reveals the output of these components. The digital-to-analog con-
verters (DAC's) carrying drive and status data (e.g., XCMD and AXp) are
monitored, giving an indication of the computer state. Next, the drive rack
outputs (e.g., _R ) are displayed showing the processing of the commands
due to the mode selected. Last in line are the feedback elements themselves
sensing the actual movements of the cockpit. If this sequence is kept in
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mindduring periods of suspectedmalfuuction, a brief examinationof the
monitor records maypoint to the deficient component.
For example,a large difference betweenXCMDand_R during operate
condition points to either impropermodecontrol or a malfunctioning drive
rack. Another exampleis a large difference betweenXDRandXSIM" In this
case three malgunctionsare possible:
i)
e)
3)
The trunking to the servo drive is not carrying the
drive command properly
The servosystem itself is malfunctioning
The feedback tachometer is mal/kmctioning.
In such a case it may be possible to determine the cause on-line
thereby providing the researcher with enough information to decide whether
or not to stop. It should be remembered that after stopping, the decision
to re-start is made by the facility manager. By cross-checking the tachom-
eter output against the follow-up-pot output, it may be determined that the
tachometer itself is deficient and perhaps not necessary to the tasks at
hand.
In another example, the accelerometer output _IM maY not resemble
AXp. Again, a quick calibration of the accelerometer may be made by cross-
checking its output against the pitch follow-up pot. During periods where
the longitudinal actuator is not accelerating, the accelerometer should
indicate a component of gravity which can be estAmated from the pitch follow-
up pot indication. If this test yields positive results, a longitudinal
limit may have been reached, indicated by the longitudinal follow-up pot
reading XSI M. If not, the longitudinal actuator may be the cause.
The key to identifying equipment nmllhmction are the monitor records
and as such should be kept running when the servo loops are closed. An
event marker indicating that a limit has been reached can be implemented.
Periodic calibration of the cockpit feedbacks including the daily accelerometer
standardization establishes the credibility of the monitor. The pilot can
often detect malfunctions and generally his comments can be correlated very
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well _[th the monitor data. A difficulty here is that someof the an_mal_.,as
apparent force and_.,_ular velocity sei_satlonsreported by the pilot _m_Tin
fact be psa,tof the normal oper_tir_ envelope, e.g._ the a_ucn_lo_ apparent
longitudinal acceleration felt during pitching m_r.euvers where the cockpit
pitches but the longitudinal actuator does not acce!.er_te due to restrictions
in its travel.
SECTION6
SI_TION PROCEDURES
6.I PRE-SIMgIATIONPLANNING
6.1.I APPLICANTREQUIRemENTSANDPROCEDURES
The FSAA is a government-owned facility created to serve the research
needs of the aeronautical and astronautical conmnmities. Any individual
or group within the United States who is activel_ engaged in research and
development of aeronautical or astronautical systems (considered to be in
the National interest) and can show good reasons for requiring the
may apply. Each application is reviewed by NASA, and if approved, the
applicant receives a ccmnittment of facility time and resources within a
specified time frame. Initial inquiries should be made to the cognizant
organizational director:
Director of Aeronautics and Flight Systems
NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, California 9_03_
Informal inquiries regarding additional facilities information may be
directed to the Assistant Chief (Operations) of the Simulation Sciences
Division at the above address.
6.1.2 THE REED FOR PRE-S_TION PIANNING
The importance of pre-s_tion planning cannot be overstressed.
Because of the diverse viewpoints of the various groups involved and the
many different kinds of hardware emrployed, effective plamming and co_
_mication are essential to a successful simulation. The I_AA system is
an unique facility expressly designed to serve the research ccmmmity.
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Its components were built to provide a wide range of characteristics that
were determined to be adequate for research-type investigations. Due to
today's high technology environment, the equipment is constantly being
upgraded and people's skills in the use of this equipment is always improv-
ing. The situation is one of constant change. Any high-technology facility
in a state of flux requires good communication and realistic planning in
order to achieve reasonable productivity. The purpose of the rest of this
section is to provide guidance in the creation of an experimental plan and
outline procedures that can be used to implement it. The following para-
graphs outline the ingredients of such a plan.
Statements of Test Objectives
To help coalesce the plan, brief statements of test objectives can
serve to stimulate thought in the direction of efficiency. They should
include the central research questions such as:
'_hat is the effect on landing performance of various
flight control system modifications?"
Within the central research question lies the beginning of the process of:
@ Selection of FSAA components
• Configuration of these components.
Some idea of the answer is usually available from the researcher in the
form of estimates, judgments, or guesses. Again, clear statements re-
flecting these possibilities help in formulating the plan.
Schedule of Events
The most important component of the plan is the schedule. Since there
are many factors to be coordinated including simulator maintenance, use of
simulation hardware by other simulators, as well as all elements of the
subject simulation, it is important that the schedule show the beginning
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and end of a task and how its result interacts with the others. The im-
portaat events that should be addressed might include:
@ First conference; preliminary briefings
• Researcher preparation of test plan
@ Second conference; plan review, establishment
of test time period
• Researcher preparation of data required
• Data package and hardware requirements delivered
• Computer programming
• Hardware modlfication/installation
• Software checkout
• System checkout
@ Test plan verification
• Test period
• Test data processing as required.
An example of time sequencing of these events is shown in Figure 6.1.2-I.
6. I.3 INFORMATION EXCHANGE REQUIREMENTS
Although the researcher and the Simulation Sciences Division exchange
information, most of the flow is from the researcher. The following is a
list of typical data the researcher should include in the data package
delivered to the Simulation Sciences Division. Figures 6.1.3-I to 6.1.3-4
contain forms that aid the preparation of this package.
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Figure 6.1.3-I: Control Manipulator Requirements
PROJECT TITLE
PROJECT ENGINEER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
SIMULATOR
SIMULATOR START DATE
RIGHT/LEFT SEAT
J.O.
TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE
FLIGHT CONTROL HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
Flight Control Hardware Requirements should be in frca 4 to 12
weeks before start date. The above time span depends upon
avaliable manpower, complexity of design, existing hardware and
prior development. The Operations Manager should be notified
at the earliest possible date to insure avaliability of flight
control hardware for simulator start date.
FLIGHT CONTROL CONFIGURATION
_pe Control
Flap
_ollective
_poiler
_rottle IHow Many
_fter Burner
%uto. Throttle
)iverter
Phrust Vector
_nding Gear
'rop Pitch
:r ims
Location and Description
m
Date received by Operations Manager
Note: Pictorial sketches of special equipment should accompany this
form.
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Figure 6.1.3-2: Control Loader Requirements
PROJECT TITLE
PROJECT _GINEER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
S IMULATOR
SIMULATOR START DATE
CONTROL CONFIGURATION
TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE
RIGHT/LEFT SEAT
(Req. should be in 2 wks. before _tar_ _a_e'
TYPE CONTROL
travel
_ontrol Force (max)
PITCH
&ft Fwd
in,
WHEEL
I
d_.
ROLL
STICK
±
in.
ibs. ibs. ibs.
3reakout Force Range
ibs. ibs. ibs.
ib_Ji_2
ib/in
_es or No
ib/de_
ib/de@
_asic Force Gradient
_ang_
4ax. Force for External
Gradient
_ariable Force Gradient
_xternal Trim
'es or No
lb/_ .....
lb/in
AW
±
in,
ibs.
ibs.
ib/in
Ib/in
_PECIAL REQUIREMENTS
ITEM PITCH ROLL
_riction
Damping Ratio
_ysteresis
trim Rate Range
other-Describe
YAW
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Force vs. Position Plots
Other-Describe
Date received by Control Loader Specialists
Project# Project Code
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Figure 6.1.3-3: Instrumentation Requirements
NEW DIAL FACES
A pictorial sketch of dial faces that are not in the Instrumentation
Handbook should accompany this form. The sketch should contain the
following information:
a. Size of dial face
b. Scale
c. Angular location of graduations on the dial face
d. All major, minor, etc. scale divisions
e. All required letters, numbers and symbols and their
locations.
INSTRUMENT PANEL LAYOUT
A preliminary sketch showing the relative positions of all instruments
Qn the instrument panel is required. If possible, it should show all
the lights and switches that are to be mounted on the panel.
Circles can be used to show the position of the instruments on the panel.
The type and scale of each instrument should be printed inside each circle.
There are some surplus instrument panels avaliable. The Operations
Manager will provide assistance in showing these panels. A considerable
amount of time can be saved if a surplus panel can be used rather than
to design and fabricate a new one.
SIDEARM CONTROLLER REQUIREMENTS
TYPE POTENTIOMETER STRAIN GAGE
1 AXIS
2 AXIS
3 AXIS
OTHER REQUIREMENTS
Date received by Instrument Specialists
Project# Project Code
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Figure 6.1.3-4: Discrete HardwareRequirements
PROJECT TITLE
PROJECT ENGINEER
OPERATIONS MANAGER
SIMULATOR
SIMULATOR START DATE
RIGHT/LE_ S_T
J.O.
TELEPHONE
TELEPHONE
DISCRETE HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS
If the Discrete Hardware Requirements are a part of the Flight Control
Requirements then the same advance notice for Flight Control Hardware
Requirements apply. Normally the Discrete Hardware Requirements should
be in 5 weeks before start date. All lights and switches on il1_trum_ul%
panel should be shown on instrument panel layout drawing.
LIGHTS
HOW Labeled T_e Color Location Status When On
LIGHT/SWITCH COMBINATION
HOW Labeled T_e Color Location Switch Function
SWITCHES/BUTtONS
HOw Labeled Ty_e Color Location Status When On
i ,
SPECIAL CIRCUITS
Special circuits such as audio alarms, stick shakers,etc, should @ccompany
this form.
Date received by Operations Manager
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A. General
• Test objectives
• Preliminary test plan indicating expected range of initial
conditions and parametric variations
• Static and dynamic check cases
B. Aircraft Model
• Models of aerodynamics, engines, flight control systems,
landing gear, winds, and turbulence
• Aircraft weight and moments of inertia
• The location of the cockpit relative to the c.g.
@ The locations of sensors (e.g., linear accelerometers
and IIS receivers) relative to the c.g.
C. Data Requirements
• Real time data processing requirements
• Data recording: parameters and output format (strip
charts, line printer, X-Y plotter, magnetic tape, voice
recorder, photographs, etc.)
D. Cockpit
• Control manipulator configuration (see Figure 6.1.3-1 as
a guide)
• Control force/displacement characteristics (see Figure 6.1.3-2
as a guide)
• Instrumentation (see Figure 6.1.3-3 as a guide)
• Discrete hardware requirements (see Figure 6.1.3-4 as a guide)
• Head-up display requirements
• Aural simulation: type and number of engines_ aural warning
devices, etc.
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E,
ro
GI
Ho
Visual Display
• General terrain model requirements (e.g., conventional
airport or STOLport)
• Special requirements (e.g., VASI or reduced visibility
simulation)
Motion System
• Special requirements (e.g., elastic mode simulation)
• Drive logic (if subject of research)
Miscellaneous
Special computer requirements (e.g., IC position or
trim calculations)
Requirements for researcher's station (displays and
controls)
Locations of ground based guidance (e.g., IIS transmitters
or VOR stations)
Hardware
These requirements refer to researcher-supplied equipment that
is part of the test arrangement. It may be elements of the flight
control system (such as an airborne computer), special cockpit
displays or manipulators, special seats, aural devices, gyro
packages, or measurement subsystems.
6.1 .4 MANAG_4ENT OF TEST AND DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY
The responsibility for operation, maintenance, and modification of
simulator equipment is assigned to the various groups within the Simulation
Sciences Division. One individual, the Program Manager, is assigned the
responsibility of interfacing between the researcher and the Simulation
Sciences groups that provide support. This person is also responsible for
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conduct of the test. In this way communication is enhanced and require-
ments disseminated to the various groups. A summary of this responsibility
follows:
Researcher
• Selection and scheduling of test configurations and pilots
• Briefing and debriefing of pilots
• Data collection and analysis
• Maintaining a run log.
Program Mana6er (Simulation Sciences Division)
• Hardware operation
• Scheduling of hardware and support personnel
• Hardware maintenance, repair, and performance validation
• Maintaining a hardware log (hardware problems and down time)
It should be noted that support people are directly responsible only
to the program manager and the researcher may resolve problems only through
him.
6.1 .5 CONTINGENCY P_ AND TEST MATRIX
The test matrix is a detailed run description that includes run
number, initial and final conditions, approximate length of time for each
run, equipment to be used, pilot, vehicle configuration, and data to be
acquired.
For the following reasons, the preparation of a contingency plan is
urged:
• Tests proceed faster or slower than expected, e.g.
the pilot needs more training time
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• Hardwareavailability (up time) maybe longer or shorter
than expected.
Whensuchoccurrencesreducetest time available, it is often not
possible to rescheduledownstreamso a re-test period could be madeavail-
able. A contingencyplan for the remainingtest time often canachieve
most of the test objectives. Theingredients of the contingencyplan
should include:
• Assignment of priority to test components
• Time for retesting after first examination of test data
• Definition of tests that can be performed with some
equipment malfunctions
• Methods of correcting test data in case of equipment
failure.
It is reasonable to expect a utilization of 6_ where utilization is
defined as:
t_mp e_ui_ment is u_ and available for _iloted simulation
100 x scheduled occupancy time
The value is based on an eight hour day (8 to 11:30, 12 to 4:30) and
includes average time lost due to:
• Daily setup and checkout procedures
• Down time due to hardware malfunction
• Coefficient and option changes in BASIC software
• Meal breaks for personnel.
This utilization figure can vary with the simulation complexity and is
given as a guide to the researcher in structuring the test plan. Other
factors may be equally important to overall utilization, i .e., productive
runs in the available up time. Some of these factors that contribute to
a "time overhead" are:
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• Crew changes (_ I0 minutes)
• Configuration changes ( _ I to 2 minutes)
• Data readout
• Practice runs
• Visual system initialization.
6.2 CHECKOUT PNOCEDURES
Like any complex system, a research flight simulation can be broken
down into several elements arranged in series. In a gross sense, inputs
are created by the pilot through his controls and outputs frca the system
are created by the serial combination of the computer and all the down-
stream components such as the control loaders, instrum nts, visual displays,
and motions. These, in turn, stimulate the pilot and the so-called
"closed loop" aspect of manned simulation is created. A basic rule for
checkout is that if each component and the interfaces between them is
checked out, the system has been checked out also. This is indeed one
method. Another is serial, that is, one starts at the front (computer and
input interfaces ) and proceeds through the system to the end (motion
system, etc. ). The difficulty with this method is that a "good" test input
form for one component does not necessarily produce an output wave form
that is appropriate to the testing of the following component. For example,
a step of longitudinal stick may produce a washed out trace of normal
acceleration which, when applied to the motion system through the drive
logic, produces a command waveform that is inefficient to the testing of
the motion system. Another difficulty of the serial checkout approach is
that the time sequencing for checkout is also serial, thus more time is
required to accomplish total checkout.
The component checkout method with a continuity check is preferred
because of the time savings. Much of the software can be checked out prior
to occupancy. In the case of the control loaders and head-up display_
practically independent checkout is possible since the bulk of their
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control process is performedby auxiliary (a;_log and digital) computers.
A period of intensive checkout may be required following integration of
hardware. A checkout plan should include the checks for the setup phase,
the daily checks, and the post-test phase if required. A brief example of
a checkout checklist is given in Table 6.2-I.
6.3 OPERATING SUGGESTIO_
Below are listed several suggested operating procedures that could
save setup and test time; and reduce the effort required to coordinate the
experiment.
1) If a variety of conditions are to be tested, provide optional
IC calculations to simplify the changes or use PAD files to
change parameters. Examples are:
• RAD files to define different aircraft characteristics,
IC positions, or wind profiles
• An optional IC routine which, given the initial altitude,
computes the X and Y position to center the aircraft on
the IIS.
2) Include in the data collection software all performance measures
which might be useful in the data analysis
3) Include in the digital printout a complete identification of
the test conditions (e.g., date, time, run number, pilot,
aircraft configuration, flight control system status, turbulence
level, etc. ).
4) If there is an appreciable amount of digital output, use the
background of the computer for storing these data. Examples
would be the line printer, digital tapes, or RAD files. A
few key parameters (e.g., touchdown sink rate and position)
can also be displayed in real-time using the computer terminal
or the foreground printer-plotter.
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TABLE 6.2-I
_LE CI_CKOUT UST
One time
One time
One time
One time
Daily
Daily
One tlme
Daily
One time
Daily
One time
One time
ITEM
Aircraft Model
Statics
Dynamics
EngineDynamics
Flight Control System
Control Loaders
Statics
Dynamics
_anipuJ_tors
Cockpit Discretes
Cockpit Instruments
Visual System
Statics
D_I_cs
Optical Properties
Motion System
Data Collection
Researcher's Controls
and Displays
C_KOUT MEEODS
Compare trim conditions with researcher's data
Compare stability derivatives and respomses to simple
inputs with researcher's data
Compare step responses with researcher's data
Compare responses to simple inputs with researcher's data
Determine parameter values for neutral stability and limit
cycle frequency; compare with researcher's data
Compare force/dlsplacement plots with researcher's
requirements
Compare response to force command with researcher's data
Check sign and magnitude of signal in digital computer for
various deflections
Check continuity between cab and digital computer
Check instrument scale and bias
Check static position and orientation of pilot's monitor
(if landings are to be simulated, check for position near
nominal touchdown point)
Do visual SAFE
Monitor follow-up errors for nominal run
Observe picture _lality from pilot's monitor
Do ,mtion SAFE
Run motion dynamic check
Cross check data from different zources, e.g., line-prlnter
output versus strip chart recorder
For &;scretes, check continuity between each element and
computer. For continuo_ I/O, cross check r_gnitude and
sign bet_een each clement and digital computer
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6)
Include as part of the last portion of the setup and checkout
period, a brief validation phase whose intent is to establish
overall fidelity.
Work with the computer programmer to make sure that all elements
of the simulation are optimized. An example might be cycle
time problems. A number of elements might be dropped from the
generalized BASIC simulation system to reduce cycle time (landing
gear, turbulence, wind, etc.).
Use CAHPRE setup decks to store the trim states for various flight
conditions. This will eliminate the use of a trim routine every
time a flight condition is changed.
6.4 TROUBLE SHDOTING DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS
Included among the software and hardware of the FSAA facility are
several tools that can be used to diagnose problems.
I ) Step inputs normally can be applied to variables within the
system models.
2) The SAFE (Six-Axes Frequency Evaluation) subroutine which can
be applied to the control loaders, visual system, and motion
system is a method of evaluating the sinusoidal response and
noise of amy of these systems in an automated way. SAFE was
described in detail in Section 5 (Motion System).
3) Several low-frequency wave analyzers may be used for evaluating
input-output relations of any cumponent capable of accepting
and transmitting analog voltages.
4) The laboratory is also well-stocked with strip chart recorders,
X-Y plotters, and oscilloscopes that can be quickly inter-
faced to virtually amy piece of equipment.
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APPENDIXA
EQUATIONSOFMOTIONUSEDBYBASIC
This appendixsummarizesthe equations of motionusedby BASIC.
derivation is discussedin detail in Reference 5.
A° I NOMENCLATURE
A.I .I SYMBOLS
Ci
C'
1
F
h
hx, hy, hz
Izz
Ixz
L,M,N
m
p, q_r
Their
Coefficients of moment of inertia
Coefficients of angular momentum of rotating machinery
Total force acting on the aircraft, lb
Altitude above sea level, ft
X, Y, and Z components of angular momentum of
rotating machinery, slug-fte/sec
Moment of inertia about the X axis, slug-ft 2
Moment of inertia about the Y axis, slug-ft 2
Moment of inertia about the Z axis, slng-ft 2
Product of inertia
Total applied torques acting on the aircraft about
the X,Y, and Z axes, ft-lb
Mass of the aircraft, slugs
Angular rates about the X, Y, and Z axes, respectively,
rad/sec
A-I
A.I .2
R
t
Tij
V
k
V,e,¢
T
e
Radius of earth plus altitude of aircraft, ft
Time_ sec
Transformation matrix from the local to bod_ axes
Linear velocity, ft/sec
Aircraft latitude, rad
Euler angles, rad
Aircraft longitude, rad
Angular velocity of the earth, rad/sec
FORTRAN NAMES
The Fortran names used in this appendix are defined in
Table B-I.
A.I -3 SUBSCRIPTS
B
D
E
G
L
N
Aircraft body axes
Down
East
Gravity
Local axes
North
A.2 AXIS SYSTEMS
A.2.1 LOCAL AXES, L
The local axis system is located on the surface of the earth
(sea level), and directly under the aircraft. XL points north,
YL points east, and ZL points towards the center of the earth.
A-2
A.2.2 BODYAXES,B
Thecenter of the body _ec Jz located at the center of
gravity of the aircraft. XB points forward along the fuselage
reference line, YB points out the right wing, and ZB points
out the bottom of the aircraft. _ and ZB are in the aircraft
plane of symmetry. The orientation of the B-axes wrt the
L-axes is specified by the usual Euler angles, V, 8, and _.
A.3 LINEAR ACCELERATION
The linear acceleration of the aircraft center of gravity can be
expressed in the local axes system as follows:
q
VND
VED
VDD
I
m
l
FD+FGI
VNVD-V_-TanX
VEVD+VNVE Tanl
-
When the flat earth option is used the expression is:
D
]
I I FEVED = _
I
V'DD ] FD+F G
A.4 LINEAR VELOCITY
A-la
A-Ib
The inertial velocity of the aircraft in local axes is then
" "q 1
VE I --# _Olat
| -"
VDJ rDD I
A-2
A-3
A.5
To obtain the velocity relative to the earth's surface, it is necessary
to correct only the easterly component.
VEE = VE - _ cosl A-3a
e
When the flat earth option is used
, VEE = VE A-_b
POS ITION
The position of the aircraft c.g. wrt the surface of the earth is
then
where,
xI= | xm_ : i
L ALT -VD
at A-4
Position wrt the runway is computed from the runway heading and
differences in aircraft and runway longitude, latitude, and altitude.
A.6 ANGULAR ACCELERATION
PBD
QBD
RBD
An expression for the angular acceleration of the aircraft body axis
wrt inertial space can be obtained from Euler's equations. If it is
assumed that the X-Y and Y-Z products of inertias are zero,
CsPBrB+C6(rB2.pB2)I + C7 0 +IC_ 0 -C_1 qB
A-6
A-4
The coefficients used in Equation A-6 are computed from the moments
of inertia and the angular momentum of rotating machinery. They are
defined in equations A-7 and A-8.
Co
CI
C2
c3
c4
c_
c6
c7
c8
c9
C10
i
(Ixxlzz-lxz2)"I
Co_z(_x-_+Izz)
COIzz
Co_z
C7(IZZ'Ixx)
C71xz
Iyy "I
Co{C_=-_=+__}
Colxz(_-Izz-_x)
Cortex
A-7
A-5
• 7
c_
C'
2
c_
c_
0_I
c_
c7_
Co(_-_z_)
C01ZZh Y
c0_
COLxxh _
A-8
A.7 ANGULAR VELOCITY
The angular velocity of the aircraft body axis wrt inertial space is
IQB = dt
RB
A-9
The angular velocity of the local axis system wrt inertial space
can be expressed in local axis components as
PL
QL
RL
I1VE-VN
-VEtan
If the flat earth option is used
A-10a
A-10b
A-6
Theangular velocity of the local axescanbe resolved into the
aircraft body axis by
A-11
The angular velocity of the aircraft bod_ axes wrt the local axes
is thus
A-12
A.8 _R AMGLES
The angular position of the aircraft body axes wrt the local azes
is specified by the usual Euler angles. The rate of change of the
Euler angles is related to the relative angular velocity as foll_s:
li]r si  c°s
_I_°° °-_I A-13
Lp_+_8_ j
The Euler angles are
A-14
A-7

APPENDIX B
BASIC COMMON
Tables B-I and B-2 define the contents of the BASIC eowmon. Table B-I
define the variables in the floatin8 point common, XFLOAT. Table B-2
define the variables in the fixe_ point common, IFIXED.
B-I
'D_LE B...1
LEST AIIDDZSCR._PTIOllOF BA3IC F_OAT_ ]_I_'T _,M_I, X.F[DAT
!
2
I,
6
?
6
9
IO
il
12
16
t7
18
19
2O
21
22
_3
21,
25
:'6
27
:"8
_9
@
O
O
,f
s:tn •
eosO
sin O
cos O
sin V
eo,sT
TI.J "
Q.
FORT'm_
FHI deg
TI.IET dell
PSI deg
I'HIB tad
tad
l_IR tad
ra_/sec
Fe_ _sec
sP_
cPHI ND
S1'_ lid
_qPSI MD
CPSI JD
'_21 lid
T_! ND
T12
T22
T_ ND
TI_
AI.rA Oe_
AL_D r_d/::ec
OltlGI/4 AN_:"OR
DEFAULTVALU_
BIEerATE
I
Ii
J
!
BTRANSIrO
_LFBET
ALrer*_% _ as_s £n de_"eee and
a_rerart Zula_ an_t_ rates°
5£nes and coarses o£ all a£reraft Eu.ter
Ceeq_nenta of the ;_-al,.to-;_4,y axes
trans_oritlo_ matrix, £.e.,
An_Lc_ o_ attack and s£deslAp in
de_rees and r_diar_s,
hncu].er rates of _n_lc_ of attack and
B-2
)_tl)[J) B-I (Cc41tln_ed)
NIR._ER
31
33
_9
1,o
_6
_7
_8
49
9_
99
%
)9
6o
VAR.T.A_
sln
oo8
8in p
COS
7V
7,,
,A
SALFI{
0AL_I!
CBE_A
GAMV
GAVel
{°QI3_
RTURB
I_D
UB
VB
UNITS
ND
rad
r_/sec
r_/_cc
rad/scc
rad/eec
r&_/mec
ra_/sec
ra_/sec
ra_/sec
rad/_ec
_d/gcc
rad/sec
r_d/sec
rad/sec
tad/see
ra_/sco
_ad/sec
r_d/scc
r_d/scc
rad/r, ec 2
rad/see _
it/see
it/see
o_ _N_IOR
DEFAULT VALUE
BALFBET
BINERTIA _ t
BROTATE i1,
2
BINERTL_ t
BROTATE
I
J
J
-%
BRO_ATE
DVELOC IT 1
!
!
DESCRIPTION
Sines and cosines of angles of attack
and sideslip.
Inertial flight path &u_ic_ i,, _L_
vertical and horizontal planes. 7H
positive clockwise from North.
Body _xls c_,mponent_ of the aircraft
angular velociz> wrt i:_ertial s_u_cc.
Local and body axes components of the
angular velocity of the local coordinate
system wrt inertial space,
Body axis components of the angular
velocity wTt the Earth# i.e.,
Pody 0xi._ comI_nents of the _ircraft
angular velocity wrt inertial s?-_cc plus
an equiva]ent angular velocity due to
t urbul ..... i.e., _N I _I + _
(used in computing aerodynamic forces and
moment s )
Body axis components of the equivalent
angular velocity due to atmospheric
turbulence (gust gra@ient effects).
Body axis components of the aircraft
angular acceleration wrt inertial space.
Bod_ axis components of the aircraft
velocity wrt the air mass.
B-3
CO_DDN
NU_.._ER
61
62
63
65
65
67
68
69
7o
71
72
73
7t*
75
76
77
7_
79
80
81
83
84
85
86
87
VART-ABL_
M
V
eq
i
i
h
1
X
sin t.
COS ),
FORTI_N
NA:C".
hrrU_a
VN
VE
VD
VEE
VT
VG
Vl_
XMACH
VE,R
VDR
VEQ
v'rn,/
V/c,M
AI,TD
XID:_
XIAT0
ALT
XIDI!
XIAT
IAT
CIAT
UNITS
rt/eec
ft/See
ft/eec
ft/eec
rt/sec
ft/see
ft/eec
ft/sec
_t/sec
_/sec
_D
/_/sec
_t/sec
ft/sec
kt
rtlsec
ft/sec
ft/sec
ft/see
ft/sec
tad/see
rAd/sec
ft
rad
rad
_PJ
TABL_ B-I (Continued)
OF/GIN _ND/OR
DEFAULT VA[]JE
BBORIZON_ 1
BVERTICA
BI_OKIZON
BIB_TIA
BALFBET
BA_PH
BVELOCIT
BATEDSHI
WII_C,O. I
BVERTICA
]_DRIZOB
I_CIITICA
BIDRIZOI!
1
BEAIi_I
DF_CR I PTION
Body axis eompm_mts of the linear velo-
city due to atmo_pheric turbulence.
(Po=itlve for _t in _o_ttive X, ¥, or
Z dlrec_ton).
Local axis components of the alawraft
velocitywrt inertial slmce.
Eastward component of the aircraft velo-
city wrt the earth's surface.
Ma4_ttu_e of velocity wrt earth's
sl_rface _ V_q2VT = + _ + YD 2_
Grotmd speed. Magnitude of hor£zmxtal
velocity _ earth'_
VG =_Wg- + Vl_-
Airspeed, ma_titude of velocity wrt
el_ _aee.
_ch n_ber •
b_cal axis components of the aircraft
velocity wrt the air mass.
Equivalent airspeed.
North, cast, and down componente oft he
wind (positive for wlndbll3wlatgt_
north, east, or down)
Ma4_ttade of wind.
Altitude rate, h = -VD.
Bate of charade of a_ rcraft lon_itude.
Rate of CIRm_c Of aircraft latitude.
AltiL%Ide of aircraft wrt s_ level.
Aircraft lon_ttude.
Aircraft latitude.
Sine of alrcraf_ms l_tiLude.
Cosine of a£rcraft's 2Lnt£tude.
B-4
TA_ZZ S-I (Continued)
CONN_
m.._a
o
• 89
90
91
9_
9_
97
99
lOO
101
lO2
Io3
lO_
Io6
IO7
lO8
Io9
11o
111
112
FO_rlVJI
YDD
_eg " A¥
AZ
lot = AYP
AZP
S G
XD_
YD_
ZD_
V VCAL
c
Nt_EL
XPR
YPI_
HPR
DWR
I_ER
OR TIk'Trl_
")_ X1ATR
"tR XJOIUI
coa _R _L_..TR
UNITS
f't/sne 2
_t/aee 2
ft/sec _
_;/sec 2
_/see 2
_/sec 2
ft/see 2
r_leec2
f_/see2
ft/see 2
rt/aec_
rt/aec2
kt
_'t
f_
de_
tad
N_
o_Gn_ ._U_/OR
T I
$_rg_CA
BACCELV_ t
°'tO.
O.
BA_r'_f
BVERTICA
B_DR.FZOIq
BSETUP
_a_'l'_.
_o.
o.
o.
Derivutivea of local axis _wt_ents of
aircraft velocity w_t inertial s_ace.
_ I_I components of specif'ie force
acceler_eter output) at the aircraft's
axis _ml_nents of specific force
at the pilot static.
Aeeeleratlon due to gravity, _.2 at h_O.
Reserved for stm,_ator drives (i.e., the
researcher cotutd suppler co_aands dAfferent
those calcula_e_ by BB_D).
CalAbrated airspeed.
Approximate height of main gear above
Distance of pilot down the run_.
Distance of pilot to the right of the
rummy.
Height of pilot above the runway.
North'_ard and Eastward distance of the
a4rcraft e.g. from the runwaS-threshold.
Radit_ of earth plu_ altitude o_ runway0m).
Radiu_ or earth plu_ altitude of aircru_
(A_).
l_mwc,y h_adlng fro_ North (eock_i_e
position).
]_titt_Icof the runway.
Lo_t_l_ of" the runway.
Co_i_ of U_e runway latitude.
T.A,D[,_ D-1 (Co_ti]_ed )
COIH_DN
115
116
11T
110
119
120
121
122
't2_
125
12'T
128
13o
131
t_9
1_,O
15,1
is'l,-,, OR
cos OR
e,t =
I
CZ,,
CD
%
C,y,
Cz
_...._,.__=
STHETR
C'I'_TR
XIXX
XITY
XlV.2.
XD_
_2
X_C3
X_
XMC6
XMC'/
XMC8
Xt4C9
X14CI0
XPlASS
CT.
CI)
CX
C¥
C_.
FAg
FAZ
FF2_
slug.ft 2
__.1"_- f'b
HD
s).,_ "1 _ft "2
slt_'1, ft "2
lid
alu6 -1 .ft "2
slug "I .ft "2
slu_
HD
HD
HD
ND
HI)
lb
lb
ib
ib
ib
Ib
oRxox__Io_
_EFAULT VALU_
i
I
_Gr_ I
Sine and cosine of the _ hea4_.
Momenta and product cf lnert_ _ lu t_ _-
_ircraft bo_ axis.
F_ment o_ inertia coefficients _ed to
cceq_te angular acceleraticms. Definitions
are contained in Appendix A.
Aircraft, ,_ss.
_ft =..,d drab coe_clenta (,,t,_tM.ty axis)
Non-dimen_lc_l force coetTlc£ents (body
ax_s) •
Body axis cce_ents of" the aerc_c
force S•
Body axl_ components ol" the al_plied force|
duc to the c,m_nes.
B-6
T,_LE B-I (Continued)
C0_r40N FORTRAN
11_2b,_ f FGX
IPG - FaY
1_T - _'n,
I_,7 FT_
Ik9 _T_ = FE
1.50 FD
1_51 FG
1.52 C| Cl-f.
153 c cu4
m
1_ c n C[.N
197 TA_
_E " TD4
160 TEN
116162 I TGD
_G = TGM
163 TC_Z
161_ I TTI4TTL
16_ _T
I(,6
I_7 t.tI i_I
16_ L,tp ibT/_
I_ ,_t_ bZJ
I"(0 hl¢ !{R
lb
lb
lb
lb
lh
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
RE)
ND
MD
ft-lb
ft.-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
ft-lb
/_-lb
ft-lb
ft°]b
ff-lb
ft-]b
s,Jc
scc
_cc
ft
D_AULT VALUE
BRDRIZONI 1
_rERTICA
BFARTH
BInC
ICETUI,
Oo
DESCF,.IPTION
Body axis COmlx_ents of the applied forces
due to the landing _ear.
Sum of forces due to aerod,vnamAc loads,
the engines, and the _ gear.
_TE = (TIj]T_ T = the local axis cce_x_-
nents of the total applied force acting
on the aircraft.
Force due to gravity, rag, at altitude ALT.
Coefficients of aerodynamic rolling,
pitching, and yawing _o_ents.
Body axis comlx_cnts of the applied
torque due to aero_umic loads.
Body axis continents of the applied
torque due to the en:_nes.
Body axis components of the applied
torque due to the landing gear.
Sum of torques duo to a"_ro,_.-_c loads,
the engines, and the la._din_ gear.
First loop fra_m tlzc = IDTI/IOOO.
Secor, i loop frame tinc = N2'DTI.
ThLrd loop fra,_n t_:_ = N3"DTI.
ALtitude of runway wri; :ca level.
B-?
'_.B T,,E B-1 ( Con'k_.nuod )
t71
172
17}
175.
I?}
177
179
19o
181
102
18}
a86
'tO8
s_
19}
19z_
197
v___
V
$
b
c
FORTRA_
XP
TP
ZP
XCO
_CG
HCO
WAIT
AREA
SPAN
CHORD
PMO
XTAIL
Z_IL
@mIL
XNG
YHO
ZRG
XRO
YR0
ZRO
YLG
ZL_
"LOg
7__i,;
_rT.rs
t't
t't
t't
lb
_t 2
t't
jlu_ft _
_t
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
tt
_t
ft
_t
_t
ft
_t
_t
ozuo_ A_D/O_
DEFAULT VALUE
0-
"_-75
rt
O.
O.
_._
-61.2 }1.07
BIF.,A
-'}O.
-_.0 }
_.6
15._8
-5.0 1
I_._8
°}_.0
0.
_RI P_IDW
C_ordlnates of the pilot In aircraft
Coordinates of the aircraft ¢._.
wrt the _ axis s_ste_.
W_t_ht o_ aircraft at sea l_l (S n _.2)-
Dy_u_e l_essure •
Impact l[wuswre •
Vin_ area.
Vi_ span.
Vin_ man a_naat¢ chord,
Air denait¥ at altitude ALT.
Coor&_natu of the _rcr_ tail wrt the
Hel6ht of tail abowe runway.
Coordinate of the nose gear wrt the
aircraf_ body axis s_st,em.
Coordinate of the right main gear wrt
the aircraft body axis system.
Coordinate of the le_t main 6e_u" wrt
the aircraft t_t3 axis syst4m.
Coordin=tes of the ri_t win_ outt_ard
en_l_e err the aircraF_ body axis system.
B-8
::szz a._ {con_m.a)
t_
goo
aot
9oe
m_
ao4
_o_,
so9
21o
211
212
216
_7
2to
:)!9
221
2-,,,;_b
YOR':SA,N
lIB
ZIZ
_t_LD
_YR
I_6TL
ra?_
_TLD
SOt_
_LgOe
F_ICT1
EalCT2
_ICT_
_xD_
FH_PI
FHXP2
FIr_
F_ffP1
Fern3
Fr_.Pi
te_r_
ft
_t
ft
rt/m
f_
t_t
ft
_fIee
ft/see
ft/see
_t/see
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
lb
Ib
lb
lh
u,
O.
1}.,8
O.
lll, OA
%
I
I
,I
IA:'Zta_8_
Ji TMI
m,_a m
Co_.4Lsmths of" the s.l_t _.n_ inboard
u_f.m _ the aiTcrsft bo_ ax_s aTstes,
aate of eha_e of tats Imi_hto
Ce_r sta_kes tmr _cee, _L_ht an_ leTt
les_. (_q;ative to_ oleo eonpreuton).
Gear stx_ke rat_8 TOT nose, rl&ht _nd l_tt
8ea_.
81_ of se_t at altitude ALT,
oleo f_rce8 on a_re_aft due to t_. t_se,
r2_ht end left gears (hemal to run.a v,
pceLtt_e do_n).
_'ict_.o_ £orce= or. _.tL_cz'e.:_tdue _t_ the
e_e_ rl_t and lef_ gear_ (]_Lllel_ .
runva¥, poe_Cive ro.r_ard).
Bide forces ot_ al_crt.,_ due t_ th,_ no_e,
Iqght and le_t _s _.r,_md p._me_
_osttiye rl_t_.
_3ody ul_ eo_ponant_ of the total landln_
gear force.- on th_ _cee, I'£_ht aftd left
geS£'_.
_..9
TABLE B-I (Continued)
01_DN
_8
229
_0
2_
2_
2Yr
2_8
2_9
2_
2_2
2_
2_
2_9
_o
2.51
25_
2.5_
.2".X_
VARIABLE
0X¢
8:1.c
¥1c
7vie
_'Hic
V
eq
Wlc
Ixic
_tc
FORTPJLN
_.______
FRTAIL
FRICTT
PHIIC
_4ETIC
PSIIC
GAMVIC
OAMBIC
PBIC
O_IC
RBIC
WRIC
XIC
YIC
HIC
NAITIC
XIXXIC
XIYYIC
XIZZIC
XIXZIC
XRKDCO
¥REDCO
HREDCO
X_K_FU
y_DFU
_REDFU
PRI P_)
IC I_J_D
CG
UNI'I_
Ib
Ib
deg
deg
deg
deg
deg
deE/sec
deg/sec
deg/sec
kt
ft
ft
ft
lb
slug-ft 2
sl_.ft 2
slu_-ft 2
slug-ft 2
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
volts
o_io£__ND/Om
°i'I
° 1O.
9o.
o 19o.
ooIO.
O.
-7000. 1
O.
9oo.
209128.
119_1 .$1 • 7
9891o68.
108887h4._
-21_.
BVISUAL 1
ADC
BVISUAL 1
51 .},
DESCRI ETI011
Nor_l and dra_ forces on aircraft due to
a tail strike (positlve down and forward).
Initial values of the aircraft E_er a_les.
Initial conditions of inertial flight
path angles In the vertical and horiz_tal
planes •
Initial conditions o£ tbabod_ axis compo-
nents of the aircraft angu_r velocity
wr_ inertial space.
Initial condition of the equivalent
airspeed.
Initial condition of eithe_=____rthe pilot or
aircraft c.g. wrt the runway axis system
(ICG =0 or I).
Initial condition of _ircr_'_ weight.
Initial conditions of the moments aM
product of inertia.
Linear position ccx.e_nds to the Red, fon
servo_ •
Redlfon foll_a-ups from position pot_
for X, Y, and H.
Anf_ar position co_m_Kts to the Redifon
servo_.
hoeatlo_ of aircraft c._. wrt tl_ leadln/1
edge of the W,C.
B-IO
_BI_ B-I (Continued)
_7
2/O
_2
_77
_78
_O
VMJ.AB _
_a8
tlDC
FOI_TIV_q
HBEC
zFsa8
EI_IDC
lmOT$
I_CAIZ
XZI_D
IZJD
V'lel3_
m_DZO
VIASl
TtZP
TRI_
Xt_a6
Yl_S
Tmffa8
xPlJOc
YPLOC
AHBG
XOM
lOM
X/_4
In4M
_IT_
ft
t_
deg
de6
wits
ND
ft
_t
ft
kt
f_
volt_
volt_
des
deg
d_
_t
des
_b
ft
deg
f_
_t
_t
_t
m/s_c
ft
_t
o_ao_ _/ox
D_"A U'_T VAGU_
Z_SIOB I
o,]O*
O.
DI_IOB
1000. tO.
2._
O.
O.
-_._oo.
O*
I1_ IOI'1
O*
/d_C
DESCRIPTION
Variable semsit_v_ty values of. XCG and HCG
used f.or the strip chart recorders (see
d_scussion at D_IOB).
G_lde slope error (positive f.or aircref_
_).
Local£zer error (poaitive f.or aircre_t
to the ri_t).
Coe_and sisal to the cab 1_3I.
Redif'on _odel scene scale factor.
X, ¥, and H biases f.or the Redlf.o_.
Variable lJ_t values of Vc and HCG used
for the strip chart recorders (see d_scu_-
aion at I_SIOB).
Co,and ai_nal to the cab radio alt_neter.
Command si_a_ to the cab calibrated
a_repeed _tnment.
Orientat_ of pilot*s v£ew_n_ angle _t
the aircraft bod_ axis (but nor_l_ used
fc_ pitch and heading biases for the
Redlf.on servo_ ).
X and ¥ coordinates of. the glide slope
transmitter _r_ the runway axis.
Angle of the _l_tde slope tran_-4tter(posltave up).
X end y coordinates of the locel_zer trans-
mitter wrt the runway axis.
]Ial.f ar_e of outer and middle markers.
Coord_nste_ of the outer and middle _J_rhers
vrt the run_y axis system.
_peed of str_p chart recorders.
Flare initiation eltltude (see IFI/*d_).
Ol.,_i(_._._ nele_tive _ltitude (_,.'t _ro:_. Cab).
B-11
_LE _-1 (Continued)
_6
_8
_S9
_93
_o
3oi
303
_9
)1o
v_
%
%
o
t
. . .
D_T_
_P
WAL
D_P
. . .
° . .
CGZER
CGD_;LT
_X,t)C
_'N.OC
Z,@,TLO¢
Tn, IE
}WOGB
. . °
¥I/NEI,
S_ PDA
SCCI'D_
_K'CSW
DTD
UN1T3
/'t
_tl,e¢
ft/sec
ft
/'t;
m./ae¢
tt
ft
ft
t't
f%
ft
f_
8(:C
f%
volts
_3ec
Eb_/D Oe
ft
Sec
DEFAUIT VALUE
O.
}
O.
.51.G tO.
_IOB
o1O.
O.
o 1O.
O.
BnOTATE
"toO.
BVYS_%L
&t6.
2.
DI_O_I l_rON
Not used..
X.distance tm )9 foot obstacle clearance
plane.
1_ le_L_ of the u and v co_ments of
the _urbulence.
Scale lengths used by _he _I,-F-8_
turbu/_ce model.
l_4S le'_l of the turbulence.
Not used.
Not t_ed.
Initial and incremental values 0£ _.e
alrcr_ft c.6. _rt the Leadt_g e_,e of
the K_C.
Vtstanc_ from the glide slope source to
the pilot.
Coordinates of the loc_zer receiver
the alrcraf% axis system.
Coord_r_tes of the _l_Se slope receiver
w-_ the aircraft axis system.
Time from start of Operate.
Fog ceiling (cleax below HFOGB).
Com_nd _t6nal to fog generating, eqU_l_ent.
_CCFI_ fnr
recorder _%DT<h_ C_WS_ED=Speed of strip chart = -
_l_B for
_LT>IrI_C3W
l)wraLion Of Oynam].ccheck puL';e.
_;i_d tln_ of d3_mmttc rc:p_e sequence.
B-12
TAB_, B--I (Continued)
COMNDN
NUMBER
31 3
315
316
317
318
319
320
323
_4
3_6
_7
3_8
329
3_O
331
332
333
3_
3_
336
337
338
_39
VARL%BLE
FORTRAN
DCVALI
DCVAL2
DCVAL3
PTCHOT
RUDNOT
ELVIDT
ELVNOT
GITFLM
GDT1M
V_IN
¥COS
YLe_
GGAINI
C/;AIrN 2
C,&_TN5
Cr_,IN4
VDV_ 3
TR
V.TAS2
. . .
. = _
. . .
U_"ITS
volts
vo].ts
volts
volts
ssc
_sc
ND
ND
ND
NO
ND
ND
volts
ft
ND
ND
volts
DEFAULT VALUE
9-55
° tO.O.
O.
12. t1.
INS1OB 1
° 1O.O.
O.
I_IOB
O.
I_31OB
a_IL 3.
O_tto=al e_mlld IJ._ll_,/ to • _iteh,
rudder, and left and right ele_
ins _rum_ts.
C_ slsr, als to an opt..tomd, wlc_l.t_
mo4ed.
Command signal to I_C calibrated airspeed
instr_nt.
_tn=m deeisl_ altitude.
Ratio of total to a_bient te_e_at4_.
Ratio of total to ambient pres=ttre.
Co_d sigglal to co-_l_o_'g cal.tbmt,_
airspeed instrument.
Not used.
B-13
00011)1
_2
_7
_9
_7
_7
_ro
Po
T
P
T t
Pt
FO m_
. ° .
. °.,
PHIC_7
. ° .
_ALL
COIm
_DP
VCLL'EM
TAU
P_
Z_ZEI
ZUZ_
_OZ
m_oz
TA_
T_OY
FFoT
de_
volts
volts
w_Itl
_t_
ie_/ral
_D
_D
,_uz/rt _
dog K
_/_
de_
OKS, IN _,'D/'O8
:v.7'_U LT VA UJP_
O.
O.
O-
I]_IOA
ur_
UTIL_
O.
1
_I_D, 0.727 Y,'
DFSC_IPT!O_
O.
Boll ©_ used by the Rediton.
Jot -,,ed.
F.:L.+e _cl fa_l times _med by the 4_c
•,h_k pr _ram.
C_nd _i_al to e.g. £n_,t
'Ict us_l.
N_t u_e,l.
C_m_ si_. %o t:_e HSI.
Co_mrand to velocity limit tnstz_e_t
Red,erred alternate: met_.od of __._omtin_
X ,:n /_rip ¢_ml"t :_ecor_e*.
Ti_ ©_[_ta_t of first order ,_g used
to d_l_e 51_: R_difon _urln_ IC.
l_,t, used.
U3".._I t) con%_rt from radi_*_ to .egrees.
Startln6 _lue_ u._ed by random _olse
r, om'ee_ of tt.e M3.1_F-8_89 t_rb_lence
m_el.
Density at sea lev_l, s__andard day.
Llti_Ade used %o ca]cu_zte _, if ICO_.=I
( corm t_t d_nsity).
Ambient t_pcratu_.
Amoi_nt pre_s_we •
Total tcmp_.ra_ure.
Total p_:cs_re •
Iocre_P.ntal mablcn_ te,,,l_rat_re (optior_l).
B-I_
TABr P. B-! (Continued)
C0_0_
m_.__u
yn
y_
y_
y_
_2
_6
_o
_e
hoI
IK;:,.
IFORTiU_
:;Av_
yI_s_
RLU_,'U
RS]_'U
_v'CC1
DI_C_
XHCC_.
De0C6
XXCC7
EO_
I_O(Z
R_)PL
]_DPL
DF_HI
DFTHT
STATE1
STATE2
STAT_:3
STAT_-_
STATD_
CTRI:4I
C?R J t,'_.
C';'_IV/,
traITS
volt_
volts
volts
volts
1/se_"
I/8ec
1/see
I/s ec
_/se_
_/,ec
altO. f_2/sec
slu_- f_2/sec
alum- tt2/see
.d/see 2
r_/see _
:a4/sec 2
_td
red
tad/see 2
tad/see _
rad/see _-
t't/_ee 2
_t/..:_e_"
ft/sec 2
DEFAtr_T VALUE
_IOB
O. I
o.
o. J
o. "1
°fO.
o "j
O.
° l
DESCRIPTION
Co=msmd sisnal to eopllot*s airspeed
instrument.
Redtfon £ollow-ups from position pots fo_
e, O, and ?.
Coefficients ot angular momentum of
rotating machinery treed to compute angular
accelerations. Definitions are contained
in Appendix a.
Body axis comt_ents o_ an_ular m_mentun
due to rotating machinery.
Angular accelerations input to the B_DTION
subroutine vhen the flexible a/rcratt
option is on (XFLEX.1). They are not
integrated.
Perturbation Euler angles added to the
Redl£on servo commands eoJ_Uted tn the
BVISUAL subroutine (used to siaulate _>ly
bendtns).
Intcrmcdlate variables u_ed by the trim
subroutine, B_U_.
Control.:; used to trim thn aircraft. The
trim _uhroutine, I_IE_,_, _y=te._,ticr, lly
I v_rlez t|.:ce val"lablc: untl_ the linear%tltL_tIsL'IL)&r _cce c_tioll_ _.,eetcertain
_rI_l" Cri refits,
I
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TABLE _-1 (Cr':clude4)
WJ
_S
_)
kll
ka2
51)
ktk
516
1818
&_
t,_5
52,,
v__..___,_
%
T/T o
t,an_
rOt_PAN
PSI3I_
DI'US]_
tmZC
V_IC
tin.It
l_S'ntl
VAL
VDLqP
USD
1V-/tin
VETt.q_
Z;QW:)
AC!q:_
pA)aIR
TA/_R
TJAT
vol.ts
volt_
|ee
_/Jee
g't/Jle_
rt,/sec
D
tt
_/see
_/,.e _
f_/&ee
t't/see
_/see
t_c/8ee
ND
NO
_D
HD
o_o_ _mlo_
DZF&U_.T VALUE
T }
llMk._
°'tO.
O.
-}
Vlll_
-}
,)
O.
BVIStJAL
Course end fine headin8 eomend st_ls
used by the Redtfo. servos.
Frame tim of ADC/DAC serv_n_.
Body a_ta =o_x_ents of the initial aircraft
velocity vr_ the wind. Used to specify %.he
Ixdtlal aircraft velocity if the switch
D_CI4 - -I •
Two words u_ed to spee£f_ the name of the
realt_e overlay (_DIC).
Scale length used by the turbulenc_ model.
RMS level 01" the v _o_;_nemt Of turbulence.
Body axis eoe_onents of' the s_rcraDt acae/-
eratl_n wrt the air mass.
Local axis eomp_ents of the wind plus
rand_: _u_ta (atmospheric turbulence)
Loc,/i axis eo_._nents o£ %he '.az_:,_.r! Qtst_
(st=os;berle turb,_tence ) •
Tkls va.l-_:sble _S assigned to all u_*_ed'L_C'_.
_']_'_tl_ _r,t 1:_-a;_,;:_'_ _:, Of IC-_CJ_'-
Ratio Of ambient %o sea level pressure.
}i&t_ of amblen% to sea level te_.,peratur0.
T_n_ent of the aircraft's latitude.
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LIST A!/D I}_CR:[PTIO_I OF 13ASIC FE_:D FOINT c/J%'_DII,IFIX_
NU_R NA_.4E
I DDDE
2 INGT
IRGT
ILGT
ISTRIK
6 [FLAT
7 IFFCI
8 ISI_W
9 IHIT
10 IWEEL
11 IWEELC
12 ILGTRN
t_ _M
I_ IAIR
16 IFLARE
17 I2OO
18 ztSoo
19 IBURN
20 .ISI4A,_
21 IEVAL
ICTCLE
2_ XTI_OO
25 IFROM
ORIGI_I A_ID/OR
DEFAULT VALUE D_CRII_ION
BLGA
0
0
BI.fiA
II_IOB
0
II_IOB
EI_GIRE
0
_Un_T
I2_lOB
_UIET
0
I_IOB
gode control ].nteger.
Noze _ear on ground ° .
Ri_Jit r_.ln gear on 6round **
Le£t main gear on _round*.
Tall on _und**
Flat earth optiO_*o
Fixed-flight de-bug in progreu.
Sine wave input.
Ground touched by wheel or tail*.
I/_udlng gear dowse.
Co.and landing gear down**
Landing gear in trsn_£t*,
Over outer ,_rker'.
Over middle marker*.
Airways b_y*.
Below :_lare height**
Below 200 feet*.
Belo_ I_00 feet**
Confirm af_erburning occttrg_ng**
Shake stick, stall**
Primary trim evaluatl_ flip-flop,
Cycling computer ofT-ll_e ind£eat_
Satisfactory trim pZ'OK1"e88.
Atrcxa_ moving away fr_ beach.
Altitude trip pilot _/ght_ pilot _elect£we,
• Variable - I for condition indicated; otherwise zero.
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TABLE B-2 (Continued)
COb_DN FORTRAN
N_BER _4E
26 ]3_1
Z8 _D}
29
32
33 IL_
35 IEBU_
IPa_P
37 mDAMP
38 I_
39 z_c_
4o IREC2
_2 IREC4
_3 D_A01
IEGAG2
_.5 _GAG3
_6 _GA_
IAUT2
_9 _3
5z IPA_AC
9_ _V_RZ
ORIGIN AP4D/OR
DEFAULT VA[_E
DI 0
DF_CR IXTION
Used by EAI 81_O only.
Used by FAI 84OO only.
Used by EAI 84OO only.
Trim tab, no-".o down'.
Trim tab, nose up'.
Trim tab, noso left'.
Trim tab, nose right*.
Trim tab, left wing down*.
Trim tab, right wing down'.
•nab le afterburners'.
Activate roll dampers'.
Activate pitch 4reapers*.
Activate yaw dampers e .
Reverse thrust discrete, ensJ.ne 1e.
Reverse thrust discrete, en_ 2".
Reverse thrust discrete, engine _'.
Reverse thrust discrete, e_e _e
Command autothrottle activatto_ _.
Select roach hold mode'.
Select IAS hold mode'.
Select I_ select mode'.
Skew rate, forward slow'.
Skew rate, forward f_t'.
Skew rate, aft slow e .
Skew rate, aft fast e.
Activate air brakes °.
Activate parachute* •
I_er vlare" •
• Variable = 1 for condition indicated; otherwise zero.
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TA._U_ _-2 (Centinue4)
CO_40N FORTRA_I ORIGIN AHD/OA
NL__E._RR NAME DMFAULT VA [I/E DF::CRT_'I_!J
94 TP_ DI, O
59 NmSa 9
mmaT 2
57 IFAILI DI, O
29 _AIr_
6o ZFAZL5
61 IlYZ'I
63 IDT3 SMAIN, 88
6% I_ O
_. smm
66 Dm_ -I
67 Drab O
68 _S I
69 UaUS I
70 SmI +28
?I a_O 19_
7S XaD 6_
73 _ 128
7k. la_z o
75 _olAu o
76 zamve nmloa
I_ZX_ Ilm10B
z_ o
79 ml sPmmc
8O m2 1
81 as)
89 m_
Activate lr_CAL device °.
Long side ,:omzt, _t._[p eb'_.rt I)AC mzlttpLexint_..
Sho_ side count, _bzvlp ch_'t DAC multlplexin_.
Failure of F.n,_ineNo. |.
Failure of _nclne No. R.
Failure of £_Lne No. 3.
Failure of Engine No. _.
Fastest loop _Lme in milliseconds.
_nd fastest loop time in millisecon4h_.
fastest loop time in milliseconds.
Input positions are e.g. relative to runway _.
_DTI_R initialization integer.
Reques t_ ,,ode.
Mode control in the cab'.
Mode control at the SECS station*.
control through the HIS r_ck*.
Number of input d:Lecretes.
Number of outlet discrete-.
Number of ADC' •.
_m1_r of DAC's.
Coded trim select.
Coded quantity under trim control.
Above obstacle plsne e.
Below obstacle plane e.
Dymm.%e check request.
Used for strip chart speed control.
Waz_mble . 1 For cond£t_on ind_cated; otherwise zero.
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TABrZ B-2 (Couth1_d)
CO_._DN FORTRA_I
83 ZSllOW
8_ II_.mEI!
8_ I_STL
86 IT_
87 m_
88 11_1I_2
89 _3
90 ICHI
91 Ic_2
92 ZCR3
93 ICH_
9 z_5
99 zcs6
96 zc_
97 Icx8
98 _c_9
IClllo
I00 ICHI 1
i Ot ICtll 2
102 ITRIM
TO_ ITRI_P
104 IPRI-I_
lO5 NRUN
ltXS IRBI
108 IRE3
to9 IRES,
|10 ICI _IART
111 7_
ORIG r__N/GiD/OR
DF.,FAULTVAI,UE
0
0
I_rSIOB
INS IOB
BQII/IET,O
BQ_FfET
O
s_ooel
ENGINE
INSIOB
0
DIC._]CRI__TIOII
Takeoff or l_nding irintout unable'.
N_nbering option el_bled'.
Thrust as_ymetry, y_w left'.
TDa_ust _s3qnetry , y'_._right'.
Not _sed.
Reserved for any special purpose swiSches.
Aircraft is trimming'.
Past value of ITRMCM.
Enable printout routine'.
number.
Engine I reversing'.
Engine 2 reversing'.
Engine 5 reversing*.
Engine 4 reversing'.
Strip clu_rt recorders on*.
Initiate the trim program'.
• Wari&bl.e ,, I for condition indicated; otherwise zero.
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TABLE. B-2 (Continued)
COr_4_N FORTRAN ORIO_ AND/OR
tR_._,E___.__R _FtME DEFAULT VAUJE
112 IIrBEND 0
!13 IZBE_D O
I ll_ II_ll O
I15 IFULLY 0
I16 IFOGIT BVISUAL
117 IDUMFU O
118 ICODE 17
I19 IGAMTM 0
120 IDr_IE 1
121 D_ I
122 IASFLP _1OB
12_ IS ITR 0
12_ ICPRRT 0
12_ IIK_ L O
126 I_ 0
127 IC,S2 IllsIOB
128 _ DI, 0
129 ILGUP ]_18IOB
1._O I_PAIL I]_31OB
1._I I_0P3[ 1
1_ IPSIDR 1"I_10A
13_ _ IX), 0
|
I_ i_ I
136 _ o
1_ :z'z'ua ...
DEZCp_[ETION
Enable Y bend/rig mode*.
Enable Z bend/rig mode*.
Initial velocity conclition Is codedt.
Not used.
Socked in "d/screte*.
Dummy motion follow-ups enabled*.
Coded dynamic check sequence, sc_ BDCHK_.
Trim mode, when enabled, is on ganaa.
Enable input diseretes*.
Enable output diseretes*.
YAS flip-flop.
Right hand controls in command • .
Print i/_tial condlti_ • .
Enable runway rumble'.
Rb-_D_4 enable%
Inside ,-'Iddle marker event'.
Pilot event*.
L_ng ge_ up'.
At least one engine failed*.
Nmnber of print copies requested.
Heading inset drive discrete (see I_IDR).
X-Y plotter pen down com_and_ Recorder I •.
X-Y plotter pen down conmLud_ Record_ 2".
X-Y plotter pen down co_and_ Recorder _**
Option for non-repeat4ble t_u-bu.le_e •.
Hot used.
• Variable = I for condition indicated; otherwise zero.
f.! use VE@_C as initial Mach ir
t If DNIACN = use VD_ as initial equivalent airspeed
use UBIC, VBIC, and WBIC as initial velocity eompm_nti relatlw to Mr II
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T,_J3LEB-2 (Cvntinucd)
CO;,_.DN }O RT£d_] OitIG]2{AND/OR
NIL_BE. ___RR _V4.tZ DEFAULT VALUE
139 IRUNS2 - - -
I_0 IRV_ 3 - - -
1_I ICOND 0
142 _,_TPE B RUMDM
143 ISTACK BEUNDM
1_ NRDDT I
1_..5 NLrST o
I_ IZZSWP - - - ]
147 IONCE - - -
1_8 rBOFr - - -
1_9 IAUTO USER
19o zcRoo - - -
151 ICRGI - - -
152 ICRG3 - - -
193 zcRc_ - - -
_ ic_? - - -
155 icw,8 - - -
I_6 zc_9 - - -
197 ICRGIO - - -
I_ zc_11 - - -
1,59 ICRGI 3 - - -
16o zc_1_ - - -
161 ICRGI 5 - - "
169. IVFA I
163 zFu_ o
164 N2 2
165 _3
166 ITBAD BQUIET
167 m m_z
DESCRI [_I_ON
Not _.ed.
Constant de_.sity selection switch (see H_IOZ)'.
Label new RUNDUM tape switch'.
Stack RI_DUM files option',
Multiples of frame time for _ data _.
No. of variables to be recorded by R_RDUM.
Used by EAI 8_O0 o_.
Cow.ands auto hold when set.
Console registers us_byEAI 8_00.
Select visual system.
Enable motion flex co_p_tatiI*.
Loop 2 multiple o£ loop 1 (see IDT1 ).
Loop 3 multiple of loop I (lee IDTI ).
Control limit interference durinE trim.
Control increment flm@ for BQ_.
• Variable = 1 for condition indicated; otherwise zero.
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T/_ f_,; 8-2 (Concluded)
CO_2.DN
_.mER
168
169
_7o
171
172
17_
175
IT6
177
179
180
181
182
183
18&
186
187
188
FO RTRA/I ORIGIN AI[D/OR
_£a_ DEFAULT VAII;E
_DDENB [gDTION
ICE_a,B BMOTION
IDTFST _DT}_R
NHOLD 10
NADI_ SDAC
ISHORT SDAC
ILONG SDAC
IDRE_B DI
IRSDAC DATA
IDOPDR DI
ICDATC ]_S 10B
IREVAL . . .
NJSED 2
IDASTR 0
_STAB 0
IVISFU . - .
IEULR 0
IETURB 0
IGRCMP 0
ITOMTR 0
IBTRAN . BTRARSFO
and BLGA
DESCRIPTION
_btion ol_rator mode control.
Conmmnd to enable motion drive racks.
Fast I.C. frame time (msecs).
No. of hold cycle interatlons.
Enable ADC's'.
Enable short side output'.
Enable long side output'.
Motion drive racks enabled'.
Enable instrument DAC's'.
Drive rack loops are closed'.
IC data outputs are stir active'.
Not used.
Ratio of ADC/DAC frame time to loop I frame time.
Starting channel number for ADC/DAC conversi_.
Enable stability derivmtive evaluation ° .
Note used.
Interpret IC angular rates as Eular angle rates'.
Turbulence is in local axes instead of body axe8%
Turbulence continues after landing gear bit_'.
Zero_ and _ in I.e.
Flag indicating updated axis transformation matrix.
• Variable - 1 for condition indicated, otherwise zero.
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APPENDIXC
_DTIONDRIVE LOGIC _4DNICS AND DEFAULT VALUES
This appendix contains Table C-I which lists all the motion system
drive logic mnemonics and default values.
C-I
TABLE C-I
MOTION DRIVE LOGIC _ITICS ARD DEFAULT VALUES
i
BLOCK DIAGRAM
SYMBOL
I
KXI
xx2
%3
zx
%3
zy
%,
%2
z_
%,
%2
%
%,
FORTR_
I
GAI_
AKIX
AKSX
AKRlX
AKXN
AK1 ¥
AKSY
AKR1Y
AK_
AK1Z
AKSZ
AK1 P
AKSP
AKPL
AKI_
AK1Q
AKSQ
AKO/
AK1R
AKSR
DEFAULT
VALUE
II
1
1.0
2.1)
1°0
0
1.0
0.1
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
4.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
o .25
1.0
1.0
I I IIII
I
see-1 I
see "1
see -I
see "1
raa/sec
ft/see
sec "1
tad/see
see "1
C-2
TABLE C-I (Continued)
BLOCK DIAGRAM I FORTRAN I DEFAULT
i FILTER PARAMETERS I
c-3
UNITS
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
tad/see
rad/see
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
rad/sec
TABLE C-1 (Continued)
BLOCK DIAGRAM
SYMBOL
,, ,,,
_B_
_B_
_CX
_cY
_cx
_cY
%x
%Y
_ox
Soy
TAX
_AY
_AZ
_Ae
_A_
vBX
_BY
FORTRAN
NAME
AZETBP
AZETBQ
AZETBR
A_MGCX
A_MGCY
AZETCX
AZETCY
A_MGDX
A_MGDY
AZETDX
AZETDY
TAUF ( 1 )
TAUF(2)
TAUF(3)
TAUF(4)
TAUF(5)
TAUF(6)
TAUF(7)
TAUF(8)
LIMITER PARAMETERS
DEFAULT
VALUE
1.4
1.4
I •4
0.18
o.75
1.O
1.O
o.18
o .75
1.0
1.0
L:_.
20.
20.
20.
20.
10.
10.
I
A_(1) 2.8
A__A(2) 37.0
m
i
w
rad/sec
rad/sec
tad/s ec
rad/sec
sec
sec
see
see
sec
sec
sec
sec
ft
ft
TABLE C-I (Concluded)
BLOCK DIAGRA_
SYMBOL
. ±
FORTRAN
NA_
|
A_(3)
Am(5)
AMA(6)
ADm(_)
ADm(2)
ADm(3)
ADm(9)
ADMA (6)
ADD_ (3!
C_NS_K(_)
C¢_STK(2)
C¢I_I'STK(_)
DEFAULT
VALUE UNITS
3-9 ft
O.6283 rad
O. 31hl rad
O. 4189 rad
5.09 ft/sec
16.0 ft/sec
6.9 ft/sec
0.5 rad/sec
O.5 rad/sec
0.9 rad/sec
I 8.0 ft/sec 2
9.O ft/sec 2
11.0 ft/sec 2
3.2 rad/s ec2
I.6 rad/sec 2
I .6 rad/s ec2
-I
-I .804 sec
-o. 6 sec- I
-I
-I .77 sec
-I
-2.0 see
-I
-2.8 sec
-1
-2.8 sec
MISCELLanEOUS
SCLIM 0.9
I2ND 0
ISEP 0

APPENDIXD
MDTIONDRIVE LOGIC TRANSFER FUNCTIONH
This appendix contains Figures D-I and D-2 which show the motion
system drive logic transfer functions for the travels used and the
recovered motion parameters.
D-I
Figure D-1
Drive Logic Transfer Functions for Travels Used
_- Gx(S)I,2
_,o_,_,_,_i[_2_(._1
I qX,_AX] [_,_X ] KXl_4%(s___!3r
g 1 [ _AX'_AX][_'_k_]
{ rm"'iK_,,°2 1 _L_ 2_ i
[_Ae' _Ae ][_B8' a_Be] % Ke2Ge
Ysm (s)
Ayp
° I _AY J .
= Gy(S) [_AY'a_AY][_BY'C_BY] __ KY2Gy(S ) J
_ _AY
D-2
Figure D-I (Concluded)
I $2}{, Kl}
' "A_', j
{ }{ }Zs___=_(_) = Gz(S) _I _ L"AZ+ _z_
r i i_AZP _"_AZ'_AZ ] [ _BZ'mBZ ] _i-_ ! K'z2Gz(S )
{  is,-}
NOTES:
I. Abbreviated notation
[a] means s + a
[_,'"] means s2 + 2_ + 2
2. eS------_and @SLM are for nominal residual tilt option (IALTR$=I,
AXp _P Figure 9._.2-I)
z)-3
Figure D-2
Drive Logic Transfer Function for Recovered Motion Parameters
AXsn_ 2Xsm(_) ÷ g
AYSm 2 Ysm _sm (s)
AZs----_TM (s) = Gz(S) r " I '
AZp [_AZ,_AZ ][_BZ,a_BZ] [ Gz(S)Kz2 ] ['_ "
4 ]= %(s) [ _A(P'C°Aq_] [ _B_ 'a_]
J
s4
= Ge(s) Kel
[ t_Ae'mAO] [ t_Be'_e ]
= %(._) K_'I'
[ t_A*' a_A*] [ _B*' a_B. ] [ G_,(s)K,2 ] ['_A_ ]
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Figure F_2 (Concluded)
AI_D:
_SIM 2 XSIM es IM
(") = s -- + g
AYSn_(_) #_ ZsIM __s_
Ayp si{II1KY3[_AY'_AY][_BY'_Y] - KY 1 Kp s IK 2 ]
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